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INTRODUCTION 
These data have been collected by the Kentucky Geological 
Survey as part of an ongoing project, and this report is subject 
to updating and revision as additional data become available. 
Where information is not available for a certain category, the 
entry is left blank. 
Data are listed in order by county and field name. 
Producing formations generally are listed in approximate 
stratigraphic sequence from youngest to oldest. The date shown 
is the year of completion of the discovery well in the field. 
The Carter coordinate location pertains only to the discovery 
well of the field and in some cases may be outside the listed 
county; other wells in the field may lie outside the given 
Carter coordinates • 
. Kentucky is divided into four regions (Fig. 1) as defined by 
the American Association of Petroleum Geologists (Meyer, 1968). 
Tables 1, 2, and 3 show producing zones for each of the three 
regions in Kentucky that produce oil and gas. No production has 
been recorded for the Mississippi Embayment region in the far 
western part of the State. Oil production was rumored in 
McCracken County, but this was never substantiated. 
For additional information about this listing, contact 
Brandon Nuttall at the Kentucky Geological Survey. 
PIELD-NAN.ING CONVEH'l'IONS 
The oil and gas fields of Kentucky generally have· been named 
after nearby geographic features, such as towns, communities, 
creeks, lakes, hills, ridges, etc. Some fields have previously 
been known by several names; in such cases a single name has 
been selected, and all others are listed in the index as 
"OBSOLETE." Field names that are incorrect are listed in the 
index as "INVALID." 
The use of districts in the Big Sandy gas field ("DBS") is 
an exception to standard conventions. A "district" is an area 
within the Big Sandy gas field having one or more pays other 
than the Ohio Shale of Devonian age. The Big Sandy field refers 
to any gas production from the Ohio Shale, even where the 
production is within the area of one of the districts. Thus, 
districts in the Big Sandy generally produce gas from the Ohio 
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Figure 1. Kentucky counties and major geographic subdivisions. 
.. • -· - •. ,J ·~ ~·· " • ~ 
Table 1. PRODUCING ZONES IN WESTERN KENTUCKY. 
DRILlERS' PRODUCTION 
SYSTEM UNIT TERNS lYPE 
PENNSYLVANIAN Strugis (Lisman) Fm 0 
Carbondale Fm 0 & G 
Tradewater Fm 0 & G 
Caseyville Fm 0 & G 
MISSISSIPPIAN Clore Fm 0 
Palestine Ss 0 & G 
Menard Fm Chapman 0 & G 
Waltersburg Ss Fuqua Sd 0 & G 
Vienna Ls 0 
Tar Springs Ss Jett Sd 0 & G 
Glen Dean Ls 0 
Hardinsburg Ss Jones Sd 0 & G 
Haney (Golconda) Ls 0 
Big Clifty Ss Jackson Sd 0 & G 
Cypress Ss Barlow Sd 0 & G 
Reelsville Ls U. Paint Creek Ls 0 & G 
Sample Ss Paint Creek Sd 0 & G 
Beaver Bend Ls L. Paint Creek Ls 0 
Bethel Ss Benoist 0 & G 
Renault Ls 0 
Aux Vases Fm 0 
Ste. Genevieve Ls O'Hara Lm 0 
Rosiclare Ls 0 
McClosky Lm 0 
St. Louis Ls 0 
Salem Ls 0 & G 
Warsaw Ls 0 & G 
Fort Payne Fm 0 & G 
DEVONIAN New Albany Sh G 
Jeffersonville 
(Grand Tower) Ls 0 
Dutch Creek Ss 0 
Clear Creek Ls 0 
SILURIAN Brownsport Fm 0 
Laurel Dol 0 
ORDOVICIAN Kimmswick 
(Lexington} Ls Trenton 0 
ABBREVIATIONS 
Gp Group Ls Limestone 0 Oil 
Fm Formation Lm Lime G Gas Ss Sandstone Dol Dolmite 
Sd Sand Sh Shale 
3 
Table 2. PRODUCING ZONES IN CENTRAL KENTUCKY 
DRILLERS' 
SYSTEM UNIT TERNS 
MISSISSIPPIAN Salem Ls 
Warsaw Ls 
Ft. Payne Fm Corder, Stray 
New Providence Fm Beaver Creek Lm 
DEVONIAN New Albany 
(Chattanooga) Sh 
' Knob Lick Ss Hardin 
Jeffersonville Ls 
Dutch Creek Fm 
Clear Creek Ls 
Brownsport Gp 
SILURIAN Louisville (Lego) Ls 
Laurel Dol Blue Sd 
Brassfield Dal Yellow Cap 
ORDOVICIAN Cumberland Fm 





High Bridge Gp 
Wells Creek Fm 























0 & G 
0 & G 
0 & G 
G 
0 
0 & G 
0 & G 
0 & G 
0 & G 
0 & G 
0 & G 
0 
G 
0 & G 
G 
0 & G 
0 & G 




Table 3. PRODUCING ZONES IN EASTERN KENTUCKY 
DRILLERS' 
SYSTEM UNIT TERNS 
PENNSYLVANIAN Lee Fm Salt Sd 
MISSISSIPPIAN Pennington Fm Maxon Sd 
Newman Ls Big lime 
Borden Fm Injun, Keener, 
Weir 
Berea Ss Grit 
DEVONIAN Ohio Sh 
Onondaga 
(Hunters vi 11 e) Ls Corniferous 
SILURIAN Salina Dal Corniferous 
Lockport Dal Corniferous 
Keefer Ss Big Six 
Clinch Ss Clinton Sd 
ORDOVICIAN Lexington Ls Trenton 
High Bridge Gp Stones River, 
Murfreesboro 
St. Peter Ss 
Knox Gp 
Beekmantown Dol 
















0 & G 
0 & G 
0 & G 
0 & G 
0 & G 
G 
0 & G 
0 & G 
0 & G 
0 & G 
G 
0 & G 
0 & G 
G 
0 & G 
0 & G 
0 & G 
KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS 
Field and pool names have been spelled out as completely as 
possible. This list provides a key to the abbreviations that 




CO Consolidated (especially at the end of a name) 
CON Consolidated (especially at the end of a name) 
CONS Consolidated 
DB District of Big Sandy (especially at the end of a name) 












U Upper (especially at the beginning of a name) 
W West 
6 
























Fort Payne Fm 
GRADYVILLE EAST 
Knox Gp 
Stones River Gp 
Murfreesboro Ls 
GRADYVILLE EAST CONS 




















































NO RECORD OF NAMES OF INCLUDED POOLS 































Disc. Date Location 
Type of 
Production System 
JOPPA 1985 G-52 
Knox Gp OIL Ordovician 
LUTTRELL CREEK 1983 I-54 
Knox Gp OIL Ordovician 
MAPLE GROVE SCHOOL 1971 H-49 
Sunny brook OIL Ordovician 
Knox Gp OIL Ordovician 
PICKETT 1974 H-49 
IN: PICKETT CONS 
Knox Gp OIL Ordovician 
PICKETT CHAPEL H-49 
IN: PICKETT CONS 
. NO REFERENCES 
PICKETT CONS H-49 
INCLUDES: PICKETT, PICKETT WEST, PICKETT CHAPEL, 
EXIE SOUTH 
Fort Payne Fm OIL Mississippian 
Sunny brook OIL Ordovician 
Stones River Gp OIL Ordovician 
Murfreesboro Ls OIL Ordovician 
Knox Gp OIL Ordovician 
********** ALLEN COOHH ********** 
ADOLPHUS 1917 B-39 
IN: PETROLEUM CONS 
Lego Ls OIL Silurian 
ALLEN 1920 C-38 
ABANDONED 
Jeffersonville Ls OIL Devonian 
ALLEN SPRINGS CONS 1925 D-39 
INCLUDES: AYRES, HALFWAY WEST, SATTERFIELD 


















IN: BAYS FORK CONS 
BAYS FORK CONS 

















BRITTS MILL 1919 E-40 
OBSOLETE NAME SEE BRITT CONS 
BRUNSON 1925 E-41 
IN: MEADOR EAST CONS 
BUCHANNON 1920 D-41 




BUCK CREEK CHURCH 
"Corniferous" OIL Devonian 
BUTLERSVILLE 
IN: HALFWAY CONS 
"Corniferous" 
CALVERT 






CEDAR SPRINGS CONS 1920 D-41 
INCLUDES: CALVERT, HURT, NITXSCHE 
"Corniferous" OIL Devonian 
CHAPEL HILL 
IN: WHEAT CONS 












Disc. Date Location 
Type of 
Production System 
CLAYPOOL SOUTH 1971 E-40 
OBSOLETE NAME SEE OLIVER, W G 
Fort Payne Fm OIL Mississippian 
COSTELLO 
ORIGIN OF NAME (& LOCATION) UNKNOWN, POSSIBLY A FARM NAME 
DALTON 
IN: SHADY GROVE CONS 
DEVINE 
IN: HALIFAX SOUTH CONS 
DIFFICULT CREEK CONS 
INCLUDES: BUCHANNON 
"Corniferous" 





IN: TAYLOR SCHOOL CONS 
DYSON 
IN: RODEMER CONS 
EDMONDS 
IN: GAINESVILLE WEST CON 
ERWIN 
IN: MEADOR NORTH CONS 
EWING 
IN: MEADOR CONS 
FISHER 
IN: RODEMER CONS 
FLEET 























---------- ------------ ---------------------- -- -----------------
Field Name 
Producing Formation 





IN: RODEMER CONS 
1919 E-41 GAINESVILLE 
"Corniferous" OIL Devonian 
1959 E-41 GAINESVILLE EAST 
Brownsport Fm OIL Silurian 
GAINESVILLE S CONS 



















INCLUDES: EDMONDS, JOHNSON, SINKING SPRING, YESSE 
Jeffersonville Ls OIL Devonian 
Brownsport Fm OIL Silurian 
Lego Ls OIL Silurian 
Laurel Dol OIL Silurian 
GOLD CITY EAST CONS 1925 C-37 
INCLUDES: HUNT, SLATE 
Fort Payne Fm OIL Mississippian 
Upper Devonian OIL Devonian 
Lower Silurian OIL Silurian 
GREEVER 1921 D-41 
Fort Payne Fm OIL Mississippian 
1st Corniferous OIL Devonian 
2nd Corniferous OIL Devonian 
HALFWAY CONS 1866 D-39 
INCLUDES: BUTLERSVILLE 
Jeffersonville Ls OIL Devonian 
Brownsport Fm OIL Silurian 
HALFWAY WEST D-39 
IN: ALLEN SPRINGS CONS 
HALIFAX CONS 1922 E-40 
NO RECORD OF NAMES OF INCLUDED POOLS 
Fort Payne Fm OIL Mississippian 
Jeffersonville Ls OIL Devonian 










HALIFAX SOUTH CONS 1922 D-39 
INCLUDES: DEVINE 
HICKORY HILL C-40 
IN: RO DEMER CONS 
HINTON 1919 ·c-3a 
IN: ALONZO CONS 
Jeffersonville Ls OIL Devonian 
HOOTEN 1916 C-40 
IN: SHADY GROVE CONS 
HOLLAND 1919 D-40 
IN: SCOTTSVILLE CONS 
HOLLAND SE 1967 C-42 
Cumberland Fm GAS Ordovician 
Ede.n Gp GAS Ordovician 
HOWELL 1919 C-41 
HOWELL-JACKSON 1919 C-41 
OBSOLETE NAME SEE HOWELL 
HUNT 1918 C-38 
IN: GOLD CITY EAST CONS 
HUNT, G w 1918 F-41 
Brownsport Fm OIL Silurian 
HURRICANE CREEK 1918 E-42 
ABANDONED 
Laurel Dol OIL Silurian 
HURT 1920 E-41 
IN: CEDAR SPRINGS CONS 
ABANDONED 
JACKSON 1918 C-40 
IN: RODEMER CONS 
JEWELL 1918 F-40 
Brownsport Fm OIL Silurian 
Lego Ls OIL Silurian 
JEWELL BEND 1918 F-40 





Disc. Date Location 
Type of 
Production - ·system 
JOHNSON 1919 E-40 















IN: PETROLEUM CONS 
MASSIE 




















MCREYNOLDS 1919 C-40 
OBSOLETE NAME SEE PETROLEUM NORTH 
MEADOR CONS 









































- . - - -
----------------. ------ .. --------------------------------------------
Field Name 
Producing Formation 
Disc. Date Location 
Type of 
Production System 
MILLER 1916 C-40 
IN: SHADY GROVE CONS 
MITCHELL 1924 D-40 
Brownsport Fm OIL Silurian 
MOT KY D-39 
OBSOLETE NAME SEE BAYS FORK 
MOTLEY D-40 
IN: SCOTTSVILLE N CONS 
MT AERIAL CONS 1919 D-38 








IN: CEDAR SPRINGS CONS 
ABANDONED 
OLIVER 
IN: BAYS FORK CONS 
OLIVER SCHOOL 
IN: WHEAT CONS 













OBSOLETE NAME SEE BAYS FORK CONS (MOTLEY IS TYPO FOR MOTKY) 
PETROLEUM CONS 


























Disc. Date Location 
Type of 
. Production System 
PETROLEUM SOUTH 








IN: POPE CONS 
OBSOLETE NAME SEE STAMPS 
RODEMER CONS 
INCLUDES: DYSON, FISHER, 












FROST, HICKORY HILL, 




RODEMER EAST 1902 C-40 
OBSOLETE NAME SEE FISHER AND WILDWOOD 
ROUGH CREEK C-40 
IN: SHADY GROVE CONS 
SATTERFIELD 1921 D-39 
IN: ALLEN SPRINGS CONS 
SAUNDERS 1924 D-40 
OBSOLETE NAME SEE MITCHELL 
SAUNDERS-MITCHELL D-40 
OBSOLETE NAME SEE MITCHELL 
SCOTTSVILLE CONS 









SCOTTSVILLE N CONS 1919 D-40 




Beaver Ls OIL Mississippian 



















HOOTEN, MILLER, ROUGH CREEK 
OIL Silurian 
E-40 
IN: GAINESVILLE WEST CON 
SLATE C-40 
IN: SCOTTSVILLE CONS 
SLEDGE CONS 1918 E-39 
INCLUDES: LANDERS, WEAVER 
"Corniferous" OIL Devonian 
Beaver Ls OIL Mississippian 
STAMPS 1919 C-38 
IN: POPE CONS 
Fort Payne Fm GAS Mississippian 
Jeffersonville Ls OIL Devonian 
Brownsport Fm OIL Silurian 
STARK E-41 
IN: MEADOR CONS 
STOVALL 1919 E-40 
IN: MEADOR CONS 
Fort Payne Fm OIL Mississippian 
Jeffersonville Ls OIL Devonian 
Laurel Dol OIL Silurian 
STRINGER 1919 D-38 
IN: MT AERIAL CONS 
TAYLOR SCHOOL CONS 1918 C-40 
INCLUDES: DUKE 
Brownsport Fm OIL Silurian 
Lego Ls OIL Silurian 
THOMAS 1925 D-38 
IN: MT AERIAL CONS 
TRAMMEL CREEK 1919 C-39 






Disc. Date Location 
Type of 
Production System 
WHEAT CONS 1919 C-39 













IN: SCOTTSVILLE CONS 
WILDWOOD 










********** BARRER COCJlfl'Y ********** 
ALLISON 1918 G-43 
IN: EMORY-MOORE CONS 
Beaver Ls OIL Mississippian 
Laurel Dal OIL Silurian 
Brassfield Dal OIL Silurian 
AUSTIN 1918 G-43 
Beaver Ls OIL Mississippian 
BEAR WALLOW 1932 H-45 
Lego Ls OIL Silurian 
BEAVER 1924 G-44 
IN: GLASGOW CONS 
Lego Ls OIL Silurian 
BERRY 1925 G-44 
IN: GLASGOW CONS 
BERRY STORE 1918 F-41 
IN: BERRY STORE CONS 
Upper Devonian OIL Devonian 
BERRY STORE CONS F-41 
INCLUDES: BERRY STORE-, COLE SCHOOL 
"Corniferous" OIL Devonian 
BETHEL SCHOOL 1986 F-44 




























IN: BERRY STORE CONS 
COLES BEND 
Fort Payne Fm 
CORAL HILL CONS 
NO RECORD OF NAMES OF 
Jeffersonville Ls 
Laurel Dol 
CORAL HILL N CONS 

















































IN: EMORY-MOORE CONS 
EMORY-MOORE CONS 1887 G-43 
INCLUDES: ALLISON, EMORY 
Beaver Ls OIL Mississippian 
Lego Ls OIL Silurian 
Laurel Dol OIL Silurian. 
Brassfield Dol OIL Silurian 
FAIRVIEW CHURCH 1959 G-41 
Fort Payne Fm OIL Mississippian 
"Corniferous" OIL Devonian 
FINNEY NORTHEAST 1985 F-41 
Dixon Ls OIL Silurian 
FINNEY SOUTHEAST E-41 
FINNEY WEST F-41 
1st Corniferous OIL Devonian 
2nd Corniferous OIL Devonian 
FLINT KNOB 1930 H-43 
Warsaw GAS Mississippian 
FLINT KNOB WEST 1985 G-43 
Leipers OIL Ordovician 
FREEDOM 1966 0-45 
GAS HOLLOW 1880 F-43 
Upper Devonian OIL Devonian 
GLASGOW 1922 G-43 
IN: GLASGOW CONS 
Laurel Dol GAS Silurian 
GLASGOW CONS 1889 F-43 
INCLUDES: BEAVER, BERRY, GLASGOW, HALL-BAKER 
GORBY 1924 F-43 
Laurel Dol OIL Silurian 
HALL-BAKER 1924 G-44 
IN: GLASGOW CONS 
Lego Ls OIL Silurian 















Fort Payne Fm 
Laurel Dol 
JORDAN 













Fort Payne Fm 
"Corniferous" 
Leipers 


























































Disc. Date Location 
Type of 
Production System 
OIL CITY CONS 1890 G-43 
NO RECORD OF NAMES OF INCLUDED POOL.S 














RED CROSS NORTH 
"Corniferous" 
RED CROSS WEST 
Salem Ls 
ROCKY HILL EAST 
Upper Devonian 
Laurel Dol 

















































IN: LEGRANDE CONS 
LOCAL NAME FOR BARREN COUNTY PART OF LEGRANDE CONS 
SOMERS 1925 G-45 
Laurel Dol OIL Silurian 
SOUTH FORK 1918 G-43 













SULPHUR LICK CONS 1964 D-46 
INCLUDES: SULPHUR LICK NORTH 
Fairmont Fm OIL Ordovician 
SULPHUR LICK NORTH 1965 E-46 
IN: SULPHUR LICK CONS 
TEMPLE HILL EAST 1966 E-45 
Fairmont Fm OIL Ordovician 
TEMPLE HILL NORTH 1986 E-44 
Leipers OIL Ordovician 
TEMPLE HILL SOUTH 1919 E-44 
Fairmont Fm O&G Ordovician 
Granville GAS Ordovician 
Sunnybrook GAS Ordovician 
Leipers GAS Ordovician 
WIGWAM H-45 
OBSOLETE NAME SEE BEAR WALLOW 
WINLOCK-STEFFEY 1889 F-43 






Disc •. Date Location 
Type of 
Production System 
********** BATH COUNTY********** 
BLUES TONE 1938 T-72 
Bisher GAS 
HOPE 1928 S-69 
Brassfield Dol OIL 
KNOX HILL .1978 T-71 
Maysville Gp GAS. 
MOUNT OLYMPUS 1928 S-71 
OLYMPIA CONS 1918 T-70 
INCLUDES: OLYMPIA SPRINGS, SALT LICK 
Richmond Gp OIL 
OLYMPIA SPRINGS 1928 S-70 
IN: OLYMPIA CONS 
Richmond Gp OIL 
OLYMPIAN SPRINGS S-70 
OBSOLETE NAME SEE OLYMPIA SPRINGS 
.POLKSVILLE 1926 T-71 
RAGLAND 1900 S-72 
Lockport Dol OIL 
SALT LIGK 1929 T-71 
IN: OLYMPIA CONS 
Richmond Gp OIL 
Garrard Ss GAS 
********** BELL COUNTY********** 
BEVERLY F-72 
OBSOLETE NAME SEE RED BIRD 
CANADA MOUNTAIN 1974 B-70 
Big Lime GAS 
CUBAGE CREEK 1978 C-72 
Big Lime O&G 
GOODIN BRANCH 1986 C-69 




















HATFIELD GAP 1979 B-67 
Big Lime OIL Mississippian 
Big Lime GAS Mississippian 
KAY JAY 1979 C-69 
IN: KAY JAY CONS 
Maxon Sd GAS Mississippian 
KAYJAY CONS 1979 C-69 
INCLUDES: KAY JAY 
MISC SCATTERED BIGL LIME PRODUCTION CONS WITH KAYJAY 
Maxon Sd O&G Mississippian 
Big Lime O&G Mississippian 
Ravencliff Sd O&G Mississippian 
KETTLE ISLAND 1951 D-71 
Big Lime GAS Mississippian 
Big Lime OIL Mississippian 
"Corniferous" GAS Devonian 
MIDDLESBORO 1974 B-70 
OBSOLETE NAME SEE CANADA MOUNTAIN 
Big Lime GAS Mississippian 
RED BIRO 1900 F-72 
Big Lime GAS Mississippian 
RELLA 1978 E-71 
Maxon Sd GAS Mississippian-
Big Lime GAS Mississippian 
STONEY FORK 1952 E-72 
Salt Sd OIL Pennsylvanian 
Big Lime GAS Mississippian 
Chattanooga Sh GAS Devonian 
Lockport Dol GAS Silurian 
Big Six Sd GAS Silurian 
STRAIGHT CREEK E-74 
OBSOLETE NAME SEE STONEY FORK 
VAR ILLA 1954 C-72 






Disc. Date Location 
rype of 
Production System 






















BOLTS FORK 1920 U-81 






































Berea Ss GAS Mississippian 





********** BREA'l'BITT COOH'.rY ********** 
BELCHER FORK 













BIG SIX A 
IN: HOLLY CREEK CONS 
Big Six Sd 
BIG SIX B 
IN: TAULBEE CONS 
Big Six Sd 
COPE FORK 
IN: TAULBEE CONS 
Lockport Dol 



























Big Six Sd 
"Corniferous" 
HOLLY CREEK 
IN: HOLLY CREEK CONS 
Salina Fm 
Lockport Dol 
Big Six Sd 
HOLLY CREEK CONS 
INCLUDES: BIG SIX A, 
Salina Fm 
Lockport Dol 
Big Six Sd 
HUNTING CREEK 
Ohio Sh 

































Disc. Date Location 
Type of 
Production System 




OBSOLETE NAME SEE WILHURST 
NOBLE 1930 
Big Six Sd 







SHUCKY BEAN 1983 
Big Six Sd 




Big Six Sd 
TAULBEE 1918 
IN: TAULBEE CONS 
Big Six Sd 
TAULBEE CONS 
INCLUDES: BIG SIX B, TAULBEE, 
Big Six Sd 
Lockport Dol 
TWOMILE FORK 1957 
Salt Sd 
WAR CREEK CONS 1958 



























































Disc. Date Location 
Type of 
Production System 
WIDECREEK 1930 . N-72 
Salina Fm OIL 
Lockport Dol OIL 
Big Six Sd OIL 
WILHURST 1918 N-73 
Salina Fm OIL 
Salina Fm GAS 
WILSTACY 1959 M-75 
Maxon Sd OIL 
********** BRECKINRIDGE COUNTY********** 
BALLTOWN 




1956 P-35 BALLTOWN CONS 
INCLUDES: BALLTOWN SOUTH, BALLTOWN 
Jackson Sd 
BALLTOWN SOUTH 
IN: BALLTOWN CONS 
BALLTOWN WEST 
Jackson Sd 
Tar Springs Ss 
CLOVERPORT 
Warsaw 




















































Field Name Disc. Date Location 
Producing Formation Type of. 
Production System 
--------------------------------------------------------------------
MCQUADY 1955 0-36 
Upper Paint Creek OIL. Mississippian 
Sample Ss OIL Mississippian 
Cypress Ss OIL Mississippian 
PIPE RUN 1964 N-35 
Tar Springs Ss OIL Mississippian 
ROCKVALE 1957 N-36 
Paint Creek GAS Mississippian 
Bethel Ss O&G Mississippian 
ROCKVALE SOUTH 1960 N-36 
Paint Creek Sand GAS Mississippian 
Bethel Ss O&G Mississippian 
TAR FORK 1956 0-35 
IN: TAR FORK CONS 
Jackson Sd OIL Mississippian 
TAR FORK CONS 0-35 
INCLUDES: TAR FORK, TAR FORK NORTH 
Jackson· Sd OIL Mississippian 
TAR FORK EAST 1959 0-36 
Cypress Ss OIL Mississippian 
Paint Creek OIL Mississippian 
TAR FORK NORTH 1957 0-35 
IN: TAR FORK CONS· 
Jackson Sd OIL Mississippian 
VANZANT 1936 N-35 
Jackson Sd GAS Mississippian 
Cypress Ss GAS Mississippian 
Bethel Ss OIL Mississippian 
VANZANT NORTH, 0-35 
Jackson Sd GAS Mississippian 
Sample Ss GAS Mississippian 
Bethel Ss GAS Mississippian 
VICTORIA 1930 P-34 
Tar Springs Ss OIL Mississippian 





********** BULLITT COUNTY 
MEADOW 
New Albany Sh 
********** BOTLBR COUNTY 
BEECH GROVE SCHOOL 
Tar Springs Ss 
Jackson Sd 











IN: FORGYS MILL CONS 
FORGYS MILL CONS 






















INCLUDES: ROUNDABOUT, FORGYS MILL 
Glen Dean Ls OIL Mississippian 
Hardinsburg Ss OIL Mississippian 
Jackson Sd OIL Mississippian 
FORGYS MILL EAST 1962 H-32 
Tar Springs Ss OIL .Mississippian 
GRASSY LICK CREEK 1984 H-33 
Jackson Sd OIL Mississippian 
HANKS 1955 I-32 
Pennsylvanian OIL Pennsylvanian 
Tar Springs Ss OIL Mississippian 
HICKORY STAND H-33 







IN: HUNTSVILLE CONS 
Tar Springs Ss 





























INCLUDES: HUNTSVILLE, GUS 
HUNTSVILLE WEST 
Hardinsburg Ss 





Tar Springs Ss 
MT ZION EAST 
Jackson Sd 
MT ZION NORTH 






Tar Springs Ss 
Jackson Sd 
ROCHESTER EAST 
Tar Springs Ss 
ROUNDABOUT 




































SILVER CITY SOUTH 
Hardinsburg Ss OIL Mississippian 
SOUTH HILL H-33 
IN: SILVER CITY CONS 
OBSOLETE NAME SEE SILVER CITY 
WOODALL 1938 I-32 
OBSOLETE NAME SEE CORUMS LANDING 
********** CALDWELL COON'.rY ********** 
FARMERSVILLE 














Aux Vases GAS Mississippian 
********** CARROLL COON'.rY ********** 
CARLISLE CONS 1931 AA-55 
INCLUDES: CARSON, DRURY CHAPEL, SHOOFLY 
CARSON AA-55 
IN: CARLISLE CONS 
********** CARTER COUNTY********** 
BEETLE SOUTH 1973 U-79 
Ohio Sh GAS Devonian 
DENTON 1918 V-80 
Salt Sd GAS Pennsylvanian 
HITCHINS 1928 V-80 
Salt Sd GAS Pennsylvanian 
Ohio Sh GAS Devonian 
LAWTON 1920 V-76 
Berea Ss GAS Mississippian 
Berea Ss OIL Mississippian 



















WILSON CREEK CHURCH 
Salt Sd 






















********** CASEY COIDl'l'Y ********** 
CHICKEN GIZZARD 

























SOUTH FORK I -5 6 
































********** CHRISTIAN COOH'.rY ********** 
ADAMS 1957 G-24 
Bethel Ss GAS 
APEX 1954 



































ONE ABANDONED OIL WELL 
Bethel Ss 
BULL CREEK 





































Upper Paint Creek 

























OBSOLETE NAME SEE DUKES RIDGE 
DUKES RIDGE 1955 G-27 
IN: DUKES RIDGE CONS 
Jackson Sd 
Bethel Ss 
DUKES RIDGE CONS 




































FRUIT HILL NORTH 
Bethel Ss 
HALEYS MILL 
IN: DUKES RIDGE CONS 
Renault Ls 







HARDESON CONS H-27 
INCLUDES: LONE STAR CONS, APEX CONS, LONG CREEK, HARDESON 
HIGH BLUFF 





























IN: HARDESON CONS AND INCLUDES: LONE STAR EAST, 
LONE STAR WEST, LONE STAR NORTH 
Jackson Sd OIL Mississippian 
Mississippian Bethel Ss OIL 
LONE STAR WEST 



































ST ELMO NORTH 
Grand Tower 
********** CLARK comm 
TRAPP 
St. Peter Ss 
Stones River Gp 
********** CLAY comm 
BURNING SPRINGS 






Big Six Sd 
Wells Creek 
Disc. Date Location 
Type of 


































Disc. Date Location 
Type of 
ProQuction System 
1898 I-69 · BURNING SPRINGS CONS 
INCLUDES: BURNING 
SEXTON CREEK 





















CREEKVILLE-HYDEN CON 1955 H-73 
INCLUDES: KALIOPI WEST, HYDEN WEST, MUNCY, MARCUM 
EAST, DOUBLE CREEK, PEABODY, BULLSKIN CREEK 
Big Lime GAS Mississippian 
DOUBLE CREEK 












FOG ER TOWN 

































Disc. Date Location 
Type of 
Production System· 
JACKS CREEK 1971 I-72 
IN: ONEIDA CONS 
LITTLE GOOSE 1967 I-69 
IN: BURNING SPRINGS CONS 
Big Lime GAS 
Waverl¥ Ser GAS 
Lockport Dol GAS 
Ohio Sh GAS 
MANCHESTER 1975 H-69 
Big Lime GAS 
Ohio Sh GAS 
Lockport Dol GAS 
ONEIDA 1918 J-71 
IN: ONEIDA CONS 
Big Lime GAS 
Lockport Dol GAS 
ONEIDA CONS 1918 J-71 






PEABODY 1955 H-71 
IN: CREEKVILLE-HYDEN CON 
Big Lime GAS 

















SEXTON CREEK J-68 
OBSOLETE NAME SEE BURNING SPRINGS 
TEGES CREEK 
IN: . TRIXIE CONS 



























· Producing Formation 
Disc. Date Location 
Type of 























TRIXIE CONS 1981 J-70 

























********** CLIH'J.'OH COUNTY********** 
AARON 
IN: DECIDE CONS 
ALBANY NORTH 

















· Field Name 
Producing Formation 
Disc. Date Location 
Type of 
Production System 
BEECH BOTTOM 1919 B-54 
IN: CONCORD CONS 
Beaver Ls OIL Mississippian 
Knox Gp OIL Ordovician 
BEECH BOTTOM EAST B-54 
Beaver Ls OIL Mississippian 
BEECH BOTTOM SE 1977 B-54 
Sunny brook OIL Ordovician 
Knox Gp OIL Ordovician 
CARTWRIGHT D-54 
CEDAR KNOB 1977 B-54 
Knox Gp OIL Ordovician 
CONCORD 1941 B-53 
IN: CONCORD CONS 
Leipers OIL Ordovician 
Granville OIL Ordovician 
Sunnybrook GAS Ordovician 
Stones River Gp GAS Ordovician 
Murfreesboro Ls OIL Ordovician 
CONCORD CONS C-54 
INCLUDES: CONCORD, MCIVER CREEK, BEECH BOTTOM, 
OAK GROVE SCHOOL, COPPERAS KNOB 
CONCORD GAS B-53 
OBSOLETE NAME SEE CONCORD 
CONCORD OIL B-53 
OBSOLETE NAME SEE CONCORD 
COPPERAS KNOB 1977 C-54 
IN: CONCORD CONS 
Knox Gp GAS Ordovician 
COWAN SCHOOL 1983 C-53 
Knox Gp OIL Ordovician 
CREELSBORO CONS 1861 E-52 
INCLUDES: SALT LICK 
Granville OIL Ordovician 





Disc~ Date Location 
Type of 
Production System 
DECIDE CONS 1944 D-52 
IN: GRANVILLE-CONS AND INCLUDES: AARON 
Granville OIL Ordovician 
DES DA 1938 E-52 
IN: GRANVILLE CONS 
Granville OIL Ordovician 
FANNYS CREEK 1906 B-51 
Granville OIL Ordovician 
Stones River Gp GAS Ordovician 
GRANVILLE CONS D-52 
INCLUDES: DECIDE CONS, DESDA, WILLIS CREEK 
Granville OIL Ordovician 
Sunnybrook OIL Ordovician 
Knox Gp OIL Ordovician 
HARPER MOUNTAIN 1980 D-53 
IN: IDA CONS 
Knox Gp OIL Ordovician 
HAYES CREEK 1983 D-53 
Knox Gp OIL Ordovician 
HIGHWAY 1944 D-52 
IN: HIGHWAY CONS 
Granville OIL Ordovician 
HIGHWAY CONS D-52 
IN: IDA CONS AND INCLUDES: HIGHWAY, HIGHWAY SOOTH, 
SEMINARY SCHOOL 
Granville OIL Ordovician 
Sunnybrook OIL Ordovician 
Stones River Gp OIL Ordovician 
Murfreesboro Ls OIL Ordovician 
HIGHWAY EAST 1960 C-52 
IN: IDA CONS 
Granville OIL Ordovician 
Stones River Gp OIL Ordovician 
HIGHWAY SOUTH 1958 C-52 
IN: HIGHWAY CONS 
Sunnybrook OIL Ordovician 

















IN: LEE CHAPEL CONS 
Sunnybrook 
HUNTERSVILLE 
IN: LEE CHAPEL CONS 
Knox Gp 
IDA 
IN: IDA CONS 
Granville 


























INCLUDES: HARPER MOUNTAIN, HIGHWAY CONS, HIGHWAY• ., ~ 
EAST, HOGBACK NORTH, IDA 
Granville OIL Ordovician, 
Stones River Gp OIL Ordovician 
Murfreesboro Ls OIL Ordovician· 
Knox Gp OIL Ordovician 
LEE CHAPE~ 1975 B-52 
IN: LEE CHAPEL CONS 
Beaver Ls OIL Mississippian 
Sunnybrook OIL Ordovician 
Murfreesboro Ls OIL Ordovician 









LEE CHAPEL CONS 1980 B-52 
INCLUDES: HUFFAKER FORK, HUNTERSVILLE, LEE CHAPEL, 
TUGGLE, WOLF RIVER 
Beaver Ls OIL Mississippian 
Sunnybrook O&G Ordovician 
Stones River Gp OIL Ordovician 
Murfreesboro Ls O&G Ordovician 
Wells Creek O&G Ordovician 
Knox Gp O&G Ordovician 
MCIVER CREEK 1977 C-54 
IN: CONCORD CONS 
Murfreesboro Ls OIL Ordovician 
Knox Gp OIL Ordovician 
OAK GROVE SCHOOL 1978 C-54 
IN: CONCORD CONS 
Knox Gp OIL Ordovician 
Sunnybrook OIL Ordovician 
PETTY KNOB 1980 C-52 
Knox Gp OIL Ordovician 
Wells Creek OIL Ordovician 
ROCKHOUSE BOTTOM 1960 E-52 
Granville OIL Ordovician 
Sunny brook OIL Ordovician 
Stones River Gp OIL Ordovician 
Knox Gp OIL Ordovician 
SALT LICK 1917 E-52 
IN: CREEL SBORO CONS 
Granville OIL Ordovician 
SEMINARY 1960 D-52 
Granville OIL Ordovician 
SEVENTY-SIX 1946 D-53 
Sunnybrook OIL Ordovician 
Stones River Gp OIL Ordovician 
Knox Gp OIL Ordovician 
SHIPLEY 1975 B-52 
OBSOLETE NAME SEE LEE CHAPEL 
TUGGLE 1980 C-52 
IN: LEE CHAPEL CONS 










UPCHURCH 1986 C-53 
Knox Gp GAS Ordovician 
WILLIAMS CREEK 1945 D-53 
Stones River Gp OIL Ordovician 
WILLIS CREEK 1943 D-52 
IN: GRANVILLE CONS 
Granville OIL Ordovician 
Sunnybrook OIL Ordovician 
WOLF RIVER 1981 B-52 
IN: LEE CHAPEL CONS 
Sunnybrook OIL Ordovician 
Knox Gp GAS Ordovician 
YORK CHAPEL 1976 D-54 
Knox Gp OIL Ordovician 
********** ClUffDIDEII COOl1.l'Y ********** 
PINEY 1945 K-20 
Tar Springs Ss OIL Mississippian 
Cypress Ss OIL Mississippian 
TRIBUNE 1952 K-19 
Mcclosky Ls OIL Mississippian 
********** COIIBERLAHD COOll'.rY ********** 
AMANDAVILLE 1919 E-51 
Granville OIL Ordovician 
AMANDAVILLE EAST 1972 E-51 
Murfreesboro Ls OIL Ordovician 
Knox Gp OIL Ordovician 
AMANDAVILLE NE 1919 E-51 
Granville OIL Ordovician 
Sunny brook OIL Ordovician 
Stones River Gp OIL Ordovician 







IN: ASHLOCK CONS 












ASHLOCK CONS B-49 
INCLUDES: ASHLOCK, XERXES SCHOOL 
1866 E-51 BAKERTON CONS 
INCLUDES: BAKERTON EAST, BRUSH CREEK, CROCUS CREEK 
BAKERTON EAST 
IN: BAKERTON CONS 
Sunny brook 
















IN: BAKERTON CONS 
Granvil!~ 
Sunnybrook 































Disc. Date Location 
Type o.f 
Production System 
BURKESVILLE NORTH D-50 
INCLUDES THE GREAT AMERICAN WELL 
Sunnybrook OIL Ordovician 
Murfreesboro Ls OIL Ordovician 
BURKESVILLE SW 1974 D-50 
Knox Gp OIL Ordovician 
CHERRY TREE RIDGE 1984 B-51 
Knox Gp OIL Ordovician 
CLOVER CREEK 1902 C-50 
OBSOLETE NAME SEE NEELEYS FERRY 
CLOYDS LANDING 1903 D-49 
IN: SALT LICK BEND CONS 
Granville OIL Ordovician 
Sunnybrook OIL Ordovician 
Stones River Gp OIL Ordovician 
COOPS 1920 C-50 
IN: SULPHUR CREEK CONS 
CREELSBORO WEST 1981 E-52 
Stones River Gp OIL Ordovician 
CROCUS CREEK 1919 E-51 
IN: BAKER TON CONS 
Granville OIL Ordovicia-n 
CUMBERLAND RIVER C-48 
DOUGAN TOWN D-50 
IN: SCOTTS FERRY CONS. 
Sunnybrook OIL Ordovician 
DUBRE 1980 E-48 
Stones River Gp OIL Ordovician 
Knox Gp OIL Ordovician 
DUBRE SOUTHEAST 1986 D-48 
Trenton Ls GAS Ordovician 
DUTCH CREEK 1922 E-49 
Sunnybrook OIL Ordovician 






Disc. Date Location 
Type of 
Production System 
ELLINGTON 1901 D-49 
OBSOLETE NAME SEE WHITES BOTTOM 
FANNYS CREEK 1906 B-51 
Granville OIL Ordovician 
Stones River Gp GAS Ordovician 
GALLOWAY CREEK 1960 C-49 
Sunny brook OIL Ordovician 
GALLOWAY CREEK CONS 1960 C-49 
INCLUDES: STALLCUP 
Sunnybrook OIL Ordovician 
GOOSE CREEK 1962 D-51 
Granville OIL Ordovician 
Knox Gp OIL Ordovician 
Sunnybrook OIL Ordovician 
Stones River Gp OIL Ordovician 
GREAT AMERICAN WELL 1829 D-50 
IN BURKESVILLE NORTH POOL 
Sunnybrook OIL Ordovician 
GREEN GROVE 1959 C-51 
Granville OIL Ordovician 
Stones River Gp OIL Ordovician 
GRIDER NORTH 1913 D-49 
Granville GAS Ordovician 
HEARD 1903 C-48 
IN: SALT LICK BEND CONS 
Sunnybrook OIL Ordovician 
Stones River Gp OIL Ordovician 
Murfreesboro Ls OIL Ordovician 
HIGHWAY CONS D-52 
IN: IDA CONS AND INCLUDES: HIGHWAY, HIGHWAY SOUTH, 
SEMINARY SCHOOL 
Granville OIL Ordovician 
Sunnybrook · OIL Ordovician 
Stones River Gp OIL Ordovician 










IDA CONS D-52 
INCLUDES: HARPER MOUNTAIN, HIGHWAY CONS, HIGHWAY 
EAST, HOGBACK NORTH, IDA 
Granville OIL Ordovician 
Stones River Gp OIL Ordovician 
Murfreesboro Ls OIL Ordovician 
Knox Gp OIL Ordovician 
IRISH BOTTOM 1903 E-51 
Granville OIL Ordovician 
Sunnybrook OIL Ordovician 
Stones River Gp OIL Ordovician 
JUD IO 1923 C-49 
Stones Rive·r ·Gp OIL Ordovician 
JUDIO EAST 1981 C-49 
Sunny brook OIL Ordovician 
Stones River Gp OIL Ordovician . 
Murfreesboro Ls OIL Ordovician 
KETTLE CONS 1907 C-50 
NO RECORD OF NAMES OF INCLUDED POOLS 
Granville OIL Ordovician 
Murfreesboro Ls OIL Ordovician 
Knox Gp OIL Ordovician 
KETTLE CREEK CONS 1922 C-49 
INCLUDES: SMITH 
Granville OIL Ordovician· 
Sunnybrook OIL Ordovician 
Stones River Gp OIL Ordovician 
Murfreesboro Ls OIL Ordovician 
Knox Gp OIL Ordovician 
KETTLE NORTHWEST 1960 C-50 
IN: TANBARK CONS 
Sunnybrook OIL Ordovician 
Knox Gp OIL Ordovician 
LICK BRANCH 1955 D-51 
Granville OIL Ordovician 
Sunnybrook OIL Ordovician 
LITTLE WHETSTONE 1964 D-51 






































Disc. Date Location 
Type of 









































Stones River Gp 
Knox Gp 
SALT LICK BEND CONS 
Disc. Date Location 
Type of 







INCLUDES: CLOYDS LANDING, HEARD 
Granville OIL Ordovician 
Sunnybrook OIL Ordovician 
Stones River Gp OIL Ordovician 
Murfreesboro Ls OIL Ordovician 
SCOTTS FERRY CONS 1959 D-50 
INCLUDES: DOUGANTOWN 
Stones River Gp OIL Ordovician 
SEMINARY NORTH 1982 D-52 
Stones River Gp OIL Ordovician 
Knox Gp OIL Ordovician 
SEMINARY SCHOOL D-52 
IN: HIGHWAY CONS 
SEWELL 1866 C-51 
IN: MODOC CONS 
SEXTON FORK 1980 · C-51 
Murfreesboro Ls OIL Ordovician-, 
SMALL 1903 C-49 
Stones River Gp OIL Ordovician 
STALL CUP C-49 
IN: GALLOWAY CREEK CONS 
Wells Creek OIL Ordovician 
Knox Gp OIL Ordovician 
SULPHUR CREEK CONS 1906 C-50 
INCLUDES: COOPS 
Sunnybrook OIL Ordovician 
Stones River Gp OIL Ordovician 
Murfreesboro Ls OIL Ordovician 






IN:- TANBARK CONS 
Sunny brook 
Stones River Gp 
Murfreesboro Ls 
Knox Gp 








TANBARK CONS C-50 
INCLUDES: TANBARK, TANBARK GAS, KETTLE NORTHWEST 
TANBARK GAS 
IN: TANBARK CONS 
VINCENT 








WHITE HILL CHURCH 
Sunnybrook 
WHITES BOTTOM 
Stones River Gp 
XERXES SCHOOL 
IN: ASHLOCK CONS 
Granville 
Sunnybrook 
Stones River Gp 
1959 































********** DAVIESS COOll'.rY ********** 
ANDERSONVILLE N-30 
IN: RED HILL CONS 
BEAVER POND 1945 Q-30 







Tar Springs Ss 
Jackson Sd 
Benoist 
St. Louis Ls 
Warsaw 
BERRY SCHOOL EAST 
Tar Springs Ss 
Bethel Ss 
Warsaw 
BERRY SCHOOL NORTH 
ABANDONED 










































BON HARBOR P-2 8 
OBSOLETE NAME SEE OWENSBORO WEST 
BON HARBOR HILLS P-28 
OBSOLETE NAME SEE OWENSBORO WEST 
BROWNS VALLEY N-29 
IN: GLENVILLE CONS 
BROWNS VALLEY NORTH 
IN: PETTIT CONS 
BURTON 

































IN: CANE RUN CONS 
Palestine Ss 
Waltersburg Ss 




































INCLUDES: CANE RUN, FRIENDSHIP CHAPEL, HICKORY 
SCHOOL, JONES, FUQUAY, SALMON, CANE RUN SOUTH 
CANE RUN SOUTH 
IN: CANE RUN CONS 
Palestine Ss 
Tar Springs Ss 
CLEOPATRA 
IN: CLEOPATRA CONS 





































INCLUDES: CLEOPATRA, PANTHER, PANTHER WEST, SPARTA, 
CLEOPATRA WEST, JOHNSON ISLAND 
COLLIER 1922 N-32 
















































IN: CANE RUN CONS 


















































IN: CANE RUN CONS 
.GLENVILLE 
IN: GLENVILLE CONS 
Carbondale Fm 
Tradewater Fm 











































GLENVILLE CONS N-28 
INCLUDES: BROWNS VALLEY, GLENVILLE, GLENVILLE 
WEST, HANDYVILLE, RUBY 
Carbondale Fm 
Tradewater Fm 









IN: GLENVILLE CONS 
GRANDVIEW 
CONVERTED GAS STORAGE 
Cypress Ss 
GRANDVIEW WEST 










































Disc. Date Location 
Type of · 
Production System 
GRIFFITH 

















IN: GLENVILLE CONS 
HAYDEN 


















HAYDEN EAST N-3 0 
OBSOLETE NAME SEE RED HILL EAST . 
HAYDEN WEST N-30 
OBSOLETE NAME SEE RED HILL WEST 
HAYNES 0-32 
Tar Springs Ss OIL 
Aux Vases OIL 
HEWLETTS STORE 1928 N-31 
IN: PL.EASANT RIDGE CONS 
HICKORY SCHOOL 0-31 
IN: CANE RUN CONS 
INDIAN HILL. P-33 


























IN: BELLS RUN CONS 
PRE-1928 
LAFFOON 






IN: PLEASANT RIDGE CONS 
LITTLE ZION 

































































Tar Springs Ss 






Tar Springs Ss 
OKLAHOMA 
Waltersburg Ss 










































































Disc. Date Location 
Type of 
Production System 
OWENSBORO WEST 1962 P-28 
IN: OWENSBORO WEST CONS 
CONVERTED TO GAS STORAGE 1964 
Waltersburg Ss GAS Mississippian 
OWENSBORO WEST CONS P-29 
INCLUDES: OWENSBORO WEST, BON HARBOR HILLS 
PANTHER 1943 N-27 
IN: CLEOPATRA CONS 
PANTHER WEST N-27 
IN: CLEOPATRA CONS 
PELLVILLE CONS 1920 P-33 
IN: PELLVILLE-HERBERT CO AND INCLUDES: 
HILL, ROBY, PELLVILLE 
Menard O&G 
· Tar Springs Ss OIL 
Hardinsburg Ss OIL 
Jackson Sd OIL 
Cypress Ss OIL 
Bethel Ss OIL 
Mcclosky Ls OIL 
Salem Ls O&G 
PELLVILLE-HERBERT CO P-33 
INCLUDES: PELLVILLE CONS, HERBERT 
PETTIT 
IN: PETTIT CONS 
Tar Springs Ss 
1947 0-29 
OIL 
PETTIT CONS 1947 0-29 
INCLUDES: BROWNS VALLEY NORTH, PETTIT 
































Disc. Date Location 
Type of 

















































Mississippian Aux Vases 
PLEASANT RIDGE NW 1980 N-30 
St. Louis Ls GAS Mississippian 
New Albany Sh GAS Devonian 
RED HILL 1927 . N-30 
Cypress Ss OIL Mississippian-
RED HILL CONS 1927 N-30 
INCLUDES: ANDERSONVILLE, HAYDEN, RED HILL 
Tar Springs Ss OIL Mississippian 
RED HILL EAST 1939 N-30 
Tar Springs Ss OIL Mississippian 
RED HILL WEST 1956 N-30 
Tar Springs Ss OIL Mississippian 
Menard OIL Mississippian 
ROBY P-33 
IN: PELLVILLE CONS 
RUBY 1928 N-28 




Field Name Disc. Date Location 
Producing Formation Type of 
Production System 
--------------------------------------------------------------------
RUSSELL SCHOOL 1951 M-30 
ABANDONED 
Tar Springs Ss OIL Mississippian 
Aux Vases OIL Mississippian 
O'Hara Lime OIL Mississippian 
SALMON N-31 
IN: CANE RUN CONS 
SHORTS STATION 1979 0-31 
Tar Springs Ss OIL Mississippian 
SORGHO SOUTH 1957 0-28 
Waltersburg Ss OIL Mi_ssissippian 
Tar Springs Ss OIL Mississippian 
O'Hara Lime OIL Mississippian 
Renault Ls OIL Mississippian 
SPARTA N-27 
IN: CLEOPATRA CONS 
ST JOSEPH 1929 0-26 
Caseyville Fm OIL Pennsylvanian 
Palestine Ss OIL Mississippian 
Waltersburg Ss OIL Mississippian· 
Tar Springs Ss OIL Mississippian 
Jackson Sd OIL Mississippian 
Cypress Ss OIL Mississippian 
Mcclosky Ls OIL Mississippian 
ST JOSEPH EAST 1953 0-27 
Waltersburg Ss OIL Mississippian 
O'Hara Lime OIL Mississippian 
ST JOSEPH NORTH 1957 0-26 
Palestine Ss OIL Mississippian 
Waltersburg_Ss OIL Mississippian 
Jackson Sd OIL Mississippian 
ST JOSEPH SOUTH 1955 0-27 
Palestine Ss OIL Mississippian 
O'Hara Lime OIL Mississippian 
ST RAPHAEL 1944 0-27 
Tar Springs Ss OIL Mississippian 
Bethel Ss OIL Mississippian 
Mcclosky Ls OIL Mississippian 




. Producing Formation 
Disc. Date Location 
Type of 
Production System .. 
ST RAPHAEL CHURCH 1944 0-27 
OBSOLETE NAME SEE ST RAPHAEL 
STANLEY 
IN: GRIFFITH CONS 
SUTHERLAND 









Tar Springs Ss 
Hardinsburg Ss 



























































































********** BDIIOIISOII COOIITY 
BEAR CREEK 
























ABANDONED, LOCATION WRJ, 1923, GLY MAP OF KY WITH POOLS 
BEE SPRING 1959 J-39 
Pennsylvanian OIL Pennsylvanian·. 
DRIPPING SPRING N 1987 H-40 
"Corniferous" GAS Devonian 
"Corniferous" OIL Devonian 
Clear Creek Fm GAS Devonian 
FAIRVIEW CHURCH 1959 G-41 
Fort Payne Fm OIL Mississippian 
"Corniferous" OIL Devonian 
MAMMOTH CAVE SOUTH 1967 H-41 
Fort Payne Fm GAS Mississippian 








IN: SHREWSBURY CONS 
Ste Louis Ls 
Warsaw 
New Albany Sh 
Clear Creek Fm 
OAK GROVE CHURCH 
Louisville Ls 
RHODA 
Clear Creek Fm 
ROCKY HILL 
"Corniferous" 
ROCKY HILL WEST 
"Corniferous" 
SHREWSBERRY 





















INVALID NAME SEE SHREWSBURY 
SHREWSBURY 
























INCLUDES: CANEYVILLE, LEITCHFIELD SOUTH, NASH, 
READY, READY NORTH, SHREWSBURY 
Jackson Sd 
Paint Creek 
St. Louis Ls 
Mcclosky Ls 
Warsaw 






















Disc. Date Location 
Type of 
Production System 
----------------- --- - - --- ~-------------------------------------
STRAW 1959 J-41 
Brownsport Fm OIL 
WINDYVILLE 1981 I-39 
TAR SAND FIRE FLOOD 
Big Clifty OIL 





















































































n, - > "'- .., • "" 
------------------ -- -- -- --- --- ---------------------- ----- ----- --- - I. 
LOCUST KNOB 1961 T-78 
Weir Sd Mississippian 
Berea Ss _ OIL Mississippian I, 
NEWCOMBE CREEK 















Stones River Gp 
































































































IN: IRVINE-FURNACE CONS 
Lockport Dol 
Big Six Sd 
FURNACE 
IN: IRVINE-FURNAGE CONS 





St. Peter Ss 
IRVINE 
IN: IRVINE-FURNACE CONS 
Lockport Dol 




























INCLUDES: COW CREEK, 
Boyle 
FITCHBURG, IRVINE, FURNACE 
Lockport Dol 
Big Six Sd 



































RAVENNA 1901 0-67 
Lockport Del OIL Silurian 
RAVENNA SOUTH 1901 0-67 
Lockport Del OIL Silurian 
REDLICK CREEK 1921 N-67 
"Corniferous" OIL Devonian 
SLICKFORD SCHOOL 1959 N-67 
"Cerni ferou·s" OIL Devonian 
STATION CAMP CONS 1916 N-67 
INCLUDES: WAGERSVILLE 
Boyle OIL Devonian 
WAGERSVILLE 1916 N-67 
OBSOLETE NAME SEE STATION CAMP 
********** PLFJURG comm ********** 
COLFAX 1920 U-71 
Bisher OIL Silurian 
ELIZAVILLE WEST 1920 W-68 
·HILLSBORO 1920 ·v-11 
Maysville Gp GAS Ordovician 
ROCK LICK 1922 V-72 
Bisher OIL Silurian 
********** PLOYD comm ********** 
ALLEN CITY DBS 1927 N-82 
Big Lime GAS Mississippian 
ALVIN NORTH DBS 1924 N-82 
Maxon Sd GAS Mississippian_ 
ALVIN WEST DBS 1924 N-82 
Maxon Sd GAS Mississippian 
AUXIER DBS 1931 0-81 
"Corniferous" GAS Devonian 






Disc. Da~e Location 
Type of 
Production System 
------------------------------------------ ~---- ·-----------~ - ----
BANNER SOUTH DBS 1931 M-82 
Big Lime GAS Mississ!ppian 
BEAVER CREEK DBS 1892 L-80 
Beaver Sd OIL Pennsylvanian 
Horton OIL Pennsylvanian 
Pike Sd OIL Pennsylvanian 
Salt Sd GAS Pennsylvani~n 
Maxon Sd GAS Mississippian 
BETSY LAYNE DBS M-83 
IN: TRAM CONS DBS 
Big Lime OIL Mississippian 
BIG SANDY I-82 
DEVONIAN SHALE GAS PRODUCTION OF EASTERN KENTUCKY 
Ohio Sh GAS Devonian 
BLUE MOON DBS 1933 M-82 
Big Lime GAS Mississippian 
BRADLEY DBS 1912 L-81 
Maxon Sd O&G Mississippian 
Bradley Sd O&G Mississippian 
BRAINARD DBS 1954 N-80 
Big Six Sd OIL Silurian 
Big Six Sd GAS Silurian 
BUCKINGHAM DBS 1925 K-82 
Salt Sd GAS Pennsylvanian 
Maxon Sd GAS Mississippian; 
BULL CREEK CHURCH DB 1917 N-81 
Maxon Sd GAS Mississippian 
CHESTNUT LICK BR DBS . 1930 N-81 
Big Lime GAS Mississippian 
Maxon Sd GAS Mississippian 
CLIFF DBS 1949 0-81 
Big_ Lime O&G Mississippian 
Maxon Sd GAS Mississippian 
Keener GAS Mississippian 
CONLEY SCHOOL DBS 1925 N-81 














Big Six Sd 











GOODLOE NORTH DBS 
Big Six Sd 
GOODLOE WEST DBS 
Maxon Sd 





KEEL FORK DBS 
Salt Sd 








































































PRATER FORK SCH DBS 
1st Salt Sd 
PRESTONSBURG 































STEELE CREEK L-81 
OBSOLETE NAME SEE WAYLAND SOUTH DBS 
THOMAS WEST DBS 
Big Lime 


















IN: TRAM CONS DBS 
Big Lime OIL Mississippian 
Big Lime 
Injun Sd 




















---------------- -- .. -·---------------------------------------------
Field Name 
Producing Formation 







CARSON, DRURY CHAPEL, SHOOFLY 
CARSON 
IN: CARLISLE CONS 
DRURY CHAPEL 1931 
IN: CARLISLE CONS 
EAGLE CREEK 1963 











SHOOFLY 1930 AA-55 





********** GARRARD COUNTY ********** 
BRYANTSVILLE 1980 0-59 
Rome Fm GAS 
CARTERSVILLE 1966 M-62 
Brassfield Dol OIL 
Boyle OIL 
HYATTSVILLE 1926 N-60 
Lexington Fm GAS 
LANCASTER 1958 M-60 
Brassfield Dol OIL 
********** GRAft COOR'l'Y ********** 
BLANCHET 1951 Y-60 
Sunnybrook GAS 










































GAS STORAGE COMMENCED 
Knox Gp 
KEEFER 






IN: MASON CONS 
Sunnybrook 


















1930 Y-59 MASON CONS 
INCLUDES: KEEFER, LAWRENCEVILLE WEST, MASON WEST 
Sunnybrook 
MASON WEST 







1951 . AA-59 
GAS Ordovician 
********** GRAYSOII COOH'.rY ********** 
CANEYVILLE 
IN: SHREWSBURY CONS 
CANEYVILLE SOUTH 
Salem Ls 




















LEITCHFIELD SOUTH 1957 
IN: SHREWSBURY CONS 







Ste. Genevieve Ls OIL 
Meramec OIL 
New Albany Sh GAS 
POST EAST 1959 
OBSOLETE NAME SEE HOPEWELL CHURCH 
Warsaw OIL 
READY 1974 
IN: SHREWSBURY CONS 
New Albany Sh GAS 
Jackson Sd GAS 
Mcclosky Ls GAS 
READY NORTH 1975 
IN: SHREWSBURY CONS 
Ste. Genevieve Ls GAS 
Salem Ls GAS 
Mcclosky Ls GAS 
New Albany Sh GAS 
SHORT CREEK 
OBSOLETE NAME SEE POST 
SHREWSBERRY 






























· Producing Formation 





























INCLUDES: CANEYVILLE, LEITCHFIELD SOUTH, NASH, 
SINK 
READY, READY NORTH, SHREWSBURY 
Jackson Sd 
Paint Creek 
St. Louis Ls 
Mcclosky Ls 
Warsaw 
New Albany Sh 








WHITTINGHILL 1980 K-36 
New Albany Sh GAS 
********** GREEN COUNTY ********** 
BEND 1925 I-47 
Warsaw OIL 
Fort Payne Fm OIL 
Laurel Dol OIL 
BENGAL 1929 K-49 
IN: GREENSBURG CONS 
Lego Ls GAS 
Laurel Dal OIL 
CAMPBELLSVILLE CONS 1917 J-49 
INCLUDES: GRESHAM, ROACHVILLE 
Laurel Dol GAS 
CANEY FORK 1961 H-47 
Fairmont Fm OIL 









Mississi'ppiian· i ~ 










. Producing Formation 












Fort Payne Fm 
New Albany Sh 
EXIE SOUTH 
GRAB 
IN: PICKETT CONS 
Fort Payne Fm 















GREEN RIVER J-49 
OBSOLETE NAME SEE CAMPBELLSVILLE CONS 
GREEN-TAYLOR J-49 
OBSOLETE NAME SEE CAMPBELLSVILLE CONS 
1955 .I·-48 GREENSBURG 
Laurel Dol OIL Silurian1 
GREENSBURG CONS 1955 J-48 
INCLUDES: BENGAL, GRAB, GREENSBURG, PITMAN CREEK, 
THURLOW, WHITE ROSE 
Laurel Dol OIL Silurian 
GRESHAM 
IN: CAMPBELLSVILLE CONS 
Laurel Dol 
HI SEVILLE-CENTER 
Fort Payne Fm 
Laurel Dol 
HUDGINS 























IN: HUDGINS CONS 
Laurel Dol 
HUDGINS NORTH 
IN: HUDGINS CONS 





















MAGNOLIA 1931 L~46 
CONVERTED TO GAS STORAGE IN 1958 
Lego Ls GAS 
Laurel Dol GAS 
PICKETT 1974 H-49 
Silurian 
Silurian 
IN: PICKETT CONS 
Knox Gp OIL Ordovician 
H-49 PICKETT CONS 
INCLUDES: PICKETT, PICKETT WEST, PICKETT.CHAPEL, 
EXIE SOUTH 
Fort Payne Fm 
Sunnybrook 




IN: PICKETT CONS 




IN: GREENSBURG CONS 




























- Producing Formation 
ROACHVILLE 




IN: CAMPBELLSVILLE CONS 
Laurel Dol GAS Silurian 
RUSSELL CREEK 1981 H-48 
Knox Gp OIL Ordovician 
SAND LICK CHURCH 1977 K-48 
Laurel Dol OIL Silurian 
Lego Ls OIL Silurian 
SHADY GROVE 1961 I-46 
PARTIALLY INCLUDED IN CENTER 
Laurel Dol OIL Silurian 
SHICKERSVILLE EAST 1955 I-46 
Laurel Dol OIL Silurian. 
THURLOW 1958 I-48 
IN: GREENSBURG CONS 
Laurel Dol OIL Silurian 
WHICKERVILLE EAST 1955 I-47 
Laurel Dol OIL Silurian 
********** GREENUP COOH'1"Y ********** 
ASHLAND 1918 W-82 
Salt Sd GAS Pennsylv,anian-. 
Maxon Sd. GAS Mississippia.n ·, 
Injun Sd GAS Mississippian 
Berea Ss GAS Mississippian 
Ohio Sh GAS Devonian 
"Corniferous" OIL Devonian 
Clinton Sh GAS Silurian 
BEECHY CREEK 1988 Z-79 
Berea Ss GAS Mississippian 
DANLEYTOWN 1985 X-81 
Ohio Sh GAS Devonian 
HUNNEWELL SOUTH 1922 W-80 
Berea Ss OIL Mississippian 
Berea Ss GAS Mississippian 
NAPLES 1968 X-81 














********** HANCOCK COOH'fi 
ADAIR 
Jackson Sd 






















CONVERTED TO GAS 
Tar Springs Ss 
Jackson Sd 
STORAGE IN 1959 (TAR SPRINGS} 
BATES HOLLOW 
IN: BATES HOLLOW CONS 









BATES HOLLOW CONS 0-34 
INCLUDES: BATES HOLLOW, BATES HOLLOW SOUTH, BOLING CHAPEL 
BATES HOLLOW SOUTH 
IN: BATES HOLLOW CONS 
Waltersburg Ss 




IN: BATES HOLLOW CONS 






























Disc. Date Location 
Type of 
. Production_ .. System 
------------------------·----------------------------------------~---
DUKES SCHOOL 
Jackson Sd OIL 
Cypress Ss OIL 
Paint Creek OIL 
EASTON 
IN: EASTON CONS 
Tar Springs Ss OIL 
Jackson Sd OIL 
EASTON CONS 
INCLUDES: EASTON, MATTHEWS, O'DELL, 
FLETCHER 1919 
Jackson Sd GAS 
FLORAL 
Tar Springs Ss OIL 
Jackson Sd GAS 
O'Hara Lime OIL 
Menard GAS 
Hardinsburg Ss OIL 
Aux Vases OIL 
Mcclosky Ls GAS 
Salem--Warsaw OIL 
HAWESVILLE 1919 
OBSOLETE NAME SEE FLETCHER 
HERBERT 1920 
IN: PELLVILLE-HERBERT co 
Menard OIL 
Tar Springs Ss OIL 
Jackson Sd O&G 
Cypress Ss OIL 
Hardinsburg Ss OIL 
Paint Creek GAS 
St. Louis Ls OIL 
Salem Ls OIL 
INDIAN HILL 
IN: PELLVILLE CONS 
INDIAN HILL NORTH 1961 
OBSOLETE NAME SEE CHAMBERS 
LEWISPORT 1960 












































Tar Springs Ss 
LYON IA 
Waltersburg Ss 
Tar Springs Ss 
Cypress Ss 
MATTHEWS 
IN: EASTON CONS 
O'DELL 
IN: EASTON CONS 
PATESVILLE 





IN: PELLVILLE CONS 
Menard 









































PELLVILLE CONS 1920 P-33 
IN: PELLVILLE-HERBERT CO AND INCLUDES: 
HILL, ROBY, PELLVILLE 
Menard O&G 
Tar Springs Ss OIL 
Hardinsburg Ss OIL 
Jackson Sd OIL 
Cypress Ss OIL 
Bethel Ss OIL 
Mcclosky Ls OIL 









































PELLVILLE-HERBERT CO P-33 
INCLUDES: PELLVILLE CONS, HERBERT 
RICHARDS SCHOOL 
IN: EASTON CONS 
VICTORIA 


































Lego Ls GAS Silurian 
FLINT HILL 1959 M-43 
IN: FLINT HILL CONS 
CONVERTED TO GAS STORAGE IN 1972 
Laurel Dal O&G Silurian 
FLINT HILL CONS · , 1972 M-43 
INCLUDES: FLINT HILL, "SILVER MINE, SONORA 
Lego Ls OIL Silurian 
Laurel Dol OIL Silurian 
FLINT HILLS M-43 
OBSOLETE NAME SEE SONORA 
GLENDALE NE 1974 N-44 
SILVER MINE 1959 M-43 
IN: FLINT HILL CONS 
CONVERTED TO GAS STORAGE IN 1972 
Lego Ls OIL Silurian 
SMITH CHAPEL 1918 N-41 








Disc. Date Location 
Type of 
Production System 
SONORA 1933 M-43 
IN: FLINT HILL CONS 
CONVERTED TO GAS STORAGE 1972 
Fort Payne Fm GAS Mississippian 
Laurel Dol GAS Silurian 
WEST POINT 1890 R-43 
New Albany Sh GAS Devonian 
********** HARLAN COCJN'fi ********** 
ALVA 1988 C-73 
Ohio Sh GAS Devonian 
GINSENG CREEK 1957 D-74 
Big Lime O&G Mississippian 
HARLAN 1955 F-75 
INVALID NAME ONE WELL NEVER PRODUCED 
HIGHSPLINT 1987 E-77 
Big Lime OIL Mississippian 
KENT EN IA 1981 F-76 
Ohio Sh GAS Devonian 
Clinton Sh GAS Silurian 
LOONEY CREEK 1986 F-80 
Weir Sd GAS Mississippian 
Ohio Sh GAS Devonian 
STRAIGHT CREEK CH 1957 E-74 
Salt Sd GAS Pennsylvanian 
********** BART COOIITY ********** 
AETNA FURNACE 1950 K-46 
Beaver Ls GAS Mississippian 
BEAR WALLOW 1932 H-45 
Lego Ls OIL Silurian 
BONNIEVILLE 1954 K-44 
Lego Ls GAS Silurian· 
Laurel Dol GAS Silurian 
BUNNELL 1959 I-45 












INCLUDES: DAVIS BEND 









CONVERTED TO GAS STORAGE IN 1971 
Lego Ls GAS Silurian 
CEDAR CLIFF 1976 I-44 
Laurel Dol OIL Silurian 
CENTER 1925 H-46 
ABANDONED GAS 
Laurel Dol GAS Silurian 
CUB RUN J-42 
"Corniferous" OIL Devonian 
CUB RUN SOUTH 1952 J-42 
Lego Ls OIL Silurian 
DAVIS BEND 1960 J-46 
IN: CANMER CONS 
Lego Ls GAS Silurian 
FURNACE K-46 
OBSOLETE NAME SEE AETNA FURNACE 
HARDYVILLE EAST 1931 I-45 
Laurel Dol OIL Silurian 
HARDYVILLE NW 1968 J-45 
Laurel Dol OIL Silurian 
HORSE CAVE 1954 I-43 
Brownsport Fm GAS Silurian 
Laurel Del O&G Silurian 
JOYNERS CHAPEL 1958 I-46 
Fort Payne Fm GAS Mississippian 
Laurel Del OIL Silurian 
KNOB CHURCH 1960 I-45 























MAGNOLIA 1931 L-46 
CONVERTED TO GAS STORAGE IN 1958 
Lego Ls GAS Silurian 
Silurian Laurel Dol GAS 
MONROE NORTH 
POWDER MILL 
Fort Payne Fm 
Laurel Dal 
PRICEVILLE 


































ANTHOSTON CONS 1946 0-24 
INCLUDES: ANTHOSTON SOUTH, CANOE CREEK 
Tar Springs Ss OIL Mississippian 
Jackson Sd OIL Mississippian 
Cypress Ss OIL Mississippian 
Aux Vases OIL Mississippian 
O'Hara Lime OIL Mississippian 
Mcclosky Ls OIL Mississippian 
ANTHOSTON EAST 1959 P-24 
Cypress Ss OIL Mississippian 
Renault Ls OIL Mississippian 
Waltersburg Ss OIL Mississippian 
ANTHOSTON NORTH 1958 P-24 
Waltersburg Ss OIL Mississippian 
Cypress Ss OIL Mi SS i SS ippian. 
O'Hara Lime OIL Mississippian 
Mcclosky Ls OIL Mississippian 
ANTHOSTON SOUTH 1953 0-24 
IN: ANTHOSTON CONS 
ANTHOSTON WEST 1961 P-24 
O'Hara Lime OIL Mississippian 
Mcclosky Ls OIL Mississippian 
BARKER 1951 Q-23 
Cypress Ss OIL Mississippian 
Waltersburg Ss OIL Mississippian· 
Mcclosky Ls OIL Mississippian 
BASKETT 1951 Q-25 
Waltersburg Ss OIL Mississippian 
O'Hara Lime OIL Mississippian 
BASKETT NORTH 1956· Q-25 
Waltersburg Ss OIL Mississippian 
BASKETT SOUTH 1953 P-24 
Waltersburg Ss OIL Mississippian 
BEALS 1950 Q-26 
Waltersburg Ss OIL Mississippian 
Jackson Sd OIL Mississippian 










. . . 
BEALS NORTH 1982 Q-26 
Waltersburg Ss OIL Mississippian 
Benoist OIL Mississippian 
BEALS WEST 1952 Q-25 
Bethel Ss OIL Mississippian 
Renault Ls OIL Mississippian 
Aux Vases OIL Mississippian 
O'Hara Lime OIL Mississippian 
Mcclosky Ls OIL Mississippian 
BIRK CITY 1938 P-27 
Palestine Ss OIL Mississippian 
Waltersburg Ss O&G Mississippian 
Tar Springs Ss OIL Mississippian 
Jackson Sd OIL Mississippian 
Cypress Ss OIL Mississippian 
Paint Creek OIL Mississippian 
Bethel ss OIL Mississippian 
Renault Ls OIL Mississippian 
Aux Vases OIL Mississippian 
O'Hara Lime OIL Mississippian 
Mcclosky Ls OIL Mississippian 
BLUFF CITY 1956 P-26 
IN: BLUFF CITY CONS 
Aux Vases OIL Mississippian 
Tar Springs Ss OIL Mississippian 
Benoist OIL Mississippian l 
O'Hara Lime OIL Mississippian .. 
Mcclosky Ls OIL Mississippian 
BLUFF CITY CONS P-26 
INCLUDES: BLUFF CITY, RICHLAND SLOUGH, BLUFF CITY NORTH 
BLUFF CITY NORTH 1972 P-27 
IN: BLUFF CITY CONS 
BLUFF CITY SOUTH 1983 P-26 
Aux Vases OIL Mississippian 
BLUFF CITY WEST 1984 P-26 
O'Hara Lime OIL Mississippian 
Mcclosky Ls OIL Mississippian 
BURBANK CHAPEL 1944 P-21 

















IN: CAIRO CONS 
0-23 
CAIRO NORTH 1948 0-23 
IN: CAIRO CONS 
Waltersburg Ss 
Cypress Ss 
Tar Springs Ss 
CAIRO OLD 





CANOE CREEK 1983 0-24 





CHERRY HILL 1953 0-24 
PREVIOUSLY COMBINED WITH POOLE 
Caseyville Fm OIL 
Palestine Ss OIL 
Renault Ls OIL 
Aux Vases OIL 
O'Hara Lime OIL 













































































DIXIE WEST CONS 


































INCLUDES: HOUSE BRIDGE, OAKLAND, DIXIE WEST 
ELAM FLATS 1951 P-25 
IN: ZION NORTH CONS 
Aux Vases OIL Mississippian 
O'Hara Lime OIL Mississippian 




_______________________ .., _________________________________ . ___ . ________ _ 
Field Name 
Producing Formation 
Disc. Date Location 
Type of 
Production __ System 
EUTERPE 
IN: EUTERPE CONS 
Hardinsburg Ss 
Tradewater Fm 













EUTERPE CONS 0-2 5 
INCLUDES: EUTERPE, EUTERPE NORTH, FREEMAN 
EUTERPE NORTH 
IN: EUTERPE CONS 
Hardinsburg Ss 
FREEMAN 
IN: EUTERPE CONS 
GENEVA 
Waltersburg Ss 








































































GRASSY POND W CONS 
INCLUDES: GRASSY POND 
GRASSY POND WEST 
IN: GRASSY POND W CONS 
O'Hara Lime 
Waltersburg Ss 












GREENBRIAR S CONS 
INCLUDES: GREENBRIAR, 
GREENBRIAR SOUTH 





Tar Springs Ss 
Paint Creek 
O'Hara Lime 
Disc. Date Location 
Type of 























































HEBBARDSVILLE CONS P-26 











IN: HEBBARDSVILLE CONS 











































HENDERSON NORTH CONS 0~24 
INCLUDES: HENDERSON NORTH, HENDERSON WEST 
HENDERSON SOUTH. 1951 P-23 
Waltersburg Ss OIL 
Ste. Genevieve Ls OIL 
HENDERSON WEST 1956 Q-24 
IN: HENDERSON NORTH CONS 
HITESVILLE 0-21 
IN: HITESVILLE CONS 
Tradewater Fm OIL 
Waltersburg Ss OIL 
Tar Springs Ss OIL 
Cypress Ss OIL 
Aux Vases OIL 
O'Hara Lime OIL 
















Disc; Date Location 
Type of 
Production System 
HITESVILLE CONS 0-21 




IN: DIXIE WEST CONS 
Cypress Ss 
MASON FERRY 
Tar Springs Ss 
MCKINLEY 
Tradewater Fm 




IN: MIDWAY EAST CONS 
. MIDWAY EAST 
IN: MIDWAY EAST CONS 




MIDWAY EAST CONS 






IN: SMITH MILLS S CONS 











































































OAK GROVE NORTH 
O'Hara Lime 
OAKLAND 
IN: DIXIE WEST CONS 
































































POOLE CONS 1943 N-23 
INCLUDES: BALD KNOB, POOLE EAST, POOLE SOUTH, 
POOLE WEST, ROBARDS, TILDEN, TUNNEL HILL, WANAMAKER 














IN: POOLE CONS 
POWELLS LAKE EAST 
Mcclosky Ls 
RANGERS LANDING 
IN: RANGERS LANDING CONS 
Tradewater Fm 






















































RANGERS LANDING EAST 1954 0-25 
REED 













IN: BLUFF CITY CONS 
ROBARDS 
IN: POOLE CONS 
ROBARDS EAST 


































1956 · 0-24 
OIL 
1944 0-23 














































Disc. Date Location 
Type of 
Production System 
SEBREE CONS 1928 N-24 
INCLUDES: SEBREE, EASTWOOD FERRY, SEBREE NORTH 
SMITH MILLS 
IN: SMITH MILLS CONS · 
Caseyville Fm 





SMITH MILLS CONS 
INCLUDES: BURBANK CHAPEL, 
Caseyville Fm 





SMITH MILLS EAST 
Cypress Ss 

































INCLUDES: SMITH MILLS 'SOUTH, MIDWAY WEST 
Tradewater Fm OIL Pennsylvanian 
O'Hara Lime OIL Mississippian 
Mcclosky Ls OIL Mississippian 
SMITH MILLS SOUTH 1954 P-21 
IN: SMITH MILLS S CONS-
Tradewater Fm OIL Pennsylvanian 
O'Hara Lime OIL Mississippian 
Mcclosky Ls OIL Mississippian 
SPOTTSVILLE 1938 · Q-25 
Bethel Ss OIL Mississippian 
Renault Ls OIL Mississippian 
O'Hara Lime OIL Mississippian 









IN: POOLE CONS 
UTLEY 
IN: HITESVILLE CONS 
WILLETT 


























ZION NORTH CONS 
INCLUDES: ZION NORTH, 







































Disc. Date Location 
. Type of 
Production System 





INCLUDES: ANTON EAST 
Tradewater Fm 
Caseyville Fm 
Tar Springs Ss 
Hardinsburg Ss 
Jackson Sd 














Tar Springs Ss 
Mcclosky Ls 
































































---------------- . --------------------------------- ·~----·-------------
Field Name Disc. Date Location 
-Producing Formation · · Type of 
DRAKES CREEK 
IN: WHITE PLAINS W CONS 










































































































IN: HOWELL CHURCH CONS 
O'Hara Lime 
Mcclosky Ls 
Tar Springs Ss 


















HOWELL CHURCH CONS 1953 L-25 




Tar Springs Ss 
JEWEL CITY 
Tar Springs Ss 
Renault Ls 
JEWEL CITY NORTH 
Paint Creek 














































------------------------------------------------------------·-·----~---·._. _______ - -
Field Name 
Producing Formation 
Disc. Date Location 
Type of 
Production System 
-------------------------------------------------- ------ - . - -- -- - -
MANITOU 
Jackson Sd 









Tar Springs Ss 
MITCHELL HILL WEST 
Mcclosky Ls 
MORTONS GAP NEW 
Tar Springs Ss 
Hardinsburg Ss 
MORTONS GAP OLD 
Mcclosky Ls 
Tradewater Fm 










































































Disc. Date Location 
Type of 
Production System 
NEW SALEM 1966 M-26 
Cypress Ss OIL Mississippian 
Renault Ls OIL Mississippian 
NORTONVILLE 1966 I-25 
IN: NORTONVILLE CONS 
Ste. Genevieve Ls OIL Mississippian 
O'Hara Lime OIL Mississippian 
Hardinsburg Ss OIL Mississippian 
Mcclosky Ls OIL Mississippian 
NORTONVILLE CONS I-25 
INCLUDES: NORTONVILLE, NORTONVILLE WEST 
NORTONVILLE EAST 19'58 I-25 
Ste. Genevieve Ls OIL Mississippian 
O'Hara Lime OIL Mississippian 
NORTONVILLE WEST 1982 I-25 
Hardinsburg Ss OIL Mississippian 
Benoist OIL Mississippian 
OAK HILL 1957 I-25 
IN: OAK HILL WEST CONS 
OAK HILL WEST 1957 I-25 
IN: OAK HILL WEST CONS 
Mcclosky Ls OIL Mississippian 
Tar Springs Ss OIL Mississippian 
Hardinsburg Ss GAS Mississippian 
O'Hara Lime OIL Mississippian 
OAK HILL WEST CONS I-25 
INCLUDES: OAK HILL, OAK HILL WEST 
OLD SALEM 1952 L-25 
Paint Creek OIL Mississippian 
OLD SALEM NORTH 1963 L-25 
IN: SLAUGHTERS EAST CONS 
Tradewater Fm GAS Pennsylvanian 
Caseyville Fm OIL Pennsylvanian 
Upper Paint Creek OIL Mississippian 
O'Hara Lime OIL Mississippian 





Field Name Disc. -Date Location 
·Producing Formation Type of .. 
Production System 
------------------------ --· ·- ---------------------------------------
OLIVE BRANCH WEST 1975 L-24 'i 
Hardinsburg Ss OIL Mississippian 
Cypress Ss OIL Mississippian l Mcclosky Ls OIL Mississippian 
ORIOLE 1979 J-24 I Tar Springs Ss OIL Mississippian 
Mcclosky Ls OIL Mississippian 
OTTER CREEK .. 1976 L-25 I 
Tradewater Fm OIL Pennsylvanian 
Tar Springs Ss OIL Mississippian 
POE HILL 1968 J-21 
Tar Springs Ss GAS Mississippian l 
POND RIVER 1951 L-26 
Tar Springs Ss OIL Mississippian j Cypress Ss OIL Mississippian 
Aux Vases OIL Mississippian 
POND RIVER EAST 1952 L-26 
Aux Vases OIL Mississippian 
PROVIDENCE SOUTH 1965 K-21 I 
Paint Creek OIL Mississippian i 
Tar Springs Ss OIL Mississippian 
Cypress Ss OIL Mississippian 
RICHLAND 1963 ·J-23 ' . ) 
Waltersburg Ss GAS Mississippian 
Tar Springs Ss OIL Mississippian 
Jackson Sd OIL Mississippian 
Cypress Ss OIL Mississippian 
O'Hara Lime OIL Mississippian 
Aux Vases OIL Mississippian· 
Mcclosky Ls OIL Mississippian 
RICHLAND EAST 1963 J-24 
Bethel Ss OIL Mississippian 
RICHLAND SOUTH 1963 I-23 
Menard GAS Mississippian 
Waltersburg Ss GAS Mississippian 
Waltersburg Ss OIL Mississippian 
O'Hara Lime OIL Mississippian 
Aux Vases OIL Mississippian 
106 
HOPKINS COUNTY 
--------------------------------------------------------------- -- - --
Field Name Disc. Date Location 
Producing Formation· - Type of 
Production System 
SISK SCHOOL 1958 I-24 
Tar Springs Ss OIL Mississippian 
Pennsylvanian GAS Pennsylvanian 
Tar Springs Ss O&G Mississippian 
Hardinsburg Ss O&G Mississippian 
Bethel Ss O&G ·Mississippian 
SLAUGHTERS EAST 1963 L-25 
IN: SLAUGHTERS EAST CONS 
Tradewater Fm GAS Pennsylvanian 
Caseyville Fm OIL Pennsylvanian 
Upper Paint Creek OIL Mississippian 
O'Hara Lime OIL Mississippian 
Mcclosky Ls OIL Mississippian 
SLAUGHTERS EAST CONS L-25 
INCLUDES: OLD SALEM NORTH, SLAUGHTERS EAST 
Tradewater Fm GAS Pennsylvanian· 
Caseyville Fm OIL Pennsylvanian 
Upper Paint Creek OIL Mississippian 
O'Hara Lime OIL Mississippian 
Mcclosky Ls OIL Mississippian 
SLAUGHTERS LAKE 1963 L-25 
Mcclosky Ls OIL Mississippian 
Tradewater Fm GAS Pennsylvanian 
SLAUGHTERS SOUTH 1956 L-24 
O'Hara Lime OIL Mississippian 
Mcclosky Ls OIL Mississippian 
SOUTHARD 1929 I-24 
Caseyville Fm GAS Pennsylvanian 
Jackson Sd OIL Mississippfan 
Paint Creek OIL Mississippian 
Mcclosky Ls OIL Mississippian 
Hardinsburg Ss OIL Mississippian 
ST CHARLES NORTH 1957 I-24 
Mcclosky Ls OIL Mississippian 
ST CHARLES WEST 1964 I-24 
Tar Springs Ss OIL Mississippian 
Hardinsburg Ss O&G Mississippian 















STONY POINT SOUTH 
Aux Vases 
SUGAR CREEK 
Tar Springs Ss 
Jackson Sd 














UNION TEMPLE EAST 
Aux Vases 
VANDETTA 


































































Disc. Date Location 
Type of. 
Production System 
WHITE PLAINS W CONS I-25 
INCLUDES: WHITE PLAINS WEST, DRAKES CREEK 
WHITE PLAINS WEST 1965 I-25 
IN: WHITE PLAINS W CONS 
Hardinsburg Ss GAS 
Tar Springs Ss GAS 
WHITFIELD 1980 H-26 
Tar Springs Ss GAS 
WIRS CREEK 1965 K-22 
Bethel Ss OIL 
********** JACKSON COOftY ***"******* 
DRIP ROCK 1924 M-67 
"Corniferous" O&G 
GRAYHAWK 1936 K-67 
"Corniferous" GAS 
LANHART 1917 M-66 
Boyle OIL 
MACEDONIA 1933 L-67 
Boyle GAS 
Salina Fm GAS 
MCKEE L-67 
OBSOLETE NAME SEE MACEDONIA 
MILDRED K-67 
Lc:>ckport Dol GAS 
MUMMIE K-68 
OBSOLETE NAME SEE STURGEON CREEK 
SAND SPRING M-66 











































"Corniferous" GAS Devonian 
********** JKFPERSON COOH'.rY ********** 
MEADOW 1892 S-44 
New Albany Sh GAS Devonian 
********** JOBRSON COOlil".rY ********** 
AUXIER DBS 
"Corniferous" 
Big Six Sd 
BARNETTS CREEK 
IN: BARNETTS CREEK CONS 
Weir Sd 
Big Six Sd 
"Corniferous" 

































DEVONIAN SHALE GAS PRODUCTION OF EASTERN KENTUCKY 
Ohio Sh GAS Devonian 
BLAINE R-79 
OBSOLETE NAME SEE KEATON-MAZIE 
BLAINE-MARTHA 
OBSOLETE NAME FOR KEATON-MAZIE AND MARTHA 
ELNA 1921 Q-79 
Weir Sd OIL Mississippian 
FISH TRAP CONS 1930 











· ·Field Name 
Producing Formation 




OBSOLETE NAME SEE R~DBUSH 
FRANKS CREEK 1984 
"Corniferous" GAS 
Big Six Sd GA~ 
FUGET 1930 
HAGERHILL DBS 1963 
Big Lime GAS 
JENNYS CREEK 
OBSOLETE NAME SEE SWAMP BRANCH 
KEATON 1920 
IN: KEATON-MAZIE CONS 
Stray Weir OIL 
1st Weir OIL 
2nd Weir OIL 
KEATON-MAZIE CONS 1920 
INCLUDES: KEATON, MAZIE 
Weir Sd OIL 
1st Weir OIL 
2nd Weir OIL 
LAUREL CREEK 
OBSOLETE NAME SEE REDBUSH 
MINE FORK 1919 
Weir Sd GAS 
"Corniferous" GAS 
Big Six Sd GAS 
Black River Stage O&G 
Beekmantown GAS 
OIL BRANCH 
OBSOLETE NAME SEE OIL SPRINGS 
OIL SPRINGS 1919 
IN: OIL SPRINGS CONS 
Weir Sd O&G 
OIL SPRINGS CONS 1919 
INCLUDES: OIL SPRINGS, CONLEY 


































Disc. Date, Location 
Type of· -
Production System · 
PAINT CREEK P-81 
OBSOLETE NAME SEE STAFFORDSVILLE 
PAINTSVILLE 0-81 
OBSOLETE NAME SEE ROCKHOUSE CREEK 
REDBUSH R-79 



























ROCKHOUSE CREEK P-80 














Berea Ss OIL Mississippian 
STAFFORDSVILLE NORTH. 
IN: BARNETTS CREEK CONS 
Berea Ss 
Big Six Sd 
STUFFLEY KNOB 










































Disc. Date Location 
Type of 
· ... Production System 
-------------.-------------------------------------- ·----------------
TOMS CREEK· 1935 P-81 
Devonian GAS Devonian 
Big Six Sd GAS Silurian 
VAN LEAR DBS 1945 P-82 
Salt Sd GAS Pennsylvanian 
Maxon Sd GAS Mississippian 
Lockport Dol GAS Silurian 
Big Six Sd GAS Silurian 
WHITAKER DBS 1963 0-80 
Big Lime GAS Mississippian 
"Corniferous" GAS Devonian 
Big Six Sd GAS Silurian 
WHITEHOUSE 1969 Q-82 
Maxon Sd GAS Mississippian 
WIN 1917 . P-79 
Weir Sd GAS Mississippian 
"Corniferous" GAS Devonian 
Big Six Sd GAS Silurian 
Berea Ss GAS Mississippian 
********** IDIO'l'T COORrY ********** 
AMBURGEY SW DBS 1934 I-79 
Big Lime GAS Mississippian 
ARY DBS 1969 .K-76 
Ma~on Sd GAS Mississippian 
Big Lime GAS Mississippian 
Big Six Sd GAS Silurian 
Berea-Black Shale In GAS Devonian 
BALLS FORK DBS 1972 K-77 
Big Lime GAS Mississippian 
Big Six Sd GA~ Silurian 
BEAVER CREEK DBS 1892 L-80 
Beaver Sd OIL Pennsylvanian 
Horton OIL Pennsylvanian 
Pike Sd OIL Pennsylvanian 
Salt Sd GAS Pennsylvanian 











DEVONIAN SHALE GAS PRODUCTION OF EASTERN KENTUCKY 
Ohio Sh GAS Devonian 
BOLYN DBS 1916 L-80 
Big Lime GAS Mississippian 
BRINKLEY WEST DBS 1963 J-79 
Maxon Sd GAS Mississippian 
CARRIE DBS 1929 K-78 
Maxon Sd GAS Mississippian 
"Corniferous" GAS Devonian 
Big Six Sd GAS Silurian 
CLEAR CREEK DBS 1953 J-78 
Big Lime GAS Mississippian 
DOBSON SCHOOL DBS 1940 K-78 
Maxon Sd GAS Mississippian 
DRY CREEK DBS 1905 J-81 
Big Lime GAS Mississippian 
FIRECOAL BRANCH DBS 1951 L-79 
Maxon Sd OIL Mississippian 
GARRETT DBS 1923 L-80 
Big Lime GAS Mississippian· 
Clinton Sh GAS Silurian· 
HEMPATCH BRANCH DBS K-80 
Berea Ss GAS Mississippian 
HINDMAN DBS 1933 J-79 
Big Lime GAS Mississippian 
HINDMAN EAST DBS 1933 J-79 
Maxon Sd GAS Mississippian 
LOTTS CREEK DBS 1958 J-77 
Big Lime GAS Mississippian 
Big Lime OIL Mississippian 
MALLIE DBS 1940 J-80 
Big Lime GAS Mississippian 





· Producing Formation 
MAY DBS 
Big Lime 










ROAD BRANCH DBS 
Big Lime 
SALISBURY SCHOOL DBS 
Big Lime 
Maxon Sd 
SOFT SHELL DBS 
Big Lime 





********** KHOX ~ 
ARTEMUS-HIMYAR CONS 
Disc. Date Location 
Type of 
... Production System 
1949 J-80 

























INCLUDES: FLAT LICK, HIMYAR, MOORES CREEK 
3rd Salt Sd OIL Pennsylvanian 
Salt Sd OIL Pennsylvanian 
Maxon Sd GAS Mississippian 
Big Lime GAS Mississippian 
Injun Sd GAS Mississippian 
Waverly Ser GAS Mississippian 
Lockport Dol GAS Silurian 
Big Six Sd GAS Silurian 






Disc. Date Location 
Type of 
Production System . 
BAILEYS SWITCH 1932 E-68 
IN: CAMPBELL CHURCH CONS 
Waverly Ser GAS 
BARBOURVILLE 1983 E-68 
Big Lime GAS 
Ohio Sh GAS 
BARBOURVILLE O&G 
OBSOLETE NAME INCLUDES HEIDRICK,LTR RICHLAND 
BARBOURVILLE SW 1960 E-68 
IN: BARBOURVILLE SW CONS 
3rd Salt Sd OIL 
BARBOURVILLE SW CONS 
INCLUDES: SWANPOND, 





IN: CAMPBELL CHURCH 
Big Lime 
Waverly Ser 




























































FLAT LICK 1932 
IN: ARTEMUS-HIMYAR CONS 







HEIDRICK CONS 1904 
NO RECORD OF NAMES OF INCLUDED 
1st Salt Sd 
2nd Salt Sd 
Salt Sd 
HIMYAR 









LTL RICHLAND CK CONS 
INCLUDES: TRACE FORK 
1st Salt Sd 
2nd Salt Sd 
Knox Sd 
3rd Salt Sd 
Injun Sd 
MEADOW CREEK 



























































INCLUDES: MEADOW CREEK, PERKINS, HILL HOLLOW, HILL CHAPEL 
117 
LARUE COUNTY 
- --------~ ------ ----- --·- -------------------------------------
Field Name 
Producing Formation 
Disc. Date. Location 
Type.of 
Production System 
MOORES CREEK 1950 E-70 
IN: ARTEMUS-HIMYAR CONS 
Salt Sd OIL Pennsylvanian 
Maxon Sd OIL Mississippian 
Big Lime GAS Mississippian 
Waverly Ser GAS Mississippian 
Lockport Dol GAS Silurian 
PRICHARD CHURCH 1970 D-68 
Maxon Sd OIL Mississippian 
Maxon Sd GAS Mississippian 
ROAD FORK 1896 E-70 
2nd Salt Sd OIL Pennsylvanian 
3rd Salt Sd OIL Pennsylvanian 
Waverly Ser OIL Mississippian 
SALT GUM F-70 
NO IDENTIFIABLE RECORDS 
STINKING CREEK 1896 E-70 
OBSOLETE NAME SEE ROAD FORK 
SWANPOND 1901 E-68 
IN: BARBOURVILLE SW CONS 
2nd Salt Sd OIL Pennsylvanian 
Big Lime GAS Mississippian· 
TRACE FORK 1901 E-68 
IN: LTL RICHLAND CK·CONS . j 
Salt Sd OIL Pennsylvanian 
WHITLEY GAP 1969 E-66 
Big Lime GAS Mississippian 
WOODBINE 1957 E-65 
Big Lime GAS Mississippian 
********** LAROE COOR'.rY ********** 
HODGENVILLE EAST 1940 N-46 
Lego Ls GAS Silurian 
Niagaran GAS Silurian 
MAGNOLIA 1931 L-46 
CONVERTED TO GAS STORAGE IN 1958 
Lego Ls GAS Silurian 
Laurel Dol GAS Silurian 
118 
LAWRENCE COUNTY 
---------- ---- ---------- -----------------------------------------
Field Name 
Producing Format~on 









































































Field Name - Disc. Date Location 
Producing Formation Type of · 
Production System 
---------------------------------------------------------- -- - ----
BEECH FARM CONS 




















DEVONIAN SHALE GAS PRODUCTION OF EASTERN KENTUCKY 
Ohio Sh GAS Devonian 
BLAINE R-79 
OBSOLETE NAME SEE KEATON-MAZIE 
BLAINE-MARTHA 
OBSOLETE NAME FOR KEATON-MAZIE AND MARTHA 
BLEVINS 1914 S-79 
Berea Ss GAS Mississippian 
Huntersville GAS Devonian 
Big Six Sd GAS Silurian 
BRUSHY FORK 1927 S-81 
IN: CORDELL CONS 
Berea Ss O&G Mississippian 
BURGESS BRANCH 1969 T'-83 
Berea Ss OIL Mississippian 
BURGESS FORK S-83 
BUSSEYVILLE 1911 S-82 
Berea Ss OIL Mississippian 
Clinton Sh GAS Silurian 
CAIN RUN S-79 
OBSOLETE NAME SEE BLEVINS 
CANDO SCHOOL 1924 S-81 
IN: CORDELL CONS 
Maxon Sd GAS Mississippian 
Berea Ss GAS Mississippian 
Ohio Sh GAS Devonian 
Huntersville GAS Devonian 
120 
-LAWRENCE COUNTY 



























CORDELL CONS 1917 S-82 








Big Six Sd 


























KEATON-MAZIE CONS 1920 R-79 
INCLUDES: KEATON, MAZIE 
Weir Sd OIL 
1st Weir OIL 































Big Six Sd 
"Corniferous" 
Disc. Date Location 
- Type of 
-production System 






























SEEDTICK BRANCH U-82 
OBSOLETE NAME SEE TRINITY: ' 
SUMMIT 1978 S-84 
Injun Sd GAS Mississippian 
TARKILN 1965 R-80 
Berea Ss GAS Mississippian 
TRINITY 1976 V-82 
Berea Ss OIL Mississippian 
WALBRIDGE 1920 S-83 
Berea Ss OIL Mississippian 
WEBBVILLE SOUTH 1978 T-80 
Berea Ss O&G Mississippian 
WILBUR 1979 R-81 





Disc. Date Location 
Type of 
Production System 
YATESVILLE 1919 T-82 
Berea Ss GAS Mississippian 
ZELDA 1960 U-83 
Salt Sd GAS Pennsylvanian 
Berea Ss GAS Mississippian 
********** LEE COOl1'.rY ********** 
BEATTYVILLE M-70 
ONE ABANDONED OIL WELL ONLY 
BEATTYVILLE WEST 1967 M-70 
Big Six Sd OIL Silurian 
BIG SINKING 1918 N-70 
WATERFLOOD 
1st Corniferous OIL Devonian 
2nd Corniferous OIL Devonian 
3rd Corniferous OIL Devonian 
Lockpo~t Dol GAS Silurian 
BILLEY FORK 0-69 
Lockport Dol OIL Silurian 
BILLEY FORK SOUTH 1984 N-69 
Black River Stage GAS Ordovician 
CANYON FALLS 1986 N-72 
Wells Creek GAS Ordovician 
CONTRARY CREEK 1924 N-69 
Lockport Dol OIL Silurian 
Big Six Sd OIL Silurian 
DUCK FORK 1928 M-69 
Big Six Sd OIL Silurian 
GOOSEY CONS 1919 M-68 
INCLUDES: TRABUE, STURGEON CREEK 
Lockport Dol OIL Silurian 
HELL CREEK 1918 N-70 
IN: HELL CREEK CONS 
1st Corniferous OIL Devonian 
2nd Corniferous OIL Devonian 






Disc. Date Location 
Type of 
HELL CREEK CONS 

























OBSOLETE NAME SEE LYNAM CREEK 
LYNAM CREEK 1918 M-71 
Lockport Dol OIL Silurian 
MALONEY. N-70 
IN: HELL CREEK CONS 
PINNACLE SOUTHEAST 1980 N-69 
Lockport Del OIL Silurian 
PRIMROSE 1962 N-71 
IN: WALKER CREEK CONS 
Lockport Del OIL Silurian 
Big Six Sd OIL Silurian 
ROSS CREEK 1918 N-68 
Boyle OIL Devonian 
STURGEON CREEK M-68 
IN: GOOSEY CONS 
TRABUE M-68 
IN: GOOSEY CONS 
TURKEY KNOB 1917 L-69 
Salina Fm GAS Silurian 
UNION CHURCH 1961 N-71 
IN: WALKER CREEK CONS 
Lockport Dol OIL Silurian 
WALKER CREEK CONS N-71 
INCLUDES: HELL CREEK CONS, UNION CHURCH, PRIMROSE 
124 
LESLIE COUNTY 
---------~---~-----------------------------------~-·------__ _,..,,,. _________ _ 
Field Name 
Producing Formation 
·Disc. Date Location 
Type of 
Productjon System 
WIDECREEK 1930 N-72 
Salina Fm OIL Silurian 
Lockport Dol OIL Silurian 
Big Six Sd OIL Silurian 
********** LESLIE COORTY ********** 
ASHER G-74 
Big Lime GAS Mississippian 
Ohio Sh GAS Devonian 
AVAWAM DBS 1971 I-75 
Big Lime GAS Mississippian 
Berea Ss GAS Mississippian 
BIG SANDY I-82 
DEVONIAN SHALE GAS PRODUCTION OF EASTERN KENTUCKY 
Ohio Sh GAS Devonian 
BULLSKIN CREEK 1973 I-73 
IN: CREEKVILLE-HYDEN CON 
Big Lime GAS Mississippian 
CHAPPELL 1979 G-74 






GAS Devonian · 
CREEKVILLE-HYDEN CON · 1955 · H-73 
INCLUDES: KALIOPI- WEST, HYDEN WEST, MUNCY, MARCUM 
EAST, DOUBLE CREEK, PEABODY, BULLSKIN CREEK 











HYDEN WEST 1955 H-73 
IN: CREEKVILLE-HYDEN CON 






Disco Date Location 
Type of 
Production System 
KALIOPI WEST 1971 I-73 
IN: CREEKVILLE-HYDEN CON 
Big Lime GAS 
MACINTOSH SCHOOL 1978 I-75 
Ohio Sh GAS 
Big Lime GAS 
MARCUM EAST 1954 H-72 
IN: CREEKVILLE-HYDEN CON 
Lockport Dal O&G 
Big Six Sd O&G 
MIDDLE FORK H-72 
OBSOLETE NAME SEE MARCUM EAST 
MUNCY 1956 H-74 
IN: CREEKVILLE-HYDEN CON 
Big Lime OIL 
PEABODY-HYDEN I-73 





























Devonian: ' · . : ' : 
Mississippian 
Silurian 
UPPER BAD CREEK DBS 
"Corniferous" GAS Devonian 
********** LE'l'CIIBll COON'.l'Y ********** 
BANKS DBS 
IN: BULL CREEK CONS DBS 
Big Lime 














Disc. Date - Location 
Type of 
Production System 
BIG SANDY I-82 
DEVONIAN SHALE GAS PRODUCTION OF EASTERN KENTUCKY 
Ohio Sh GAS Devonian 
BLACKEY DBS 1968 H-79 
Big Lime GAS Mississippian 
Berea Ss GAS Mississippian 
BLACKEY SOUTH DBS 1969 H-79 
Maxon Sd O&G Mississippian 
Big Lime O&G Mississippian 
Berea Ss O&G Mississippian 
BULL CREEK H-78 
OBSOLETE NAME FOR BIG LIME PRODUCTION IN CARCASSONNE CONS DB 
BULL CREEK CONS DBS H-78 





CARCASSONNE CONS DBS 
IN: BULL CREEK CONS 


























AND INCLUDES: CORNETTSVILLE 
O&G Mississippian· 
O&G Mississippian 
1955 - I-80 -
















· Pr~ducing Formation 
Disc. Date Location 
Type of 
Production System 





JOES BRANCH DBS 
Big Lime 


































ULVAH DBS 1967 H-78 
IN: CARCASSONNE CONS DBS 
Maxon Sd GAS 
Big Lime O&G 
********** LEWIS COIDilTY ********** 












MOSBY CREEK 1923 X-75 
INVALID NAME SEE CHERRY CAMP CREEK 
THOR CONS 1923 X-75 









Disc. Date Location 
Type of 
Production System 
********** LIBCOLH COUNTY********** 
BUCK CREEK 








Fort Payne Fm 
MCKINNEY 






















********** LOGAN COOll'l'Y ********** 
ALLENSVILLE 1984 C-30 
Salem Ls OIL Mississippian. 
CHANDLERS CHAPEL 1970 F-33 
Clear Creek Fm OIL Devonian 
DIAMOND SPRINGS 1910 G-31 
ABANDONED 
Hardinsburg Ss GAS Mississippian 
Jackson Sd OIL Mississippian 
Benoist OIL Mississippian 
Mcclosky Ls OIL Mississippian 
St. Louis Ls OIL Mississippian 
DIAMOND SPRINGS N 1910 G-31 







New Albany Sh 
FERGUSON EAST 
Devonian 
Fort Payne Fm 
GORDONSVILLE 













St •. Louis Ls 
PEART 







































Dutch Creek Ss 
Devonian 
TOWN BRANCH 
















.. ------·-------------------------------GE>-------------- -· ---·- .. ------
Field Name 
Producing Formation 
Disc. Date Location 
... Type of 
Production System 
WALL 1920 D-34 
IN: WALL CONS 
ABANDONED 
Fort Payne Fm OIL Mississippian 
Devonian OIL Devonian 
Clear Creek Fm OIL Devonian 
WALL CONS D-34 
INCLUDES: WALL, ROY 
ABANDONED 
Clear Creek Fm OIL Devonian 
********** MADISON COUNTY********** 
.BEREA 1923 M-63 
Brassfield Dol OIL Silurian 
********** NAGOPPIH COOHTY ********** 
BEETREE 1948 N-78 
Big Six Sd GAS Silurian 
BIG SANDY I-82 
DEVONIAN SHALE GAS PRODUCTION OF EASTERN KENTUCKY 
Ohio Sh GAS Devonian 
BURNING FORK 0-79 
OBSOLETE NAME SEE IVYTON 
CONLEY 1926 0-79 
IN: OIL SPRINGS CONS,; 
1st Weir OIL Mississippian 
2nd Weir OIL Mississippian 
FREDVILLE 1924 N-79 
Salt Sd GAS Pennsylvanian 
FYCH DBS 1924 M-79 
Salt Sd GAS Pennsylvanian 
Maxon Sd GAS Mississippian 
Big Lime GAS Mississippian 
Keener GAS Mississippian 
HOLLIDAY 1924 P-76 






Disc. Date Location 
Type of 
Production System 
IVY TON 0-79. 
Salt Sd GAS Pennsylvanian 
1st Weir OIL Mississippian 
2nd Weir OIL Mississippian 
Big Six Sd GAS Silurian 
LAKEVILLE 1948 0-78 
Big Six Sd GAS Silurian 
LICKBURG 1930 P-77 
Big Six Sd GAS Silurian 
MARSHALLVILLE 1956 0-79 
Salt Sd GAS Pennsylvanian 
MOLLY BRANCH SCH DBS 1925 M-79 
Salt Sd GAS Pennsylvanian 
Maxon Sd GAS Mississippian 
OIL BRANCH P-79 
OBSOLETE NAME SEE OIL SPRINGS 
OIL SPRINGS 1919 P-79 
IN: OIL SPRINGS CONS 
Weir Sd O&G Mississippian 
OIL SPRINGS CONS 1919 P-79 
INCLUDES: OIL SPRINGS, CONLEY 
Weir Sd OIL Mississippian 
PUNCHEON CAMP CK CON 1945 N-79 
INCLUDES: SALT LICK 
Salt Sd OIL Pennsylvanian 
Maxon Sd OIL Mississippian 
Weir Sd OIL Mississippian 
Big Six Sd GAS Silurian 
ROYALTON 1947 0-78 
Big Six Sd GAS Silurian 
SALT LICK N-79 
IN: PUNCHEON CAMP CK CON 
SALYERSVILLE 1931 0-78 
Weir Sd OIL Mississippian 
Ohio Sh GAS Devonian 
Salina Fm GAS Silurian 








Big Six Sd 
Berea Ss 





********** MARTIR COUNTY 




Disc. Date Location 

















DEVONIAN SHALE GAS PRODUCTION OF EASTERN KENTUCKY 
Ohio Sh GAS Devonian 
DAVISPORT NORTH DBS 1941 Q-83 
Salt Sd GAS Pennsylvanian 
DAVISPORT WEST DBS 1946 P-83 
Big Lime GAS Mi.ssissippian 
FARLEY CHURCH DBS ·. 1941 ' 1 P-85 
Maxon Sd GAS Mississippian 
FARLEY CHURCH W DBS 1937 P-85 
Maxon Sd OIL Mississippian 
HOOE WEST DBS 1936 Q-85 
Big Lime GAS Mississippian 
INEZ SOUTH DBS 1892 Q-84 
Maxon Sd GAS Mississippian 
JOB DBS 1973 R-84 
Salt Sd GAS Pennsylvanian 
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MARTIN COUNTY 
----------------- . ma.------------------------------------------·-·· . ·--
Field Name 
Producing Formation 


















KERMIT DBS P-85 




LYNN BARK NORTH DBS 
Big Lime 
LYNN BARK SCHOOL DBS 
Maxon Sd 


















































Mississippian:: ·i, · · 


















---------------------. ----- ---------------------------------~ ---
Field Name 
Producing-Formation 
Disc. Date Location 
Type of 
Production System 
WOLFE CREEK DBS P-85 
OBSOLETE NAME SEE FARLEY CHURCH-DBS 
********** MCCREARY COOR'.rY ********** 





















Fort Payne Fm 
Beaver Ls 



















































Disc. Date Location 
Type of 
Production System 




ROCK CREEK 1909 C-58 
OBSOLETE NAME SEE POLOT .MOUNTAIN 




























Lee Fm OIL Pennsylvanian 
1971 B-61 STRUNK WEST 
Pennsylvanian GAS Pennsylvanian 
********** MCI,EAH COOHTY ********** 
BARRETT HILL 
IN: BARRETT HILL CONS 
Caseyville Fm 


















• j ~ • 
BARRETT HILL CONS M-30 
INCLUDES: BARRETT HILL, JOLLY CONS 















--- . ---- ·--- . -- - -------. _________________ ...,. _______ ·--- -- .... - . .. - -- . ·-- .... - . 
. Field Name 
Producing Formation 
BATES KNOB 


















BATES KNOB NORTH 
Tar Springs Ss 
BEALERS KNOB 







BEECH GROVE EAST 
Caseyville Fm 
Waltersburg Ss 
Tar Springs Ss 
Cypress Ss 
Jackson Sd 
BEECH GROVE SOUTH 
Jackson Sd 
Mcclosky Ls 














































IN: BELLS FERRY CONS 
Tradewater Fm 
Caseyville Fm 








BELLS FERRY CONS 
INCLUDES: BELLS FERRY 
BELLS FERRY EAST 
IN: BELLS FERRY CONS 
BONDHOLDERS 
IN: GUFFIE CONS 















EAST, BELLS ·FERRY 
1953 L-26 
N-27 
BUCK CREEK SCH CONS M-29 
INCLUDES: BUCK CREEK SCHOOL, BUCK CREEK SCHOOL W 
BUCK CREEK SCHOOL 1947 M-29 
IN: BUCK CREEK SCH CONS 
Caseyville Fm OIL Pennsylvanian 
BUCK CREEK SCHOOL W 1965 M-29 .. , 
IN: BUCK 'CREEK SCH' 'CONS ~' ~ • 1 f <l 
Carbondale Fm OIL Pennsylvanian 
Cypress Ss OIL Mississippian 
Paint Creek OIL Mississippian 
Bethel Ss OIL Mississippian 
BUEL 1965 M-29 
Menard OIL Mississippian 
Tar Springs Ss OIL Mississippian 
Hardinsburg Ss OIL Mississippian 
Cypress Ss OIL Mississippian 
Benoist OIL Mississippian 
Paint Creek OIL Mississippian 
O'Hara Lime OIL Mississippian 

























IN: CLEOPATRA CONS 












































PANTHER, PANTHER WEST, SPARTA, 
CLEOPATRA WEST, JOHNSON ISLAND 
CLEOPATRA WEST N-27 
IN: CLEOPATRA CONS 
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Disc. Date Location 
Type of· 
Production System 
----------. --- -----~ ------- -----------------------------------------
COFFMAN 1962 -L-27 
Tar Springs Ss OIL Mississippian 
Hardinsburg Ss OIL Mississippian 
Jackson Sd OIL Mississippian 
Paint Creek OIL Mississippian 
Cypress Ss OIL Mississippian 
Mcclosky Ls OIL Mississippian 
COKE 1981 M-29 
Paint Creek OIL Mississippian 
Aux Vases OIL Mississippian 
Hardinsburg Ss OIL Mississippian 
COMER 1951 N-25 
Palestine Ss OIL Mississippian 
Waltersburg Ss OIL Mississippian 
Tar Springs Ss OIL Mississippian 
·Cypress Ss OIL Mississippian 
Aux Vases OIL Mississippian 
Mcclosky Ls Mississippian 
EDWARDS N-27 
IN: GUFF IE CONS 
ELBA SOUTH 1965 N-26 
Tradewater Fm OIL Pennsylvanian 
Mcclosky Ls OIL Mississippian 
Pennsylvanian OIL Pennsylvanian 
ELBA WEST 1953 0-26 .. ! 
IN: RANGERS' LANDING-CONS· 
Jackson Sd OIL Mississippian 
Cypress Ss OIL Mississippian 
FAITH NORTH 1954 L-27 












Paint Creek Sand 
Benoist 
Mcclosky Ls 
St. Louis Ls 
Salem Ls 
GUFF IE 

















Paint Creek Sand 




Disc. Date Location 
Ty.pe of · 


































































-----------·. --- . ----- ------ ·---------------------·------------. ---------
Field Name Disc. Date Location 
Producing Formation · Type of 
Production System 
ISLAND 1937 L-28 
IN: ISLAND CONS 
Pennsylvanian GAS Pennsylvanian 
Tar Springs Ss OIL Mississippian 
Jackson Sd OIL Mississippian 
Paint Creek OIL Mississippian 
Mcclosky Ls Mississippian 
Cypress Ss OIL Mississippian 
Hardinsburg Ss OIL Mississippian 
Aux Vases OIL Mississippian 
St. Louis Ls OIL Mississippian 
ISLAND CONS L-28 
INCLUDES: ISLAND, ISLAND NORTH 
ISLAND NORTH 1956 L-29 
IN: ISLAND CONS 
Paint Creek Sand OIL Mississippian 
Mcclosky Ls OIL Mississippian 
Tar Springs Ss OIL Mississippian 
Paint Creek GAS Mississippian 
O'Hara Lime OIL Mississippian 
Bethel Ss OIL Mississippian 
St. Louis Ls OIL Mississippian 
JEWEL CITY EAST 1968 M-26 
Hardinsburg Ss OIL Mississippian 
Renault Ls OIL Mississippian 
Tar Springs Ss OIL Mississippian 
Cypress Ss OIL Mississ-ippian 
Jackson Sd OIL Mississippian 
JOHNSON ISLAND 1947 N-27 
IN: CLEOPATRA CONS 
JOHNSON ISLAND SOUTH 1967 M-27 
Paint Cree_k OIL Mississippian 
LEMON 1967 M-26 
Palestine Ss OIL Mississippian 
Jackson Sd OIL Mississippian 
Cypress Ss OIL Mississippian 
LIVERMORE CONS 1935 M-29 






Disc~ Date Location 
Type of 







Tar Springs Ss 
Aux Vases 
LIVERMORE SOUTHWEST 




















Tar Springs Ss 
MT VERNON CHURCH 
Pennsylvanian 
NUCKOLS 



























































RANGERS LANDING CONS 0-26 
INCLUDES: ELBA WEST, RANGERS LANDING, RANGERS LANDING EAST 
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MCLEAN COUNTY 
































Tar Springs Ss 










































SEBREE 1904 N-24 
IN: SEBREE CONS 
Sebree Ss GAS Pennsylvanian 
Carbondale Fm O&G Pennsylvanian 
Tradewater Fm O&G Pennsylvanian 
Caseyville Fm GAS Pennsylvanian 
Waltersburg Ss OIL Mississippian 
Tar Springs Ss O&G Mississippian 
Hardinsburg Ss OIL Mississippian 
Jackson Sd OIL Mississippian 
Cypress Ss OIL Mississippian 
Bethel Ss OIL Mississippian 
Aux Vases OIL Mississippian 
Rosiclare Ss OIL Mississippian 
Mcclosky Ls OIL Mississippian 
St. Louis Ls OIL Mississippian 
SEBREE CONS 1928 N-24 
INCLUDES: SEBREE, EASTWOOD FERRY, SEBREE NORTH 
SEMI WAY 1978 L-28 
Jackson Sd OIL Mississippian 
SEMIWAY SOUTH 1986 L-28 
SHUTTS CHAPEL s 1972 M-27 
Aux vases OIL Mississippian 
STEAMPORT LANDING 1967 N-25 
Paint Creek OIL Mississippian· ~. 1 'I 
Aux Vases OIL Mississippian 
Mcclosky Ls OIL Mississippian 
STROUD BRIDGE 1972 L-28 
Tradewater Fm GAS Pennsylvanian 
Tar Springs Ss GAS Mississippian 
TOWERS CHAPEL 1966 L-27 
Tar Springs Ss OIL Mississippian 
UNDERWOOD L-28 
IN: BATES KNOB CONS 
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MEADE COUNTY 
... ------ . ~· -----------------------..... -------------------------------------
Field Name 
Producing Formation 





Palestine Ss OIL 
Tar Springs Ss OIL 
Hardinsburg Ss OIL 
Cypress Ss OIL 
O'Hara Lime OIL 
Mcclosky Ls OIL 
WYMAN SOUTH 1954 
Cypress Ss OIL 
Paint Creek OIL 
YELLOW CREEK 1979 
Jackson Sd OIL 
********** MEADE COUNTY********** 
BRANDENBURG STATION 
Salem Ls 
New Albany Sh 
DOE RUN 
CONVERTED TO GAS STORAGE IN 
Salem Ls 
New Albany Sh 









ED RON 1953 





























New Albany Sh 
Laurel Dol 
ROCKHAVEN 




















Disc. Date Location 
Type of 
Production System 
********** MENIFEE COON'.l'Y· ********** 
COOKS BRANCH Q-69 
INVALID NAME SEE COOKS CREEK (TYPO ON O&G SHEET 4) 
DENNISTON R-72 
OBSOLETE NAME SEE MARIBA 
INDIAN CK-TARR RIDGE 1945 Q-71 
INCLUDES: TARR RIDGE 
Boyle OIL Devonian 
Lockport Dol OIL Silurian 
MARI BA 1918 R-72 
Boyle OIL Devonian 
MENIFEE GAS 1919 Q-69 
IN: ROTHWELL CONS 
OVP 1948, HALT STORE 1964, EXHAUSTED 1974 
Lockport Dol OIL Silurian 
ROTHWELL CONS 1904 R-70 
INCLUDES: COOKS CREEK, RED RIVER, MENIFEE GAS 
Lockport Dol GAS Silurian 
TARR RIDGE 





********** .NE'l'CALFE COUNTY********** 
BARRETT 1961 
IN: EDMONTON NORTH CONS 
Q-71 
G-47 
BEECHVILLE CONS 1917 G-47 
INCLUDES: GADDIE, LAMBRITH 
Fort Payne Fm OIL 










CANEY FORK CONS 1961 H-47 
NO RECORD OF NAMES OF INCLUDED POOLS 












Fort Payne Fm 
CORK SOUTH 










Fort Payne Fm 
EDMONTON CONS 
INCLUDES: EDMONTON 
Fort Payne Fm 
EDMONTON NORTH CONS 
INCLUDES: BARRETT, 
Fort Payne Fm 
Beaver Ls 
Knob Lick Sd 
EDMONTON SOUTH 
IN: EDMONTON CONS 
Fort Payne Fm 
GADDIE 
IN: BEECHVILLE CONS 
Fort Payne Fm 
Beaver Ls 




































































Fort Payne Fm 
HI SEVILLE-CENTER 
Fort Payne Fm 
Laurel Dol 
KNOB LICK 
Fort Payne Fm 




IN: BEECHVILLE CONS 
Fort Payne Fm 
LOVES KNOB 
Fort Payne Fm 
"Corniferous" 
Leipers 
Stones River Gp 
MOSBY RIDGE 
Fort Payne Fm 
SHAW CREEK 
Ordovician 
SUMMER SHADE NE 
Sunnybrook 
Lexington Fm 
SUMMER SHADE NORTH 
Sunnybrook 
TOBEY 
IN: EDMONTON NORTH 
Fort Payne Fm 




Stones River Gp 
WILLOW SHADE 
CONS 









































Disc. Date Location 
Type of 
Production System 
-------- ·-- ------------------------------------~ --------------------
********** MONROE COUNTY********** 
1984 B-43 AKERSVILLE 
Murfreesboro Ls OIL Ordovician 
ASHLOCK CONS B- 4 9 
INCLUDES: ASHLOCK, XERXES SCHOOL 
BRADLEY SPRINGS N 1983 C-47 
Sunnybrook OIL Ordovician 
CAPSHAW HOLLOW 






CENTER POINT SOUTH 
Knox Gp 
ELBOW BEND 
Stones River Gp 
EMBERTON 
Knob Lick Sd 
Sunnybrook 
Stones River Gp, 
FLIPPIN SOUTHWEST 
Fort Payne Fm 
FOUNTAIN RUN SE 
Laurel Dol 















































· · MONROE· COUNTY 
Field Name 
Producing Formation 
- Disc. Date Location 
Type of 
Production System 
LOCUST,HILL CONS 1951 B-48 




Stones River Gp 
LOCUST HILL EAST 
IN: LOCUST HILL CONS 
Stones River Gp 
MCFARLAND CREEK 




































































... :MONROE COUNTY. 
-------------------------------- ·-----..C,0--CZ>----CCI---·-----------------









IN: KETTLE CREEK 
SULPHUR LICK 
Leipers 
SULPHUR LICK CONS 
INCLUDES: SULPHUR 
Fairmont Fm 
SULPHUR LICK NORTH 
















IN: SULPHUR LICK CONS 
TOMPKINSVILLE NW 1966 C-46 
Beaver Ls OIL Mississippian 
Fairmont Fm OIL Ordovician 
TOMPKINSVILLE SOUTH 1966 C-46 
Trenton Ls OIL Ordovician 
TOMPKINSVILLE WEST 1966 C-46 
Fairmont Fm OIL Ordovician 
Hardin Ss OIL Devonian 
VERNON 1923 B-48 
VERNON NORTH 1982 B-48 
Sunnybrook OIL Ordovician 
Stones River Gp OIL Ordovician 
VERNON SOUTH 1983 B-48 
Sunny brook OIL Ordovician 
VERNON WEST 1951 B-48 
Sunnybrook OIL Ordovician 
Stones River Gp OIL Ordovician 
152 
... ·MORGAN .. · COUNTY 
Field Name 
Producing Formation 
Disc. Date Location 
Type of 
Production System 
********** MONTGOMERY COONTY ********** 
COOKS CREEK 








IN: ROTHWELL CONS 






















ROTHWELL CONS 1904 R-70 
INCLUDES: COOKS CREEK, RED RIVER, MENIFEE GAS 
Lockport Dol GAS Silurian 
STOOPS T-68 
********** MORGAN COUNTY********** 
ADELE 1977 P-75 
Lockport Dol GAS Silurian 
CANEY P-76 
IN: CANNEL CITY CONS 
"Corniferous" OIL Devonian 
CANNEL CITY CONS 1912 P-75 
INCLUDES: CANEY 
"Corniferous" OIL Devonian 
Richmond Gp OIL Ordovician 
CISCO 1981 Q-77 
Ohio Sh GAS Devonian 
"Corniferous" GAS Devonian 
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·· MORGAN COUNTY 








































































·· · MUHLENBERG: COUNTY 









WHITE OAK SOUTH 
Ohio Sh 
Cleveland Mbr 
Lower Huron Mbr 
WOODS BEND 
Salina Fm 
Big Six Sd 



















********** IIDIILENBERG COUNTY********** 
APEX 1954 



















BARDS HILL CONS 
INCLUDES: VERNAL GROVE 
Tar Springs Ss 
O'Hara Lime 
Mcclosky Ls 
BAT EAST CREEK 








































Disc. Date Location 
Type of 
Production System 
BEECH CREEK 1974 N-26 
O'Hara Lime OIL Mississippian 
Mcclosky Ls OIL Mississippian 
BELTON 1939 I-30 
Caseyville Fm OIL Pennsylvanian 
Hardinsburg Ss OIL Mississippian 
Jackson Sd OIL Mississippian 
Mcclosky Ls OIL Mississippian 
BELTON EAST 1973 I-31 
Tar Springs Ss OIL Mississippian 
Jackson Sd GAS Mississippian 
BEVIER 1975 I-29 
IN: BEVIER CONS 
BEVIER CONS I-29 
INCLUDES: BEVIER, DRAKESBORO WEST 
Tradewater Fm GAS Pennsylvanian 
Caseyville Fm O&G Pennsylvanian 
Tar Springs Ss OIL Mississippian 
Bethel Ss OIL Mississippian 
Aux Vases OIL Mississippian 
Mcclosky Ls Mississippian 
BIVINS SCHOOL 1954 H-28 
IN: BIVINS SCHOOL CONS 
Tar Springs Ss OIL Mississippian 
Hardinsburg Ss O&G Mississippian 
Bethel Ss GAS Mississippian 
O'Hara Lime OIL Mississippian 
Mcclosky Ls GAS Mississippian 
BIVINS SCHOOL CONS H-28 
INCLUDES: BIVINS SCHOOL, TOOLEY HILL 
Tar Springs Ss OIL Mississippian 
Hardinsburg Ss O&G Mississippian 
Jackson Sd OIL Mississippian 
Bethel Ss GAS Mississippian 
Mcclosky Ls GAS Mississippian 
St. Louis Ls OIL- Mississippian 
Renault Ls OIL Mississippian 
Salem Ls OIL Mississippian 
Warsaw OIL Mississippian 
BOGGESS HOLLOW 1982 H-30 
Hardinsburg Ss GAS Mississippian 
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·· .-,. MUHLENBERG COUNTY 
--- . ---------------. ··-----------------------------------------------
Field Name - Disc. Date Location 















CHESNUT OAK RIDGE 
Jackson Sd 
DEARMOND 
IN: HUNTS SCHOOL CONS 
DRAKESBORO WEST 
IN: BEVIER CONS 
Caseyville Fm 




















































· ·' ;;MUHLENBERG COUNTY 
_____ ... _____________ . --.. ---: --- ____________ . ______ .,_ ______ ._. ______________ _ 
Field Name 
Producing Formation 
FORGYS MILL CONS 
INCLUDES: ROUNDABOUT, 



















IN: HUNTSVILLE CONS 
HARDE SON 
IN: HARDESON CONS 
Vienna Ls 






St. Louis Ls 










































HARDESON CONS H-27 
INCLUDES: . LONE STAR CONS, APEX CONS, LONG CREEK, HARDESON 
HARPS HILL 















HARPS HILL EAST 1957 J-27 . 
IN: HARPS HILL EAST CONS 
Tar Springs Ss GAS 
Bethel Ss OIL 
Rosiclare Ss OIL 
Mcclosky Ls OIL 
HARPS HILL EAST CONS J-27 
INCLUDES: HARPS HILL EAST, HARPS HILL SOUTH 
HARPS HILL SOUTH 1963 I-26 
IN: HARPS HILL EAST CONS 
O'Hara Lime OIL 
HARPS HILL WEST 1953 J-26 
Upper Paint Creek OIL 
HAZEL CREEK 1956 H-30 
IN: PENROD CONS 
O'Hara Lime OIL 
Hardinsburg Ss OIL 
HUNTS SCHOOL 1951 H-31 
IN: HUNTS SCHOOL CONS 
Hardinsburg Ss OIL 
Jackson Sd OIL 
HUNTS SCHOOL CONS H-31 
INCLUDES: DEARMOND, HUNTS SCHOOL 
Hardinsburg Ss OIL 
Jackson Sd OIL 
HUNTSVILLE 1939 H-32 
IN: HUNTSVILLE CONS 
Tar Springs Ss OIL 
Glen Dean Ls OIL 
Hardinsburg Ss OIL 
Jackson Sd OIL 
Menard OIL 
Vienna Ls OIL 
Bethel Ss OIL 
Golconda Gp OIL 
HUNTSVILLE CONS H-32 
INCLUDES: HUNTSVILLE, GUS 
HUNTSVILLE WEST 1956 H-32 























.-, MUHLENBERG .COUNTY 
------------------- ··---. ___ .-: .----· ·-· --· -----· .. .-..-----·-----------------
Field Name 
Producing Formation 
Disc~ Date Location 
Type of 
Production System 
LONE STAR CONS H-28 
IN: HARDESON CONS AND INCLUDES: LONE STAR EAST, 
LONE STAR WEST, LONE STAR NORTH 
Jackson Sd OIL 
Bethel Ss OIL 
LONE STAR EAST 1955 
IN: LONE STAR CONS 
LONE STAR NORTH 1955 
IN: LONE STAR CONS 
LONG CREEK 1956 
IN: HARDESON CONS 
LUZERNE 1957 
OBSOLETE NAME SEE GREENVILLE 
Bethel Ss GAS 
MIDLAND 1962 
Upper Paint Creek OIL 
Sample Ss OIL 
Bethel Ss GAS 
Tar Springs Ss GAS 
Benoist GAS 
MT CARMEL 1962 
Tradewater Fm GAS 
McClosky Ls OIL 
NEW CYPRESS 1958 
Caseyville Fm OIL 
Tar Springs Ss GAS 
.Jackson Sd OIL 
Paint Creek OIL 
Bethel Ss OIL 
Renault Ls OIL 
O'Hara Lime OIL 
Mcclosky Ls OIL 
NEW CYPRESS NORTH 1962 
O'Hara Lime OIL 
NEW CYPRESS WEST 1964 






















































PLEASANT HILL SOUTH 







Tar Springs Ss 












St. Louis Ls 






















































IN: ROSEWOOD SOUTH CONS 
ROSEWOOD EAST 1955 H-30 
O'Hara Lime OIL 
Mcclosky Ls OIL 
Jackson Sd OIL 
ROSEWOOD SOUTH 1955 G-29 
IN: ROSEWOOD SOUTH CONS 
Jackson Sd OIL 
Hardinsburg Ss OIL 
Cypress Ss OIL 
Bethel Ss OIL 
O'Hara Lime OIL 
Mcclosky Ls OIL 
Renault Ls OIL 
ROSEWOOD SOUTH CONS G-29 
INCLUDES: ROSEWOOD, ROSEWOOD SOUTH 
SHARON 1956 I-28 
IN: SHARON CONS 
Tar Springs Ss GAS 
Jackson Sd GAS 
Bethel Ss O&G 
SHARON CONS I-28 
INCLUDES: SHARON, SHARON WEST 
Tar Springs Ss GAS 
Jackson Sd GAS 
Bethel Ss O&G 
SHARON WEST 1958 I-27 
IN: SHARON CONS 
TOOLEY HILL 1969 H-29 





































. :.· ,QHIO ·coUNTY. -




















St. Louis Ls 
YEARGINS 
IN: YEARGINS CONS 
Sample Ss 





IN: YEARGINS CONS 
YEARGINS CONS 




























INCLUDES: YEARGINS, YEARGINS CHAPEL 
********** OHIO COON'.rY ********** 
ADABURG 1925 N-32 
Tar Springs Ss OIL Mississippian 
ADAMS N-34 
IN: FORDSVILLE CONS 
ADAMS FORK M-33 
Jackson Sd GAS Mississippian 
163 
·muo COUNTY 
------------------- • --- ---· .. -----·· -- ··~·-------C=>CID _____________________ _ 
Field Name 
Producing Formation 




IN: AETNAVILLE CONS 
AETNAVILLE CONS 0-33 
INCLUDES: COLLIER, REYNOLDS, SWOPE, AETNAVILLE 
Menard 
Waltersburg Ss 
Tar Springs Ss 
Cypress Ss 
AMBROSE-WELLER 
IN: TAFFY CONS 
ASKINS 











IN: BARRETT HILL CONS 
Caseyville Fm 




























BARRETT HILL CONS M-30 
INCLUDES: BARRETT HILL, JOLLY CONS 
BASHAM SCHOOL N-3 3 
IN: FORDSVILLE CONS 
BEAR RUN 



























. OHIO COUNTY 









INCLUDES: BEAR RUN, TROGDEN 




























BELLS RUN 1937 N-32 
IN: BELLS RUN CONS 
BELLS RUN CONS 1937 N-32 
INCLUDES: KING, BELLS RUN 
Caseyville Fm OIL 
Tar Springs Ss OIL 
Jackson Sd OIL 
Cypress Ss OIL 
Waltersburg Ss OIL 
Paint Creek OIL 
O'Hara Lime OIL 
Salem Ls OIL 
BELLS RUN EAST 
IN: WHITAKER CONS 
BELLS RUN NORTHWEST 
Tar Springs Ss 










































Tar Springs Ss 
Waltersburg Ss 
Salem Ls 
CLEAR RUN SOUTH 
Caseyville Fm 
CONCORD CHURCH 
St. Louis Ls 
Salem Ls 
Clear Creek Fm 
CONCORD CHURCH SOUTH 
Fort Payne Fm 
St. Louis Ls 
Paint Creek 
DAN 
New Albany Sh 
Caseyville Fm 
Tar Springs Ss 
Bethel Ss 
DARK HOLLOW 
Tar Springs Ss 
Cypress Ss 
DAVIDSON 
IN: DAVIDSON CONS 
Mcclosky Ls 



































































































Tar Springs Ss 
Cypress ·ss 
ELLMITCH 
IN: FORDSVILLE CONS 
FORDSVILLE 






























































Field Name · 
Producing Formation 
·Disc. Date Location 
Type of 
Production System. 
FORDSVILLE CONS 1934 N-34 
INCLUDES: ADAMS, BASHAM SCHOOL, FORDSVILLE 
HOOVER, SMITH, OAKS, ELLMITCH, FORDSVILLE 
Tar Springs Ss OIL 
Cypress Ss OIL 
Hardinsburg Ss OIL 
Menard GAS 
Jackson Sd GAS 
FORDSVILLE SOUTH N-34 
IN: FORDSVILLE CONS 
FRIENDSHIP 1929 N-33 
IN: DEANEFIELD CONS 
HAMLIN L-33 
OBSOLETE NAME SEE CONCORD CHURCH SOUTH 
HARTFORD M-33 









Fort Payne Fm OIL Mississippian 
HAYNESVILLE 







IN: PELLVILLE-HERBERT CO 
Menard 












































Disc. D~te Location 
Type of 
HOOVER 




Paint Creek Sand 















IN: JOLLY CONS 
JOLLY CONS 













































































IN: LIVERMORE CONS 





























MARVINS CHAPEL NW 
Caseyville Fm 
Tar Springs Ss 
MATANZAS 
IN: NATIONS CONS 
Hardinsburg Ss 





















































































Tar Springs Ss 








IN: DEANEFIELD CONS 
MOSELY SCHOOL 
IN: DEANEFIELD CONS 
NARROWS 
IN: DAVIDSON CONS 





IN: NATIONS CONS 











IN: FORDSVILLE CONS 
OLD HARTFORD 
.Disc. Date Location 
Type of 










































Caseyville Fm OIL 
M-32 
PATTYVILLE 1936 M-35 




PELLVILLE CONS 1920 P-33 
IN: PELLVILLE-HERBERT CO AND INCLUDES: 
HILL, ROBY, PELLVILLE 
Menard O&G 
Tar Springs Ss OIL 
Hardinsburg Ss OIL 
Jackson Sd OIL 
Cypress Ss OIL 
Bethel Ss OIL 
Mcclosky Ls OIL 
Salem Ls O&G 
PELLVILLE-HERBERT CO P-33 
INCLUDES: PELLVILLE CONS, HERBERT 
PLEASANT GROVE 1935 N-35 
Tar Springs Ss GAS 
Hardinsburg Ss GAS 
Jackson Sd GAS 
PLEASANT RIDGE SE N-31 
Tar Springs Ss OIL 
RALPH 1939 N-32 
Tar Springs Ss OIL 
Hardinsburg Ss OIL 
Cypress Ss OIL 
RALPH WEST N-32 
Tar Springs Ss OIL 
REYNOLDS 1930 N-33 
IN: AETNAVILLE CONS 
SMITH N-34 
IN: FORDSVILLE 
SMITH CREEK N-33 
Tar Springs Ss OIL 






































IN: AETNAVILLE CONS 
TAFFY 
IN: TAFFY CONS 






















INCLUDES: AMBROSE-WELLER, TANGLEWOOD, TAFFY,· WELLER 




Tar Springs Ss 
TAFFY WEST 
Tar Springs Ss 
TANGLEWOOD 




IN: BEAR RUN 
TUCKER HOLLOW 















----- . ----. ----------- ·------------·--------- -- . _____________ , _________ . 
Field Name 
Producing Formation 
-Disc. Date Location 
Type of 
Production System 
WASHINGTON 1955 L-31 
O'Hara Lime OIL Mississippian 
Mcclosky Ls OIL Mississippian 
St. Louis Ls OIL Mississippian 
WEDDING 1935 M-33 
Tar Springs Ss OIL Mississippian 
WELLER 1926 M-31 
IN: TAFFY CONS 
WHITAKER 1926 N-32 
IN: WHITAKER CONS 
Tar Springs Ss OIL Mississippian 
Jackson Sd OIL Mississippian 
Cypress Ss GAS Mississippian 
WHITAKER CONS N-32 
INCLUDES: BELLS RUN EAST, WHITAKER 
Tar Springs Ss OIL Mississippian 
Jackson Sd OIL- Mississippian 
Cypress Ss OIL Mississippian 
WHITAKER NORTH N-32 
Tar Springs Ss OIL Mississippian 
Mcclosky Ls OIL Mississippian 
WHITESVILLE 1938 0-32 
Chester OIL Mississippian 
Tar Springs Ss OIL Mississippian 
Hardinsburg Ss OIL Mississippian 
Jackson Sd O&G Mississippian 
Bethel Ss OIL Mississippian 
Cypress Ss OIL Mississippian 
WHITESVILLE EAST 1965 0-32 
Menard OIL Mississippian 
Tar Springs Ss OIL Mississippian 
St. Louis Ls OIL Mississippian 
Warsaw OIL Mississippian 
Salem Ls OIL Mississippian 
174 
··. ·:owSLEY COUNTY 
-------------· -- . ------------- ... ------ .. -- --- ... ----------------------
Field Name 
Producing Formation 




WOODWARD VALLEY 1933 M-30 
Tar Springs Ss O&G Mississippian 
Jackson Sd OIL Mississippian 
Cypress Ss OIL Mississippian 
Paint Creek OIL Mississippian 
Aux Vases OIL Mississippian 
O'Hara Lime OIL Mississippian 
Mcclosky Ls OIL Mississippian 
********** OLDHAM COUNTY ********** 
BALLARDSVILLE 1931 W-50 
Garrard Ss GAS Ordovician 
Knox Gp GAS Ordovician 
LA GRANGE 1912 W-50 
********** ONER comr.rY ********** 
EAGLE CREEK 1963 AA-57 
GAS STORAGE COMMENCED 1963 
Knox Gp GAS Ordovician 
********** OWSLEY COOH'l'Y ********** 
1983 K-69 BEALS FORK 
"Corniferous" GAS Devonian 
BOONEVILLE 
SEE TURKEY KNOB· 
BUFFALO CREEK 





















-------------------·· . _,, ______ ····-. . .. ---------- .. -· ---· --------- ·--· .. d:7--
Field Name 
Producing Formation 
Disc. Date . Location 




















TRAVELERS REST L-69 









Big Six Sd 























BIG SANDY I-82 
DEVONIAN SHALE GAS PRODUCTION OF EASTERN KENTUCKY 





BULL CREEK H-7 8 
Mississippian 
OBSOLETE NAME FOR BIG LIME PRODUCTION IN CARCASSONNE CONS DB 
BULL CREEK CONS DBS H-78 













---------- ... ------ -- . ·. .. · .. --· ---------· . ··-· . .. --------------·---------
·Field Name 
Producing Formation 
Disc~ Date Location 
Type of· 
Production System 
CARCASSONNE CONS DBS 1965 H-78 
IN: .BULL CREEK CONS DBS AND INCLUDES: CORNETTSVILLE 











CORNETTSVILLE W DBS 
CONS 

























































































LOTTS CREEK DBS 1958 J-77 
Big Lime GAS Mississippian 
Big Lime OIL Mississippian 
RITCHIE WEST DBS 1955 J-77 
Big Lime O&G Mississippian 
SLEMP DBS 1968 H-77 
Maxon Sd O&G Mississippian 
Big Lime GAS Mississippian 
VIPER DBS 1964 I-77 
Big Lime GAS Mississippian 
WISCOAL DBS 1956 I-78 
Maxon Sd GAS Mississippian 
Big Lime GAS Mississippian 
YERKES WEST 1979 J-75 
Big Lime GAS Mississippian 
Ohio Sh GAS Devonian 
********** PIKE COORTY ********** 
ARGO DBS 1956 L-90 
Ravencliff Sd GAS Mississippian 
Big Lime GAS Mississippian 
Maxon Sd GAS Mississippian 
BIG SANDY I-82 
DEVONIAN SHALE GAS PRODUCTION OF EASTERN KENTUCKY 
Ohio Sh GAS Devonian 
BLAIRTOWN DBS 1931 M-84 
Big Lime OIL Mississippian 
BOARD TREE CONS DBS 1943 M-88 
INCLUDES: PHELPS DBS, PHELPS NORTH DBS 
Big Lime GAS Mississippian 
Berea Ss GAS Mississippian 
BRUSHY FORK DBS 1952 J-83 
Big Lime GAS Mississippian 
BUCKLICK FORK DBS 1958 I-82 
Big Lime -- GAS Mississippian 
BUSKIRK NORTH DBS 1956 N-88 
Big Lime GAS Mississippian 
178 
··· -·prKE COUNTY 
-----------·-------- ----------~- --------------------------------
Field Name Disc. Date , Location 
Producing Formation Type of 
Production System 
--------------------------------------------------------------------
CANADA DBS 1931 N-87 
Salt Sd GAS Pennsylvanian 
Maxon Sd GAS Mississippian 
Big Lime GAS Mississippian 
Weir Sd GAS Mississippian 
Berea Ss GAS Mississippian 
COLLINS DBS 1943 K-84 
Big Lime GAS Mississippian 
CUSHAW BRANCH DBS 1949 M-84 
Maxon Sd GAS Mississippian 
DORTON EAST DBS 1949 J-84 
Big Lime GAS Mississippian 
DORTON WEST DBS 1952 J-83 
Big Lime GAS Mississippian 
DUNKARD CHURCH DBS 1960 0-86 
Maxon Sd GAS Mississippian 
In jun Sd GAS Mississippian 
DUNLAP EAST DBS 1961 L-88 
Ravencliff Sd GAS Mississippian 
Berea Ss GAS Mississippian 
ELKHORN CITY DBS 1958 J-86 
Salt Sd GAS Pennsylvanian 
Maxon Sd GAS Mississippian 
Big Lime GAS Mississippian 
Berea Ss GAS Mississippian 
ELKHORN CITY E DBS 1970 J-87 
Big Lime GAS Mississippian 
Berea Ss GAS Mississippian 
FISHTRAP DBS 1949 L-86 
Big Lime GAS Mississippian 
Berea Ss GAS Mississippian 
FISHTRAP NORTH DBS 1948 L-86 
Big Lime GAS Mississippian 
Weir Sd GAS Mississippian 
Berea Ss GAS Mississippian 
FROZEN CREEK DBS 1942 M-85 
Maxon Sd GAS Mississippian 
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.PIKE COUNTY 
- . . .... . 
______________________ SS> _____ • ________________ _.. ____________ ... __________ _ 
Field Name 
Producing F0rmation 






















HURRICANE CREEK DBS 
Maxon Sd 
Berea Ss 
JAMBOREE SOUTH DBS 
Ravencliff Sd 
Big Lime 
JOHNS CREEK DBS 
Big Lime 



































































LICK CREEK SCHOOL DB 
Big Lime 












IN: NIGH CONS DBS 
Berea Ss 

























NIGH CONS DBS 1944 L-87 













































IN: BOARD TREE CONS DBS 
Berea Ss 
PHELPS NORTH DBS 
IN: BOARD TREE CONS DBS 
Berea Ss 
PHYLLIS EAST DBS 
Big Lime 
Berea Ss 
PIGEON WEST DBS 
Maxon Sd 
Big Lime 






ROAD FORK DBS 
Big Lime 
ROCK HOUSE WEST DBS 
Maxon Sd 
Big Lime 



















































































---------------- ·-- ·--·· ··-·· - ... - ~ ·-------------------------------------
Field Name 
Producing Formation 
SPEIGHT EAST DBS 
Big Lime 












TOM PRICE SCHOOL DBS 
Big Lime 












WOODMAN EAST DBS 
Ravencliff Sd 
Big Lime· 





















































---------------- . - ----------- ------------------------------------
Field Name 
Producing Formation 
Disc. Date Location 
Type of 
Production System 
********** POWELL COUNTY********** 
ASHLEY 1917 P-70 
(WATERFLOOD) 
1st Corniferous OIL 
2nd Corniferous OIL 
3rd Corniferous OIL 
BIG SINKING 1918 N-70 
WATERFLOOD 
1st Corniferous OIL 
2nd Corniferous OIL 
3rd Corniferous OIL 
Lockport Dol GAS 
FURNACE 1947 P-68 
IN: IRVINE-FURNACE CONS 
St. Peter Ss GAS 
Knox Gp GAS 
IRVINE-FURNACE CONS 1914 0-68 
INCLUDES: cow CREEK, FITCHBURG, IRVINE, 
Boyle OIL 
Lockport Dol OIL 
Big Six Sd OIL 
St. Peter Ss GAS 
Knox Gp GAS 
JANET 1929 P-69 
Boyle ·. GAS 
MENIFEE GAS 1919 Q-69 
IN: ROTHWELL CONS 
OVP 1948, HALT STORE 1964, EXHAUSTED 1974 
Lockport Dol OIL 
PILOT 1917 0-69 
Lockport Dol OIL 
Big Six Sd OIL 
POWELL VALLEY 19~7 Q-67 
Maysville Gp GAS 
RED RIVER 1904 Q-69 
IN: ROTHWELL CONS 



























Disc. Date Location 
Type of · 
Production System 
ROTHWELL CONS 1904 R-70 
INCLUDES: COOKS CREEK, RED RIVER, MENIFEE GAS 
Lockport Dol GAS Silurian 
STANTON 1933 Q-68 
3rd Corniferous OIL Devonian 
VIRDEN 1927 Q-67 
OBSOLETE NAME SEE POWELL VALLEY 






















































. ----------·· . -- --- ' . ·-- . __ ..,_·-·· .... --------- -- ··--·------ ·------------------
·· Field Name 
Producing Formation 
Disc. Date Location 
Type of 
Production System 
********** ROCKCASTLE C<>m1TY ********** 
BRODHEAD 1926 L-62 
Boyle OIL Devonian 
LITTLE RENFRO 1987 K-62 
Knox Gp GAS Ordovician 
LIVINGSTON SOUTH . 1982 J-64 
St. Peter Ss OIL Ordovician 
WABD SOUTH J-62 
********** ROWAN C<>m1TY ********** 
BLUES TONE 1938 T-72 
Bisher GAS Silurian 
GRIN 1921 U-73 
IN: NORTH TRIPLETT CONS 
HARDEMAN SCHOOL 1937 W-73 
Lockport Dol GAS Silurian 
11 Corniferous 11 GAS Devonian 
HAWKINS BRANCH 1943 V-73 
"Corniferous" GAS Devonian 
NORTH TRIPLETT CONS 1934 U-73 
INCLUDES: GRIN 
Bisher GAS Silurian 
Lockport Dol GAS Silurian 
"Corniferous" GAS Devonian 
RAGLAND 1900 S-72 
Lockport Dol OIL Silurian 
ROWAN COUNTY U-73 
OBSOLETE NAME SEE NORTH TRIPLETT 
SCOTT CREEK 1900 T-73 
Bisher OIL Silurian 
186 
RUSSELL COUNTY 
---------------·· --- -----. -·- ·--- .... ·····-----······ ··-------------------------
Field Name 
Producing Formation 
********** ROSSELL COOll'fi 
CREELSBORO CONS 


















Stones River Gp 






POPLAR GROVE SCHOOL 






























OBSOLETE NAME SEE ELLIS FORK 
ROCKHOUSE BOTTOM 1960 E-52 
Granville OIL Ordovician 
Sunnybrook OIL Ordovician 
Stones River Gp OIL Ordovician 
Knox Gp OIL Ordovician 
ROWENA 1984 E-53 
Knox Gp OIL Ordovician 
187 
SIMPSON COUNTY 




Fort Payne Fm 
SALT LICK 
IN: CREEL SBORO CONS 
Granville 




********** SCOTT COOlffY 
CORINTH 
Sunnybrook 
********** SBEle8Y COCJll.rY 
SHELBYVILLE 
Granville 















































·-----------·~--------~--.;_-;.;.;.;·.;,.-----~;._. ____ ..,. _______________ . ___ . _________ ~~---
Field Name 
Producing Formation 
Disc~ Date Location 
Type of 
Production System 
CROWD US C-36 
IN: FLAT ROCK CONS 
FLAT ROCK CONS 1919 C-36 
INCLUDES: CROWDUS, HARRIS 
Silurian OIL 
Devonian OIL 
Salem Ls OIL 
Warsaw OIL 
GOLD CITY EAST CONS 
INCLUDES: HUNT, SLATE 






















IN: FLAT ROCK CONS 
HICKORY FLAT 





















MT AERIAL CONS 1919 D-38 
INCLUDES: STRINGER, THOMAS 
Jeffersonville Ls OIL 
Brownsport Fm OIL 





·. SIMPSON .. COUNTY 
-----------·--~-~------._.. __ .o .... --------•:...----....----------------~-----------
Field Name ··· Disc·. Date Location 































IN: GOLD CITY EAST CONS 
STRINGER 
IN: MT AERIAL CONS 
TEMPERANCE 
"Corniferousl' 

































Disc. Date Location 
Type of 
Production System 










INCLUDES: WALL, ROY 
ABANDONED 
Clear Creek Fm 
D-34 
OIL 
WOODBURN CONS 1920 D-36 
INCLUDES: BUNCH, MITCHELL 
"Corniferous" OIL 
Warsaw OIL 
********** TAYLOR COOH'.rY ********** 




IN: GREENSBURG CONS 
Lego Ls GAS Silurian 
Laurel Dol OIL Silurian 
CAMPBELLSVILLE CONS 1917 J-49 
INCLUDES: GRESHAM, ROACHVILLE 
Laurel Dol GAS Silurian 
GREEN RIVER J-49 
OBSOLETE NAME SEE CAMPBELLSVILLE CONS 
GREEN-TAYLOR J-49 
OBSOLETE NAME SEE CAMPBELLSVILLE CONS 
GREENSBURG CONS 1955 J-48 
INCLUDES: BENGAL, GRAB, GREENSBURG, PITMAN CREEK, 
THURLOW, WHITE ROSE 
Laurel Dol OIL Silurian 
MERRIMAC K-53 
SALOMA 1920 K-50 
Laurel Dol GAS Silurian 
191 
· TODD COUNTY 
. . . 
. ----------------~--- -- . ----------------~------------------------
Field Name 
Producing Formation 
Disc. Date Location 
Type of 
Production System 
WHITE ROSE 1959 L-49 
IN: GREENSBURG CONS 
SECONDARY RECOVERY BY VACUUM 
Laurel Dol OIL Silurian 
********** TODD COOH'.fY ********** 
BUCK FORK POND 1982 F-27 
Mcclosky Ls OIL Mississippian 
New Albany Sh GAS Devonian 
CLAYMOUR 1939 E-29 
New Albany Sh GAS Devonian 
McCl_osky Ls OIL Mississippian 
Clear Creek Fm OIL Devonian 
ELKTON 1945 D-29 
Devonian OIL Devonian 
HERMON 1950 C-29 
Clear Creek Fm OIL Devonian 
HERMON EAST 1952 C-29 
Clear Creek Fm OIL Devonian 
Warsaw OIL Mississippian 
Silurian OIL Silurian 
KIRKMANSVILLE 1956 G-27 
Benoist OIL Mississippian 
Bethel Ss OIL Mississippian 
LONE STAR CONS H-28 
IN: HARDESON CONS AND INCLUDES: LONE STAR EAST, 
LONE STAR WEST, LONE STAR NORTH 
Jackson Sd OIL Mississippian 
Bethel Ss OIL Mississippian 
RAPID RIDGE 1955 G-28 
Benoist OIL Mississippian 
Bethel Ss OIL Mississippian 
SLIM JIMMY BRANCH 1983 F-28 
Paint Creek OIL Mississippian 
Mcclosky Ls OIL Mississippian 
SULPHUR SPRINGS 1987 G-30 
Jackson Sd GAS Mississippian 





·· .... UNION COUNTY 
------------------ ··-----·--------- ·. --- ·- ·-- .. ·---·-------------------------
Field Name 
Producing Formation 
Disc~ Date Location 
Type of 
Production System 
********** TRIGG COUH'l'Y ********** 
BUIE KNOB 1979 F-23 
New Albany Sh GAS 
CADIZ EAST 1976 E-21 
New Albany Sh GAS 
.********** OHIOH COUH'l'Y ********** 
BALD HILL 
Waltersburg Ss 






















CANEY MOUND EAST 
Tradewater Fm 
Waltersburg Ss 






























































- UNION COUNTY 







CASEY CREEK WEST 
St. Louis Ls 
CHAPMAN 
IN: WATHEN CONS 









DIXIE WEST CONS 0-22 












HITESVILLE CONS 0-21 
INCLUDES: HITESVILLE, ST VINCENT, UTLEY, WAVERLY 
HITESVILLE EAST 
· McClosky Ls 
KINGSTON 





LITTLE UNION EAST 
O'Hara Lime 
LITTLE UNION WEST 



































































Tar Springs Ss 
Cypress Ss 













































































































IN: GRASSY POND WEST CON 
SMITH MILLS 1942 Q-21 
IN: SMITH MILLS CONS 
Caseyville Fm OIL Pennsylvanian 
Tar Springs Ss OIL Mississippian 
Hardinsburg Ss OIL Mississippian 
Cypress Ss OIL Mississippian 
O'Hara Lime OIL Mississippian 




Field Name ··Disc.Date Location 
Producing Formation Type of 
SMITH MILLS CONS 
INCLUDES: BURBANK CHAPEL, 
Caseyville Fm 














































































































St. Louis Ls 
Salem Ls 
UNIONTOWN EAST 




IN: HITESVILLE CONS 
UTLEY NORTH 







































































WAVERLY 1945 0-21 




· Field Name 
Producing Formation 




































ANNA CONS 1985 H-37 





Clear Creek Fm 
ANNA WEST 
IN: ANNA CONS 
Salem Ls 
Fort Payne Fm 
"Corniferous" 
Clear Creek Fm 
BAILEY 




























. . ·_ WARREN COUNTY 








Clear Creek Fm 








- BOWLING GREEN CONS G-38 
INCLUDES: BELCHER, DAVENPORT, DAVENPORT NORTHEAST, 
MARTIN-SIMMONS, MORRIS, PENNER, STAGNER, STAHL, 
WALLIS, WHITESTONE QUARRY, HADLEY EAST, HALL CHAPEL 
St. Louis Ls OIL Mississippian 
Warsaw OIL Mississippian 
"Corniferous" OIL Devonian 
Clear Creek Fm OIL Devonia~ 
BRIGGS 























BRITTS MILL 1919 E-40 

















· · Field ···Name 
Producing Formation 




CHERRYS CHAPEL 1983 




IN: COOPER CONS 
ABANDONED 
"Corniferous" OIL 
COOPER CONS 1919 
INCLUDES: COOPER, WILLIAMS 
ABANDONED 
COVINGTON 1919 
IN: LOST RIVER CONS 
Mississippian OIL 
cox 
IN: GREEN HILL CONS 
"Corniferous" OIL 
· DAVENPORT 1919 
IN: BOWLING GREEN CONS 
Warsaw OIL 
1st Corniferous OIL 
2nd Corniferous OIL 
DAVENPORT NORTHEAST 1922 
IN: BOWLING GREEN CONS 
Warsaw OIL 
1st Corniferous OIL 
2nd Corniferous OIL 
DRAKE 1919 
Fort Payne Fm OIL 
"Corniferous" OIL 
DRAKE NORTHWEST 1984 
Warsaw OIL 
FORD SPRING 1976 
Mcclosky Ls OIL 


































. '. . 
------------------------------~-~------~----------------------------
Field Name -··Disc. Dat~ ·· Location 
Producing Formation Type of 
Production System 
GAINES 




Decatur Ls OIL 
GASPER NORTH 1985 
"Corniferous" OIL 
GILLESPIE CONS 1920 




Beaver Ls OIL 








GREEN HILL CONS 1919 
INCLUDES: cox, OLD GREEN HILL 
Beaver Ls OIL 
"Corniferous" OIL 
Laurel Dol OIL 
HADLEY 
Warsaw OIL 
HADLEY EAST 1984 
IN: BOWLING GREEN CONS 
Clear Creek Fm OIL 
HADLEY WEST 1981 































. ---------' -- ----- . '··' _.,.·. . . .. ·-- ... , --------. . ---- .. -- . ------------------- --
Field Name 
Producing Formation 




HALL CHAPEL 1984 G-36 
IN: BOWLING GREEN CONS 
Warsaw OIL Mississippian 
Clear Creek Fm OIL Devonian 
HARDCASTLE 1919 F-38 
Jeffersonville Ls OIL Devonian 
HURT F-35 
ABANDONED 
JACKSON 1917 G-35 
"Corniferous" OIL Devonian 
KEPLER F-40 
LITTLE BRIGGS. F-37 
OBSOLETE NAME SEE BRIGGS 
LOST RIVER CONS 1920 F-37 
INCLUDES: BRIGGS, COVINGTON, MCGINNIS, ROUNDTREE, 
THOMAS, WILSON 
Warsaw OIL Mississippian 
St. Louis Ls OIL Mississippian 
MARTIN-BUNCH F-38 
"Corniferous" OIL Devonian 
MARTIN-SIMMONS 1921 G-36 
IN: BOWLING GREEN CONS 
Warsaw OIL Mississippian 
"Corniferous" OIL Devonian 
MCGINNIS 1920 F-37 
IN: LOST RIVER CONS 
MITCHELL 1920 D-36 
IN: WOODBURN CONS 
ABANDONED 
"Corniferous" OIL Devonian 
MORRIS G-36 
IN: BOWLING GREEN CONS 
1st Corniferous OIL Devonian 
2nd Corniferous OIL Devonian 
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Field Name 
Producing Formation 
Disc. Date Location 
Type. of 







MT OLIVE CHURCH 
Warsaw 
Clear Creek Fm 
OLD GREEN HILL 
"Corniferous" 
OLIVER 
IN: BRITT CONS 
"Cornif.erous" 
PENNER 









Fort Payne Fm 
POLKVILLE SOUTH 
POTTER, V 

























REEDYVILLE SOUTH 1975 H-37 
IN: REEDYVILLE SOUTH CON 
Clear Creek Fm OIL Devonian 
REEDYVILLE SOUTH CON 
IN: ANNA CONS AND 
Jeffersonville Ls 
Clear Creek Fm 
1982 H-37 




''". · WARREN" COUNTY 
---·-=---------------~------...:_. ______ ...., ___ ~-~-----~-----..... --~-------------- .":I 
Field Name 
Producing Formation 




. . . 
RICH POND E-35 
RICHARDSVILLE H-37 
IN: ANNA CONS 
ROCKFIELD CONS 1920 F-36 
INCLUDES: WHITTAKER 
1st Corniferous OIL Devonian 
2nd Corniferous OIL Devonian 
Warsaw OIL Mississippian 
Paint Creek GAS Mississippian 
ROCKFIELD EAST CONS E-36 
INCLUDES: BAILEY 
Warsaw OIL Mississippian 
11 Corniferous 11 OIL Devonian 
ROCKFIELD WEST F-35 
"Corniferous" OIL Devonian 
ROCKY HILL 1922 G-41 
"Corniferous" O&G Devonian 
ROCKY HILL WEST G-41 
"Corniferous" OIL Devonian 
ROUNDTREE 1920 E-37 
IN: LOST RIVER CONS 
Mississippian OIL Mississippian 
SANDIDGE 1921 H-36 
Warsaw OIL Mississippian 
SHAKER TOWN 1952 E-35 
ABANDONED 
Dutch Creek Ss OIL Devonian 
Devonian GAS Devonian 
SHANKS 1921 F-35 
IN: GILLESPIE CONS 
1st Corniferous OIL Devonian 
2nd Corniferous OIL Devonian 
SIMMONS 1921 G-36 
IN: BOWLING GREEN CONS 
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Field Name 
Producing Formation 




IN: PLANO CONS 
ABANDONED 
E-37 
SLEDGE CONS 1918 E~39 
INCLUDES: LANDERS, WEAVER 
"Corniferous" OIL 
Beaver Ls OIL 
STAGNER 
IN: BOWLING GREEN CONS 
STAHL 
IN: BOWLING GREEN CONS 
SUNNYSIDE 
THOMAS 





IN: BOWLING GREEN CONS 
WEAVER 

















































.. _ . 
------------~--'-'---------.._;._._.~-·-----·------------------------------~--
-- 'Field Name 
Producing Formation 
Oiscr Date· Location 
· Type of 
Production System 
WILSON 1920 F-37 
IN: LOST RIVER CONS 
Warsaw OIL Mississippian 
St. Louis Ls OIL Mississippian 
1929 E-36 WOODBURN 
"Corniferous" GAS Devonian 
WOODBURN CONS 1920 D-36 






















Beaver Ls OIL Mississippian 
BERTRAM 




BRATCHER HOLLOW CONS 1907 D-57 
NO RECORD OF NAMES OF INCLUDED POOLS 
Beaver Ls OIL 









Beaver Ls OIL Mississippian 
COOPER 1896 0-56 
Beaver Ls OIL Mississippian 
DRY FORK 1902 B-55 
OBSOLETE NAME SEE DRY HOLLOW 
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Field Name 
Producing Formation 








































































______ _.. _________ ·:._~---·-~---·-~~-~-----,--------------------------------------
· Field Name 
Producing Formation 
"Disc. Date -Location 
Type of 
Production System 
OIL VALLEY CONS 1897 D-57 
NO RECORD OF NAMES OF INCLUDED POOLS 
Beaver Ls OIL Mississippian 
OTTER CREEK 
INVALID NAME FOR PARTS OF JOHNSON, SUSIE, AND WINDY CITY 
PARMLEYSVILE 1907 C-57 
GAS-REPRESSURING PROJECT 
Beaver Ls OIL Mississippian 
PARNELL 1900 E-55 
Beaver Ls OIL Mississippian 
Sunnybrook OIL Ordovician 
PATTON, JESS 1910 B-56 
Beaver Ls OIL Mississippian 
POWERS BURG SOUTH 1985 C-55 
Stones River Gp GAS Ordovician 
Murfreesboro Ls GAS Ordovician 
RAMSEY ISLAND 1962 D-55 
Beaver Ls OIL Mississippian 
RITNER 1961' D-59 
Corder OIL Mississippian 
ROCKY BRANCH 1909 C-58 
Fort Payne Fm OIL Mississippian 
Beaver Ls OIL Mississippian 
SINKING 1905 D-58 
Fort Payne Stray GAS Mississippian 
Beaver Ls OIL Mississippian 
SLAVANS CONS 1906 C-59 
INCLUDES: CORDER 
Fort Payne Fm OIL Mississippian 
Beaver Ls OIL Mississippian 
SLICKFORD 1892 C-55 
Beaver Ls OIL Mississippian 
Stones River Gp OIL Ordovician 
SLICKFORD NORTH 1965 C-56 
Sunny brook OIL Ordovician 
Stones River Gp OIL Ordovician 
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·. Field Name 
Producing Formation 
STEUBENVILLE CONS 






















Fort Payne Stray 
********** NBBSTBR COOlf.l'Y 
BALD KNOB 
























































































DIXIE WEST CONS 























INCLUDES: HOUSE BRIDGE, OAKLAND, DIXIE WEST 
DIXON 1948 M-22 
Pennsylvanian OIL Pennsylvanian 
Caseyville Fm OIL Pennsylvanian 
Tar Springs Ss OIL Mississippian 
Hardinsburg Ss OIL Mississippian 
Cypress Ss OIL Mississippian 
Mcclosky Ls OIL Mississippian 
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Field Name 
· Producing Formation 
DIXON SOUTH 











DIXON SOUTH CONS 















INCLUDES: DIXON SOUTH, STANHOPE NORTH 
EASTWOOD FERRY 1952 N-24 
IN: SEBREE CONS 
Tar Springs Ss OIL Mississippian 
GROVES CHAPEL 1976 M-24 
Tar Springs Ss OIL Mississippian 
GROVES CHAPEL EAST 1982 M-25 
Tar Springs Ss OIL Mississippian 
LISMAN 1963 L-22 
Lower Pennsylvanian OIL Pennsylvanian 
Aux Vases OIL Mississippian 
Bethel Ss OIL Mississippian 
LISMAN EAST 1982 L-22 
Tar Springs Ss OIL Mississippian 
LISMAN SOUTH 1966 L-21 
Mcclosky Ls OIL Mississippian 
O'Hara Lime OIL - Mississippian 
Cypress Ss OIL Mississippian 
MT GILEAD 1979 L-24 
Aux Vases OIL Mississippian 
Mcclosky Ls OIL Mississippian 
MT PLEASANT 1958 M-24 
Cypress Ss OIL Mississippian 
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OLD SALEM NORTH 
IN: SLAUGHTERS EAST CONS 
Tradewater Fm 
Caseyville Fm 














































POOLE CONS 1943 N-23 
INCLUDES: BALD KNOB, POOLE EAST, POOLE SOUTH, 
POOLE WEST, ROBARDS, TILDEN, TUNNEL HILL, WANAMAKER 










































· --WEBSTER' COUNTY 
.-.----.-,.·----~.-,,..-; __________ _.. ____ ..__..;...cm::t-...i:.c,a;,CZ:,.CIIIDCID ___ ..;,.._...,,.,__..,...,,,.._.,...,_._..,._,__.,. ____________ _ 
·Field Name 
P~oducing Formation 




IN: POOLE CONS 
PRATT 
IN: PRATT CONS 
Pennsylvanian 














PRATT CONS N-24 
INCLUDES: PRATT, PRATT SOUTH 
PRATT SOUTH 
IN: PRATT CONS 
SEBREE 




















































INCLUDES: SEBREE, EASTWOOD FERRY, SEBREE NORTH 
SEBREE NORTH 
IN: SEBREE CONS 
SEBREE SPRINGS 



















. · WEBSTER. COUNTY 
-~----------·.;._:__. ----------------------·~--m;;...;,·_,;...,cm------;;_:;... __ mo ___ ._._,_ _________ _ 
Field Name 
Producing Formation 
Disc. Da'te., Location 
Type of 
SEBREE SPRINGS WEST 




SEBREE WEST N-24 
OBSOLETE NAME SEE SEBREE SPRINGS WEST 
SLAUGHTERS 
Tar Springs Ss 
Renault Ls 
SLAUGHTERS EAST 
IN: SLAUGHTERS EAST CONS 
Tradewater Fm 
Caseyville Fm 
Upper Paint Creek 
O' Ha.ra Lime 
Mcclosky Ls 



























. Caseyville Fm 














































• ,'WHITLEY COUNTY' 
, Field Name 
Producing Formation 
TILDEN 
IN: POOLE CONS 
TILDEN EAST 
Tar Springs Ss 
Jackson Sd 
WANAMAKER 




IN: POOLE CONS 
WHITE LICK 




















********** WHITLEY COOlf.fi ********** 
BOYD BEND 1985 C-66 
Paleozoic GAS 
CANE CREEK 1967 C-64 
Big Lime GAS 
CANE GAP 1975 B-66 
Big Lime OIL 
CORBIN NORTHWEST 1967 F-65 
Big Lime O&G 
Knox Gp GAS 
EAGAN NORTH 1982 B-67 
Big Lime GAS 
FAIRVIEW 1973 B-65 
Maxon Sd GAS 
Big Lime GAS 
Borden Fm GAS 
Ohio Sh GAS 
Trenton Ls GAS 

































IN: MEADOW CREEK CONS 
Paleozoic 
HILL HOLLOW 








Fort Payne Fm 
LONG BRANCH 
Big Lime 
MEADOW CREEK CONS 






















INCLUDES: MEADOW CREEK, PERKINS, HILL HOLLOW, HILL CHAPEL 
MIDSPRINGS SCHOOL 1985 D-63 
Big Lime GAS Mississippian 
MOONSH.INE HOLLOW D-65 
Big Lime Mississippian 
Borden Fm GAS Mississippian 
MOUNTAIN ASH 1972 B-65 
Big Lime GAS Mississippian 
Maxon Sd GAS Mississippian 
PERKINS 1960 D-66 
IN: MEADOW CREEK CONS 
Pennsylvanian OIL Pennsylvanian 
REECE CREEK 1988 C-65 
Big Lime GAS Mississippian 
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BIG SIX C 























































IN: CAMPTON CONS 
Lockport Dol 



























IN: HOLLY CREEK CONS 
Salina Fm 
Lockport-Del 
Big Six Sd 
.HOLLY CREEK CONS 
INCLUDES: BIG SIX A, 
Salina Fm 
Lockport Dol 
Big Six Sd 
LEE CITY 




















OBSOLETE NAME SEE BURKHART, CF C D HUNTER 
Boyle GAS Devonian 
Big Six Sd GAS Silurian 
PINE RIDGE 1922 P-71 
Boyle OIL Devonian 
SPENCER HEIRS 1919 0-71 
Lockport Dol OIL Silurian 
STILLWATER 1909 P-73 
Salina Fm OIL Silurian 
"Corniferous" OIL Devonian 
TORRENT 1917 0-71 
Lockport Dol OIL Silurian 
Big Six Sd OIL Silurian 
WALKER CREEK CONS N-71 
INCLUDES: BELL CREEK CONS, UNION CHURCH, PRIMROSE 
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ALLEN CITY DBS 









ALVIN NORTH DBS 
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BARBOURVILLE SW CON~ 
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FIELD NAME 









BARRETT HILL CONS 







BAT EAST CREEK 
BATES HOLLOW 
BATES HOLLOW CONS 
BATES HOLLOW SOUTH 
BATES KNOB 
BATES KNOB CONS 
BATES KNOB NORTH 
.BAYS FORK 





















































































































ALPHABETIC-INDEX TO-FIELD NAMES 
-~-----------------~------------cm----•---·-=-----~---=------..... ---------
FIELD NAME COUNTY LOCATION 
-------------------------------------------··--------------------
BEE SPRING EDMONSON J-39 
BEECH BOTTOM CLINTON B-54 
BEECH BOTTOM EAST CLINTON B-54 
BEECH BOTTOM SE CLINTON B-54 
BEECH CREEK MUHLENBERG N-26 
BEECH FARM LAWRENCE S-83 
BEECH FARM CONS LAWRENCE S-83 
BEECH FORK SCHOOL DB MARTIN 0-83 
BEECH GROVE MCLEAN N-26 
BEECH GROVE EAST MCLEAN N-26 
BEECH GROVE SCHOOL BUTLER H-33 
BEECH GROVE SCHOOL E BUTLER H-33 
BEECH GROVE SOUTH MCLEAN N-26 
BEECH VALLEY OHIO M-33 
BEECH VALLEY EAST OHIO M-33 
BEECH VALLEY WEST OHIO M-33 
BEECHVILLE CONS METCALFE G-47 
BEECHY CREEK GREENUP Z-79 
BEETLE SOUTH CARTER U-79 
BEETREE MAGOFFIN N-78 
BELCHER WARREN G-36 
BELCHER FORK BREATHITT M-73 
BELLES CHAPEL LAWRENCE R-82 
BELLS FERRY MCLEAN L-26 
BELLS FERRY CONS MCLEAN L-26 
BELLS FERRY EAST MCLEAN L-26 
BELLS RUN OHIO N-32 
BELLS RUN CONS OHIO N-32. 
BELLS RUN EAST OHIO N-32 
BELLS RUN NORTHWEST OHIO N-31 
BELLS RUN WEST OHIO N-31 
BELTON MUHLENBERG I-30 
BELTON EAST MUHLENBERG I-31 
BEND GREEN I-47 
BENGAL GREEN K-49 
TAYLOR 
BENLEO WARREN H-36 
BEREA MADISON M-63 
BERRY BARREN G-44 
BERRY SCHOOL DAVIESS 0-32 
BERRY SCHOOL EAST DAVIESS 0-32 
BERRY SCHOOL NORTH DAVIESS 0-32 
BERRY STORE BARREN F-41 
BERRY STORE CONS B~REN F-41 
BERTRAM WAYNE B-55 
BETHEL SCHOOL BARREN F-44 
BETHLEHEM CHURCH ALLEN D-41 
BETSY LAYNE DBS FLOYD M-83 
BEVERLY BELL F-72 
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FIELD NAME ··COUNTY ·· LOCATION 
BEVIER MUHLENBERG I-29 
BEVIER CONS MUHLENBERG I-29 
BIG BRANCH BUTLER H-33 
BIG BRANCH EAST MCCREARY C-63 














BIG SIX A BREATHITT N-73 
BIG SIX B BREATHITT N-75 
BIG SIX C WOLFE 0-75 
BIG WHETSTONE CUMBERLAND D-51 
BILLEY FORK ESTILL 0-69 
LEE 
BILLEY FORK SOUTH LEE N-69 
BIRK CITY DAVIESS P-27 
HENDERSON 
BIVINS SCHOOL MUHLENBERG H-28 
BIVINS SCHOOL CONS MUHLENBERG H-28 
BLACK JACK SIMPSON C-36 
BLACK JACK NORTH SIM~SON D-36 
BLACKEY DBS LETCHER H-79 
BLACKEY SOUTH DBS LETCHER H-79 
BLACKFORD WEBSTER K-20 




BLAIR TOWN DBS PIKE M-84 
BLANCHET GRANT Y-60 
BLEVINS LAWRENCE S-79 
BLISS ADAIR H-50 
BLUE MOON DBS FLOYD M-82 
BLUES TONE BATH T-72 
ROWAN 
BLUFF CITY HENDERSON P-26 
BLUFF CITY CONS HENDERSON· P-26 
BLUFF CITY NORTH HENDERSON P-27 
BLUFF CITY SOUTH HENDERSON P-26 
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FIELD NAME 
BLUFF CITY WEST 
.BLUFF SPRING 
BLUFF SPRING EAST 






















BRADLEY SPRINGS N 
BRAINARD DBS 
BRANDENBURG STATION 











BROWN, J A 
BROWNING 
BROWNS VALLEY 
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BUCK CREEK CHURCH 
BUCK CREEK SCH CONS 
BUCK CREEK SCHOOL 
BUCK CREEK SCHOOL W 
















BULL CREEK CHURCH DB 
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FIELD NAME 
···.·.·• COUNTY LOCATION 
BURNING SPRINGS CONS CLAY I-69 
BURNT MILL WEBSTER L-23 
BURTON DAVIESS N-30 
BUSH ISLANDS HART I-42 
BUSKIRK NORTH DBS PIKE N-88 
BUSSEYVILLE LAWRENCE S-82 
BUTLERSVILLE ALLEN D-39 
BUTT SIMPSON C-35 
BUTTON BARREN E-42 
CABLE WOLFE 0-72 
CADIZ EAST TRIGG E-21 
CAIN RUN LAWRENCE S-79 
CAIRO CONS HENDERSON 0-23 
CAIRO NEW HENDERSON 0-23 
CAIRO NORTH HENDERSON 0-23 
CAIRO OLD HENDERSON 0-23 
CALHOUN EAST MCLEAN M-28 
CALHOUN NORTH MCLEAN M-28 
CALHOUN SOUTH MCLEAN M-27 
CALHOUN WEST MCLEAN M-27 
CALVERT ALLEN E-41 
CAMPBELL CHURCH KNOX F-67 
CAMPBELL CHURCH CONS KNOX F-67 
CAMPBELLSVILLE CONS GREEN J-49 
TAYLOR 
CAMPTON CONS WOLFE 0-72 
CANADA DBS PIKE N-87 
CANADA MOUNTAIN BELL B-70 
CANDO SCHOOL LAWRENCE S-81 
CANE CREEK WHITLEY C-64 
CANE CREEK LAUREL G-68 
CANE GAP WHITLEY B-66 
CANE RUN DAVIESS N-31 
CANE RUN CONS DAVIESS N-31 
CANE RUN SOUTH DAVIESS N-31 
CANEY MORGAN P-76 
CANEY FORK GREEN H-47 
CANEY FORK CONS METCALFE H-47 
CANEY MOUND UNION 0-20 
CANEY MOUND EAST UNION P-20 
CANEYVILLE GRAYSON K-36 
CANEYVILLE SOUTH GRAYSON K-36 
CANMER CONS HART J-46 
CANNEL CITY CONS MORGAN P-75 
CANOE CREEK HENDERSON 0-24 
CANYON FALLS LEE N-72 
CAPSHAW HOLLOW MONROE B-47 
CARCASSONNE CONS DBS LETCHER H-78 
PERRY 
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CARLISLE CONS CARROLL AA-55 
GALLATIN 
CARRIE DBS KNOTT K-78 
CARSON CARROLL AA-55 
GALLATIN 
CARTERSVILLE GARRARD M-62 
CARTWRIGHT CLINTON D-54 
CASEY CREEK UNION 0-21 
CASEY CREEK WEST UNION 0-21 
CASSIDY EAST .... WARREN .F-39 
CAVE CITY BARREN H-43 
CAVE SPRING MONROE C-47 
CAVE SPRING MUHLENBERG H-28 
CAVENA CREEK WEBSTER L-23 
CAVENA CREEK WEST WEBSTER L-23 
CECILIA HARDIN 0-43 
CEDAR CLIFF HART I-44 
CEDAR GROVE OHIO M-33 
CEDAR GROVE CHURCH BARREN F-43 
CEDAR GROVE EAST OHIO M-34 
CEDAR HILL MONROE D-45 
·CEDAR KNOB CLINTON B-54 
CEDAR SPRINGS CONS ALLEN D-41 




CENTER POINT SOUTH MONROE C-48 
CENTRAL CITY MUHLENBERG J-29 
CHAMBERS HANCOCK P-33 
CHANCE NORTHWEST ADAIR F-50 
CHANDLERS CHAPEL LOGAN F-33 
CHAPEL HILL ALLEN C-39 
CHAPEL SPRINGS HOPKINS I-23 
CHAPMAN LAWRENCE S-83 
CHAPMAN UNION 0-20 
CHAPPELL LESLIE G-74 
CHARLESTON HOPKINS I-22 
CHARLEY LAWRENCE R-82 
CHAVIES PERRY K-75 
CHERRY CAMP CREEK LEWIS X-75 
CHERRY GROVE GRANT Z-59 
CHERRY HILL HENDERSON 0-24 
CHERRY HILL EAST HENDERSON 0-24 
CHERRY TREE RIDGE CUMBERLAND B-51 
CHERRYS CHAPEL WARREN H-37 
CHESNUT OAK RIDGE MUHLENBERG H-31 
CHESTNUT ·LICK BR DBS FLOYD N-81 
CHESTNUT POINT SCH ALLEN D-41 
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CLEAR CREEK DBS 
CLEAR RUN 
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FIELD NAME 'COUNTY LOCATION 
COOPER WAYNE D-56 
COOPER WARREN F-40 
COOPER CONS WARREN F-40 
COOPS CUMBERLAND C-50 
COPE FORK BREATHITT N-74 
COPPERAS KNOB CLINTON C-54 
CORAL HILL CONS BARREN G-44 
CORAL HILL N CONS BARREN G-44 
CORBIN NORTHWEST WHITLEY F-65 
LAUREL 
CORDELL CONS LAWRENCE S-82 
CORDER MCCREARY C-59 
CORINTH SCOTT X-60 
GRANT 
CORK NORTH METCALFE G-48 
CORK SOUTH METCALFE G-47 
CORNETTSVILLE DBS PERRY H-78 
CORNETTSVILLE W DBS PERRY H-77 
CORUMS LANDING BUTLER I-32 
CORYDON HENDERSON P-22 
CORYDON EAST HENDERSON 0-22 
CORYDON NORTH HENDERSON P-22 
CORYDON SOUTH HENDERSON 0-22 
COSTELLO ALLEN 
COVINGTON WARREN F-37 
COW CREEK ESTILL 0-68 
COWAN SCHOOL CLINTON C-53 
cox WARREN F-39 
CRABORCHARD CREEK WEBSTER L-21 
CRAILHOPE GREEN H-47 
CREEKVILLE-HYDEN CON CLAY H-73-
LESLIE 
CREELSBORO CONS CLINTON E-52 
RUSSELL 
CREELSBORO WEST CUMBERLAND E-52 
RUSSELL 
CRITTENDEN NORTHWEST GRANT BB-59 
CROCUS RUSSELL F-52 
CROCUS CREEK CUMBERLAND E-51 
CROCUS CREEK ADAIR F-52 
CROFTON CHRISTIAN G-25 
CROFTON SOUTH CHRISTIAN G-25 
CROMWELL BUTLER J-33 
CROOKED CREEK ESTILL N-66 
CROWD US SIMPSON C-36 
CUB RUN HART J-42--
CUB RUN_SOUTH HART J-42 
CUBAGE CREEK BELL C-72 
CUMBERLAND RIVER CUMBERLAND C-48 
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CURDSVILLE DAVIESS 0-27 
CURDSVILLE NORTH DAVIESS 0-27 
CURDSVILLE WEST HENDERSON 0-26 
CUSHAW BRANCH DBS PIKE M-84 
CUTSHIN DBS LESLIE H-75 
CYPRESS BEND HENDERSON Q-22 
DALEY DBS PERRY H-76 
LESLIE 
DALTON ALLEN C-40 
DALTON HOPKINS J-21 
DAMRON CREEK ADAIR I-54 
DAN OHIO L-34 
DANIELS CREEK SCHOOL LAWRENCE T-81 
DANLEYTOWN GREENUP X-81 
DARK HOLLOW OHIO N-32 
DAVENPORT WARREN G-36 
DAVENPORT NORTHEAST WARREN G-37 
DAVIDSON OHIO M-34 
DAVIDSON CONS OHIO M-34 
DAVIDSON EAST · OHIO M-34 
DAVIS BEND HART J-46 
DAVISPORT NORTH DBS MARTIN Q-83 
DAVISPORT WEST DBS MARTIN P-83 
DAWSON SOUTH CHRISTIAN H-23 
DAYSBORO WOLFE P-74 
DEANEFIELD CONS OHIO N-33 
DEARMOND MUHLENBERG H-31 
DECIDE CONS CLINTON D-52 
DEER CREEK WEBSTER M-24 
DEFEATED CREEK DBS LETCHER G-79 
DELAWARE DAVIESS 0-26 
DEMOCRAT DBS LETCHER I-81 
DENNISTON MENIFEE R-72 
DENTON CARTER V-80 
DESDA CLINTON E-52 
DEVINE ALLEN D-39 
DIAMOND ISLAND HENDERSON Q-22 
DIAMOND NORTH WEBSTER L-21 
DIAMOND SPRINGS LOGAN G-31 
DIAMOND SPRINGS N LOGAN G-31 
DIFFICULT CREEK CONS ALLEN D-41 
DIFFICULT CREEK N ALLEN E-41 
DINGUS MORGAN R-77 
DISHMAN SPRINGS KNOX E-67 
DIXIE HENDERSON 0-22 
DIXIE NORTH HENDERSON 0-22 
DIXIE WEST HENDERSON 0-22 
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DIXIE WEST CONS 
DIXON 
DIXON SOUTH 
DIXON SOUTH CONS 
DOBBS HOLLOW 
DOBSON SCHOOL DBS 
DOE RUN 
DORTON EAST DBS 












DRIFT WEST DBS 
DRIP ROCK 
DRIPPING SPRING N 
DRURY CHAPEL 












DUKES RIDGE CONS 
DUKES SCHOOL 
DUNCAN RIDGE 
DUNCAN VALLEY SOOTH 
DUNDEE 
DUNDEE SOOTH 
DUNKARD CHURCH DBS 
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ELK CREEK EAST 
ELK FORK 
ELKATAWA 
ELKHORN CITY DBS 






































































































































FARLEY CHURCH DBS 










FIRECOAL BRANCH DBS 
FISH TRAP CONS 
FISHER 
FISHTRAP DBS 
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FLETCHER 
FLINT HILL 
FLINT HILL CONS 
FLINT HILLS 
FLINT KNOB 
FLINT KNOB WEST 
FLIPPIN SOUTHWEST 
FLORAL 







FORGYS MILL CONS 
FORGYS MILL EAST 
FOSTER 














FROZEN CREEK DBS 
FRUIT HILL 
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GAINESVILLE WEST.CON ALLEN E-40 
GALLOWAY CREEK CUMBERLAND C-49 
GALLOWAY CREEK CONS CUMBERLAND C-49 
GALVESTON SE DBS PIKE K-83 
GAPCREEK WAYNE C-54 







































































GOODLOE DBS FLOYD 
GOODLOE NORTH DBS FLOYD 
GOODLOE WEST DBS FLOYD 
GOOSE CREEK CUMBERLAND 





GRADYVILLE EAST ADAIR 
GRADYVILLE EAST CONS ADAIR 
GRADYVILLE NORTH ADAIR 
GRAHAM MUHLENBERG 
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GRANDVIEW DAVIESS 0-31 
GRANDVIEW WEST DAVIESS 0-31 
GRANNY HOLT KNOB MCCREARY B-62 
GRANNY RICHARDSON ESTILL M-68 
GRANVILLE CONS CLINTON D-52 
GRASSY CREEK CONS MORGAN Q-74 
GRASSY LICK CREEK BUTLER H-33 
GRASSY POND HENDERSON Q-20' 
l GRASSY POND W CONS HENDERSON Q-20 GRASSY POND WEST HENDERSON Q-20 GRAY KNOX F-66 
GRAYHAWK JACKSON K-67 
l GREAT AMERICAN WELL CUMBERLAND D-50 GREEN ELLIOTT T-78 
GREEN GROVE CUMBERLAND C-51 
r 
GREEN HILL CONS WARREN E-39 
GREEN RIVER LINCOLN L-58 
GREEN RIVER GREEN J-49 
TAYLOR 
GREEN-TAYLOR GREEN J-49 
TAYLOR 
GREENBRIAR HENDERSON 0-24 
GREENBRIAR NORTH HENDERSON 0-24 
GREENBRIAR S CONS · HENDERSON N-24 
GREENBRIAR SOUTH HENDERSON N-24 
GREENSBURG GREEN I-48 
GREENSBURG CONS GREEN J-48 
TAYLOR 
GREENVILLE MUHLENBERG I-28 
GREENVILLE EAST MUHLENBERG I-29 
GREEVER ALLEN D-41 
GRESHAM GREEN I-49 
GRIDER NORTH CUMBERLAND D-49 
GRIFFIN WAYNE C-58 
MCCREARY 
GRIFFIN NORTH WAYNE C-58 
GRIFFIN SOUTH WAYNE C-58 
GRIFFITH DAVIESS P-28 
GRIFFITH CONS DAVIESS P-28 
GRIN ROWAN U-73 
GRINDSTONE HILL MCLEAN M-28 
GROVES CHAPEL WEBSTER M-24 
GROVES CHAPEL EAST WEBSTER M-25 
GRUNDY ELLIOTT U-77 
GUFF IE MCLEAN N-:-27 
GUFFIE CONS MCLEAN N-27 
GUFFIE EAST DAVIESS N-28 
GULNARE DBS PIKE ·N-84 
GUS MUHLENBERG H-32 
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HARLESS CREEK DBS 
HAROLD WEST DBS 
HARPER MOUNTAIN 
HARPS HILL 
HARPS HILL EAST 
HARPS HILL EAST CONS 
HARPS HILL SOUTH 
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HARTFORD OHIO M-33 
HARTFORD NORTH OHIO L-32 
HARTLEY DBS PIKE J-83 
HARTLEY SCHOOL DBS PIKE J-82 
HARVEY RIDGE ADAIR F-51 
HATFIELD GAP BELL B-67 
WHITLEY 
HAWESVILLE. HANCOCK Q-34 
HAWKINS BRANCH ROWAN V-73 
HAYDEN DAVIESS N-30 
HAYDEN EAST DAVIESS N-30 
HAYDEN WEST DAVIESS N-30 
HAYES CREEK CLINTON D-53 
HAYNES DAVIESS 0-32 
HAYNESVILLE OHIO 0-33 
HAZARD PERRY I-77 
HAZEL BRANCH ONION M-20 
HAZEL. CREEK MUHLENBERG H-30 
HAZEL GREEN WOLFE P-74 
HEARD CUMBERLAND C-48 
HEBBARDSVILLE HENDERSON P-26 
HEBBARDSVILLE CONS HENDERSON P-26 
HEBBARDSVILLE SOUTH HENDERSON 0-26 
HEBBARDSVILLE WEST HENDERSON P-26 
HEENON DBS PIKE 0-85 
HEFLIN OHIO L-30 
HEIDRICK CONS KNOX E-68 
HELL CREEK LEE N-70 
HELL CREEK CONS LEE N-70 
HEMPATCH BRANCH DBS KNOTT K-80 
HENDERSON HENDERSON P-23 
HENDERSON EAST HENDERSON Q-24 
HENDERSON NORTH HENDERSON P-23 
HENDERSON NORTH CONS HENDERSON Q-24 
HENDERSON SOUTH HENDERSON P-23 
HENDERSON WEST HENDERSON Q-24 
HERBERT HANCOCK 0-33 
OHIO 
HERMON TODD C-29 
HERMON EAST TODD C-29 
HEWLETTS STORE D~VIESS N-31 
HICKORY FLAT SIMPSON C-37 
HICKORY HILL ALLEN C-40 
HICKORY RIDGE METCALFE F-48 
HICKORY RIDGE OHIO K-30 
HICKORY SCHOOL DAVIESS 0-31 
HICKORY STAND ·BUTLER H-33 
HIGH BLUFF CHRISTIAN H-27 
HIGHLAND BREATHITT M-73 
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HIGHLAND UNION 0-21 
HIGHSPLINT HARLAN E-77 
HIGHWAY CLINTON D-52 
HIGHWAY CONS CLINTON D-52 
CUMBERLAND 
HIGHWAY EAST CLINTON C-52 
HIGHWAY SOUTH CLINTON C-52 
HILL CHAPEL WHITLEY D-66 
HILL HOLLOW WHITLEY D-66 
HILLSBORO FLEMING V-71 
HIMYAR KNOX D-69 
HINDMAN DBS KNOTT J-79 
HINDMAN EAST DBS KNOTT J-79 
HINTON ALLEN C-38 
HISEVILLE NORTH BARREN H-45 
HISEVILLE SE BARREN H-45 
HI SEVILLE-CENTER BARREN H-45 
GREEN 
METCALFE 
HITCHINS CARTER V-80 
HITESVILLE HENDERSON 0-21 
HITESVILLE CONS HENDERSON 0-21 
UNION 
HITESVILLE EAST UNION 0-21 
HOOE WEST DBS MARTIN Q-85 
HODGENVILLE EAST LARUE N-46 
HOOTEN ALLEN C-40 
HOGBACK CLINTON C-52 
HOGBACK NORTH CLINTON C-52 
HOGBACK SOUTH CLINTON C-52 
HOLLAND ALLEN 0-40 
HOLLAND SE ALLEN C-42 
HOLLIDAY MAGOFFIN P-76 
MORGAN 
HOLLY CREEK BREATHITT 0-73 
WOLFE 
HOLLY CREEK CONS BREATHITT 0-73 
WOLFE 
HOMER LOGAN F-33 
HOOVER OHIO 0-34 
HOPE BATH S-69 
HOPEWELL LAUREL F-65 
HOPEWELL CHURCH GRAYSON L-37 
HORSE BRANCH OHIO L-34 
HORSE CAVE BART I-43 
HORSESHOE BEND HENDERSON Q-24 
HOT SPOT DBS LETCHER H-79 
HOUCHELL BEND CLAY I-70 
HOUSE BRIDGE HENDERSON 0-22 
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HOWELL MCLEAN L-29 
OHIO 
HOWELL ALLEN C-41 
HOWELL CHURCH HOPKINS L-25 
HOWELL CHURCH CONS HOPKINS L-25 
HOWELL-JACKSON ALLEN C-41 
HUDGINS GREEN K-46 
HUDGINS CONS GREEN K-46 
HUDGINS EAST GREEN K-46 
HUDGINS NORTH GREEN K-46 
"HUFF CREEK OHIO N-3 4 
HUFFAKER FORK CLINTON B-51 
HUFFAKER SCHOOL WAYNE C-57 
HUNNEWELL SOUTH GREENUP W-80 
HUNT ALLEN C-38 
HUNT, G W ALLEN F-41 
HUNTERSVILLE CLINTON B-53 
HUNTING CREEK BREATHITT N-76 
HUNTS SCHOOL MUHLENBERG H-31 
HUNTS SCHOOL CONS MUHLENBERG H-31 
HUNTSVILLE MUHLENBERG H-32 
BUTLER 
HUNTSVILLE CONS MUHLENBERG H-32 
BUTLER 
HUNTSVILLE WEST MUHLENBERG H-32 
BUTLER 
HURRICANE CREEK ALLEN E-42 
HURRICANE CREEK DBS PIKE L-86 
HURT ALLEN E-41 
HURT WARREN F-35 
HYATTSVILLE GARRARD N-60 
HYDEN WEST LESLIE H-73 
IDA CLINTON D-52 
IDA CONS CLINTON D-52 
· CUMBERLAND 
IDA MAY LEE M-69 
OWSLEY 
ILSLEY HOPKINS I-23 
INDEX MORGAN Q-75 
INDIAN CK-TARR RIDGE MENIFEE Q-71 
INDIAN CREEK KNOX E-67 
INDIAN HILL DAVIESS P-33 
HANCOCK 
INDIAN HILL NORTH HANCOCK P-33 
INEZ SOUTH DBS MARTIN Q-84 
IRISH BOTTOM CUMBERLAND E-51 
IRVINE ESTILL - 0-67 
IRVINE-FURNACE CONS ESTILL 0-68 
POWELL 
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ISLAND MCLEAN L-28 
ISLAND CONS MCLEAN· L-28 
ISLAND CREEK OWSLEY K-69 
ISLAND NORTH MCLEAN L-29 
ISONVILLE ELLIOTT S-78 
ISONVILLE CONS ELLIOTT S-78 
IVEL DBS FLOYD N-83 
IVY TON MAGOFFIN 0-79 
JACKS BRANCH CLAY I-70 
JACKS CREEK CLAY I-72 
JACKSON WARREN G-35 
JACKSON ALLEN C-40 
JACKSON BLUFF OHIO J-31 
JAMBOREE SOUTH DBS PIKE L-89 
JAMESTOWN WEST RUSSELL F-53 
JANET POWELL P-69 
JELLICO CREEK WHITLEY B-64 
JELLICO CREEK NORTH WHITLEY C-63 
JELLICO WEST WHITLEY B-65 
JENKINS DBS LETCHER I-83 
JENKINS KNOB PULASKI H-61 
JENNYS CREEK JOHNSON 0-80 
JEPTHA NORTH MORGAN R-77 
JEWEL CITY · HOPKINS M-26 
JEWEL CITY EAST MCLEAN M-26 
JEWEL CITY NORTH HOPKINS M-26 
JEWEL CITY NW HOPKINS M-26 
JEWELL ALLEN F-40 
JEWELL BEND ALLEN F-40 
JINGO OHIO L-33 
JINKS ESTILL N-66 
JOB DBS MARTIN R-84 
JOBE BRANCH LAWRENCE T-81 
JOES BRANCH DBS LETCHER I-83 
JOHNS CREEK DBS PIKE M-85 
JOHNSON WAYNE D-55 
JOHNSON ALLEN E-40 
JOHNSON OHIO L-30 
JOHNSON FORK WAYNE C-57 
JOHNSON ISLAND MCLEAN N-27 
JOHNSON ISLAND SOUTH MCLEAN M-27 
JOLLY OHIO M-30 
JOLLY CONS OHIO M-30 
JOLLY NORTH DAVIESS N-27 
JONATHAN. SCHOOL CASEY I-56 
JONES DAVIESS 0-31 
JONES WEST DAVIESS 0-31 
JOPPA ADAIR G-52 
JORDAN BARREN G-43 
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JOYNERS CHAPEL HART I-46 
JUDE FORK DBS MARTIN 0-85 
PIKE 
JUDGES CHAPEL CHRISTIAN G-26 
JUD IO CUMBERLAND C-49 
JUDIO EAST CUMBERLAND C-49 
JUMBO LINCOLN L-58 
JUSTICE ALLEN D-39 
JUSTICEVILLE DBS PIKE K-85 
KALIOPI WEST LESLIE I-73 
KAY JAY BELL C-69 
KAYJAY CONS BELL C-69 
KEATON JOHNSON R-79 
KEATON-MAZIE CONS LAWRENCE R-79 
JOHNSON 
KEEFER GRANT Y-59 
KEEL FORK DBS FLOYD N-81 
KEEN ALLEN B-39 
KEETON WAYNE D-57 
KEETON HOLLOW WAYNE B-56 
KELLY CHRISTIAN F-25 
KELLY NORTH CHRISTIAN F-25 
KENTENIA HARLAN F-76 
KEPLER WARREN F-40 
KERMIT DBS MARTIN P-85 
KETTLE CONS CUMBERLAND C-50 
KETTLE CREEK CONS CUMBERLAND C-49 
MONROE 
KETTLE ISLAND BELL D-71 
KETTLE NORTHWEST CUMBERLAND C-50 
KIMPER DBS PIKE M-86 
KINCHELOE BARREN E-43 
KING DAVIESS N-32 
KINGS MOUNTAIN LINCOLN I-45 
KINGSTON UNION 0-19 
KINO BARREN F-45 
KINO SOUTH BARREN F-45 
KIRKMANSVILLE TODD G-27 
KIRKWOOD SPRINGS HOP~INS J-22 
KNOB CHURCH HART I-45 
KNOB LICK METCALFE H-46 
KNOX HILL BATH T-71 
KNOXVILLE NORTH GRANT AA-60 
KONA EAST DBS LETCHER H-82 
LA GRANGE OLDHAM W-50 
LAFFOON DAVIESS N-31 
LAKETOWN DAVIESS Q-27 
LAKEVILLE MAGOFFIN 0-78 
LAMBRITH METCALFE G-47 
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LANCASTER GARRARD M-60 
LANCER SOUTH DBS FLOYD N-82 
LANDERS ALLEN E-3.9 
LANGLEY DBS FLOYD M-81 
LANHART JACKSON M-66 
LAURA DBS MARTIN 0-85 
LAUREL BRANCH ELLIOTT T-78 
LAUREL CREEK JOHNSON R-79 
LAWRENCEVILLE WEST GRANT Y-59 
LAWSON BREATHITT N-73 
LAWTON CARTER V-76 
LEACH STATION BOYD W-83 
LECTA BARREN G-44 
LEE CHAPEL CLINTON B-52 
LEE CHAPEL CONS CLINTON B-52 
LEE CITY WOLFE 0-75 
LEE CITY WOLFE 0-75 
LEGRANDE CONS HART I-45 
LEITCHFIELD GRAYSON L-39 
LEITCHFIELD CROSSING HART J-44 
LEITCHFIELD SOUTH GRAYSON K-38 
LEMON MCLEAN M-2 6 
LENOX MORGAN R-76 
LESBAS LAUREL G-67 
LESTER CREEK RUSSELL E-51 
·LEVEE MONTGOMERY R-67 
LEWISBURG LOGAN G-31 
LEWISBURG NORTH LOGAN F-31 
LEWISBURG WEST LOGAN F-31 
LEWISPORT HANCOCK R-32 
LEWISPORT EAST HANCOCK R-32 
LICK BRANCH CUMBERLAND D-51 
LICK CREEK SCHOOL DB PIKE K-87 
LICKBURG MAGOFFIN P-77 
LICKING RIVER MORGAN R-74 
LIDA LAUREL H-67 
LILETOWN GREEN H-47 
LILY LAUREL G-66 
LINDSEY-TAYLOR DAVIESS N-30 
LINEMANS CREEK LEE M-71 
LI PK ING OHIO M-30 
LISMAN WEBSTER L-22 
LISMAN EAST WEBSTER L-22 
LISMAN SOUTH WEBSTER L-21 
LITTLE BARREN GREEN H-47 
LITTLE BRIGGS WARREN F-37 
LITTLE FORK DBS PIKE K-83 
LITTLE FROZEN BREATHITT N-73 
LITTLE GOOSE CLAY I-69 
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LITTLE MUDDY CREEK BUTLER H-35 
LITTLE RENFRO ROCKCASTLE K-62 
LITTLE UNION UNION N-20 
LITTLE UNION EAST UNION N-20 
LITTLE UNION WEST UNION N-20 
LITTLE WHETSTONE CUMBERLAND 0-51 
LITTLE ZION DAVIESS N-32 
OHIO 
LITTRELL CUMBERLAND C-50 
LITTRELL EAST CUMBERLAND C-50 
LIVERMORE OHIO M-29 
LIVERMORE CONS MCLEAN M-29 
OHIO 
LIVERMORE EAST OHIO M-30 
LIVERMORE NORTH MCLEAN M-29 
LIVERMORE SOUTHWEST MCLEAN L-29 
LIVERMORE WEST MCLEAN M-29 
LIVIA DAVIESS M-29 
MCLEAN 
LIVIA NORTH DAVIESS M-30 
LIVIA NORTHWEST DAVIESS M-29 
MCLEAN 
LIVINGSTON SOUTH ROCKCASTLE J-64 
LOCKWOOD. BOYD V-83 
LOCUST HILL CONS MONROE B-48 
LOCUST HILL EAST MONROE B-48 
LOCUST KNOB ELLIOTT T-78 
LOGANSPORT BUTLER . J-3 4 
LOGSDON VALLEY HART J-43 
LONE STAR CONS CHRISTIAN H-28 
MUHLENBERG 
TODD 
LONE STAR EAST MUHLENBERG G-28 
LONE STAR NORTH MUHLENBERG H-28 
LONE STAR WEST CHRISTIAN G-27 
LONG BRANCH WHITLEY D-62 
LONG CREEK MUHLENBERG H-27 
LONG FALL MCLEAN M-27 
LOONEY CREEK HARLAN F-80 
LOST CREEK CHAPEL DB PERRY J-76 
LOST RIVER CONS WARREN F-37 
LOST RUN BRECKINRIDGE 0-38 
LOTTS CREEK DBS KNOTT J-77 
PERRY 
LOUISA LAWRENCE T-82 
LOVES KNOB BARREN G-45 
METCALFE 
LTL RICHLAND CK CONS KNOX F-68 
LUCKY STOP MONTGOMERY R-69 
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LUTTRELL CREEK ADAIR I-54 
LUZERNE MUHLENBERG I..;28 
LYNAM CREEK LEE M-71 
LYNN BARK NORTH DB·s MARTIN P-84 
LYNN BARK SCHOOL DBS MARTIN P-84 
LYONIA HANCOCK 0-33 
MACEDONIA JACKSON L-67 
MACEDONIA CHRISTIAN H-22 
MACEDONIA EAST CHRISTIAN H-23 
MACEO DAVIESS 0~30 
MACEO NORTH DAVIESS Q-31 
MACINTOSH SCHOOL LESLIE I-75 
MADISONVILLE EAST HOPKINS J-25 
MADISONVILLE WEST HOPKINS J-24 
MAGAN OHIO N-33 









MAPLE GROVE SCHOOL 
MARCUM 
MARCUM EAST 
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MEADE BRANCH DBS 
MEADOR CONS 
MEADOR EAST 
MEADOR EAST CONS 
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MILLERS CREEK ESTILL 0-68 
MILLSAP HILL WAYNE C-57 
MIMA MORGAN Q-78 
MINE FORK JOHNSON Q-79 
MINTONVILLE WEST CASEY I-56 
MISTLETOE OWSLEY J-71 
MITCHELL ALLEN D-40 
MITCHELL SIMPSON D-36 
WARREN 
MITCHELL HILL HOPKINS K-24 
MITCHELL HILL WEST ·HOPKINS K-24 
MIZE MORGAN Q-74 
MODOC CONS CUMBERLAND C-51 
MODOC WEST CUMBERLAND C-51 
MOLLY BRANCH SCH DBS MAGOFFIN M-79 
MONROE NORTH HART J-46 
MONTICELLO WAYNE E-56 
MOON MORGAN R-78 
MOON NORTH MORGAN S-78 
MOONSHINE HOLLOW WHITLEY D-65 
MOORE BRANCH CARTER U-79 
MOORES CREEK KNOX E-70 
MOREE DBS MARTIN 0-84 
PIKE 
MORGANFIELD UNION 0-19 
MORGANFIELD CONS UNION 0-19 
MORGANFIELD NORTH UNION 0-19 
MORGANFIELD SOUTH UNION 0-19 
MORGANFIELD WEST UNION 0-19 
MORRIS WARREN G-36 
MORTONS GAP NEW HOPKINS I-25 
MORTONS GAP OLD HOPKINS I-25 
MOSBY CREEK LEWIS X-75 
MOSBY RIDGE METCALFE F-49 
MOSELY SCHOOL OHIO N-33 
MOSS NORTH MONROE B-47 
MOT KY ALLEN D-39 
MOTLEY ALLEN D-40 
MOULDER BARREN F-40 
WARREN 
MOUNT OLYMPUS BATH S-71 
MOUNT VICTOR WARREN F-38 
MOUNTAIN ASH WHITLEY B-65 
MOUSIE DBS KNOTT L-80 
MOUTHCARD DBS PIKE K-87 
MT AERIAL CONS ALLEN D-38 
SIMPSON 
MT CARMEL MUHLENBERG J-30 
MT GILEAD WEBSTER L-24 
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MT HERMAN MONROE D-45 
MT OLIVE CHURCH WARREN G-38 
MT PISGAH WAYNE B-57 
MT PISGAH CALDWELL I-22 
MT PLEASANT WEBSTER M-24 
MT PLEASANT SOUTH WEBSTER M-23 
MT STERLING MONTGOMERY S-67 
MT VERNON CHURCH MCLEAN M-26 
MT VERNON FERRY HENDERSON R-20 
MT ZION BUTLER H-32 
MT ZION EAST BUTLER H-33 
MT ZION NORTH BUTLER H-32 
MUD CAMP CUMBERLAND D-48 
MUD LICK MONROE D-45 
MUD LICK SOUTH MONROE D-45 
MULDRAUGH MEADE R-42 
MUMMIE JACKSON K-68 
MUNCY LESLIE H-74 
MUSE HOLLOW MONROE C-48 
MUSIC CARTER V-80 
NANCY PULASKI G-58 
NAPLES GREENUP X-81 
NARROWS OHIO M-34 
NASH EDMONSON J-37 
NATIONS OHIO L-30 
NATIONS CONS OHIO L-30 
NEALS CREEK LINCOLN L-58 
NEBO HOPKINS K-23· 
NEBO EAST HOPKINS K-23 
NEBO WEST HOPKINS K-23 
NEED MORE OWSLEY L-69 
NEELEYS FERRY CUMBERLAND C-50 
NEON DBS LETCHER I-82 
NEW BETHEL CHURCH ALLEN D-39 
NEW CYPRESS MUHLENBERG I-28 
NEW CYPRESS NORTH MUHLENBERG J-28 
NEW CYPRESS WEST MUHLENBERG J-27 
NEW HOPE HOPKINS J-21 
NEW SALEM HOPKINS M-26 
NEWCOMBE CREEK ELLIOTT S-78 
NEWFOUNDLAND NORTH ELLIOTT T-77 
NEWMAN UNION 0-19 
NIAGARA HENDERSON. 0-25 
NIAGARA CONS HENDERSON 0-25 
NIAGARA NEW HENDERSON 0-24 
NIAGARA WEST HENDERSON 0-24 
NICK EDMONSON H-39 
NICKEL RIDGE DAVIESS N-28 
· NIGH CONS DBS PIKE L-87 
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OAK GROVE CHURCH 
OAK GROVE NORTH 
OAK GROVE SCHOOL 
OAK HILL 
OAK HILL WEST 





OIL CITY CONS 
OIL SPRINGS 
OIL SPRINGS CONS 
OIL VALLEY CONS 
OIL WELL CREEK 
OKLAHOMA 
OLD GREEN HILL 
OLD HARTFORD 
OLD SALEM 




OLIVE BRANCH WEST 
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OLYMPIAN SPRINGS BATH S-70 
ONEIDA CLAY J-71 
ONEIDA CONS CLAY J-71 
ONTON NORTH WEBSTER M-25 
ONTON SOUTH WEBSTER M-25 
ORIOLE HOPKINS J-24 
ORTIZ WEBSTER M-23 
OS KAMP BARREN F-43 
OTIA MONROE C-48 
OTIA NORTHWEST MONROE C-47 
OTTER CREEK CUMBERLAND C-50 
OTTER CREEK HOPKINS L-25 
OTTER CREEK · WAYNE 
OVIL CHRISTIAN F-27 
OWENSBORO DAVIESS P-29 
OWENSBORO EAST DAVIESS P-30 
OWENSBORO NORTH · DAVIESS P-29 
OWENSBORO SOUTH DAVIESS 0-29 
OWENSBORO SOUTHWEST DAVIESS 0-29 
OWENSBORO WEST DAVIESS P-28 
OWENSBORO WEST CONS DAVIESS P-29 
PAINT CREEK JOHNSON P-81 
PAINTSVILLE JOHNSON 0-81 
PANTHER DAVIESS N-27 
PANTHER WEST DAVIESS N-27 
PARK CITY BARREN H-42 
PARK CITY SOUTH BARREN G-42 
PARKS RIDGE OHIO M-32 
PARMLEYSVILE WAYNE C-57 
PARNELL WAYNE E-55 
PATESVILLE HANCOCK P-34 
PATSEY ESTILL 0-69 
PATTON, JESS WAYNE B-56 
PATTYVILLE OHIO M-35 
PEA RIDGE CUMBERLAND C-50 
PEABODY CLAY H-71 
PEABODY-HYDEN LESLIE I-73 
PEARSON SIMPSON D-37 
PEART LOGAN D-34 
SIMPSON 
PEBWORTH OWSLEY L-70 
PELLVILLE HANCOCK P-33 
PELLVILLE CONS DAVIESS P-33 
HANCOCK 
OHIO 
PELLVILLE-HERBERT CO DAVIESS P-33 
HANCOCK 
OHIO 
PENNER WARREN G-38 
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PETTYS FORK DBS 
PEYTONSBURG 
PHELPS DBS 
PHELPS NORTH DBS 
PHIL WEST 
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POWELLS LAKE EAST 
POWERSBURG SOUTH 
PRATER BRANCH DBS 
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RACCOON MOUNTAIN CLAY H-67 
LAUREL 
RACCOON SCHOOL DBS ·FLOYD L-80 
RAGLAND BATH S-72 
ROWAN 
RAILEY MONROE C-45 
RAILTON BARREN F-41 
RAILTON WEST BARREN F-41 
RALEIGH UNION 0-18 
.. RALEIGH NORTH UNION 0-18 
RALPH OHIO N-32 
RALPH WEST OHIO N-32 
RAMSEY ISLAND WAYNE D-55 
RANGERS LANDING HENDERSON 0-25 
RANGERS LANDING CONS MCLEAN 0-26 
HENDERSON 
RANGERS LANDING EAST HENDERSON 0-25 
RAPID RIDGE TODD G-28 
RAVEN DBS KNOTT K-81 
RAVENNA ESTILL 0-67 
RAVENNA SOUTH ESTILL 0-67 
READY GRAYSON K-37 
READY NORTH GRAYSON K-37 
RED BIRD BELL F-72 
RED CROSS BARREN F-42 
RED CROSS NORTH BARREN F-41 
RED CROSS WEST BARREN F-41 
RED HILL DAVIESS N-30 
RED HILL CONS DAVIESS N-30 
RED HILL EAST DAVIESS N-30 
RED HILL WEST DAVIESS N-30 
RED RIVER POWELL Q-69 
REDBUSH JOHNSON R-79 
REDBUSH CONS JOHNSON R-79 
LAWRENCE 
REDLICK CREEK ESTILL N-67 
REECE CREEK WHITLEY C-65 
REED HENDERSON Q-26 
REED EAST HENDERSON Q-27 
REED SOUTH HENDERSON P-26 
REEDER SIMPSON D-36 
REEDYVILLE SOUTH WARREN H-37 
REEDYVILLE SOUTH CON WARREN H-37 
RELLA BELL E-71 
RENOX CUMBERLAND E-49 
REPUBLIC DBS PIKE K-86 
REYNOLDS OHIO N-33 
RHODA EDMONSON H-40 
RHODES SCHOOL MUHLENBERG H-28 
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· RITCHIE WEST DBS 
RITNER 
ROACHVILLE 
ROAD BRANCH DBS 
ROAD FORK 

























ROCKY HILL EAST 
ROCKY HILL.NE 
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ROSCOE ELLIOTT S-77 
ROSEWOOD MUHLENBERG G-29 
ROSEWOOD EAST MUHLENBERG H-30 
ROSEWOOD SOUTH MUHLENBERG G-29 
ROSEWOOD SOUTH CONS MUHLENBERG G-29 
ROSS CHAPEL BOYD V-81 
ROSS CREEK LEE N-68 
ROTHWELL CONS MONTGOMERY R-70 
MENIFEE 
POWELL 
ROUGH CREEK ALLEN C-40 
ROUNDABOUT BUTLER G-33 
ROUNDTREE WARREN E-37 
ROUSSEAU BARREN F-43 
ROWAN COUNTY ROWAN U-73 
ROWENA RUSSELL E-53 
ROY SIMPSON D-34 
ROYALTON MAGOFFIN 0-78 
RUBY DAVIESS N-28 
RUMSEY MCLEAN M-28 
RUMSEY CONS MCLEAN M-28 
RURAL SOUTH DBS PIKE 0-86 
RUSSELL CREEK GREEN H-48 
RUSSELL SCHOOL DAVIESS M-30 
RUSSELL SPRINGS RUSSELL G-53 
RUSSELVILLE NORTH LOGAN E-32 
RUSSO BARREN . F-43 
SACKETT DBS LETCHER I-80 
SACRAMENTO MCLEAN K-27 
SACRAMENTO NORTH MCLEAN L-27 
SALEM MORGAN P-74 
SALEM CHURCH SIMPSON D-37 
SALEM CHURCH BARREN H-44 
SALISBURY SCHOOL DBS KNOTT K-81 
SALLEETOWN MARION L-52 
SALMON DAVIESS N-31 
SALOMA TAYLOR K-50 
SALT GUM KNOX F-70 
SALT LICK BATH T-71 
SALT LICK CLINTON E-52 
RUSSELL 
SALT LICK MAGOFFIN N-79 
SALT LICK BEND CONS CUMBERLAND. E~52 
SALYERSVILLE MAGOFFIN 0-78 
SAND HILL MCCREARY D-62 
SAND LICK CHURCH GREEN K-48 
SAND SPRING JACKSON M-66 
SANDIDGE WARREN H-36 
SANDY HOOK . ELLIOTT T-77 
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SCOTTS FERRY CONS 
SCOTTS RIDGE 
SCOTTSVILLE CONS 


















































































































































SILENT GROVE CHURCH 
SILER EAST 
SILVER CITY . 
SILVER CITY CONS 
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SMITH MILLS CONS 
SMITH MILLS EAST 
SMITH MILLS NORTH 
· SMITH MILLS S CONS -
SMITH MILLS SOUTH 
SMOKY VALLEY 


















SPRING GROVE SOUTH 
SPURLIN 
SPURLIN EAST 
ST CHARLES NORTH 
ST CHARLES WEST 
ST ELMO NORTH 
ST JOHNS 
ST JOSEPH 
ST JOSEPH EAST 
ST JOSEPH NORTH 
















































ST RAPHAEL CHURCH 
ST VINCENT 
STAFFORDSVILLE 
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STONECOAL SCHOOL DBS 
STONEY FORK 
STONY POINT 

















SULPHUR CREEK CONS 
SULPHUR LICK 
SULPHUR LICK CONS 
SULPHUR LICK NORTH 
SULPHUR SPRINGS 
SUMMER SHADE NE 
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SUNNY DALE OHIO M-33 
SUNNY DALE NORTH OHIO M-33 
SUNNYDALE WEST OHIO M-32 
SUNNYSIDE WARREN G-39 
SUSIE WAYNE D-55 
SUTHERLAND DAVIESS N-29 
SWAMP BRANCH JOHNSON 0-80 
SWAN POND KNOX E-68 
SWOPE OHIO 0-33 
SYCAMORE FORK JOHNSON Q-81 
TAFFY OHIO M-32 
TAFFY CONS OHIO M-32 
TAFFY NORTHEAST OHIO M-32 
TAFFY WEST OHIO N-31 
TANBARK CUMBERLAND C-50 
TANBARK CONS CUMBERLAND C-50 
TANBARK GAS CUMBERLAND C-50 
TANGLEWOOD OHIO M-32 
TAR FORK BRECKINRIDGE 0-35 
TAR FORK CONS BRECKINRIDGE 0-35 
TAR FORK EAST BRECKINRIDGE 0-36 
TAR FORK NORTH BRECKINRIDGE 0-35 
TARKILN LAWRENCE R-80 
TARR RIDGE MENIFEE Q-71 
TARTER BRANCH CASEY I-56 
TAULBEE BREATHITT N-75 
TAULBEE CONS BREATHITT N-75 
TAYLOR SCHOOL CONS ALLEN C-40 
TEGES CREEK CLAY J-70 
TEMPERANCE SIMPSON D-37 
TEMPLE HILL EAST BARREN E-45 
TEMPLE HILL NORTH BARREN E-44 
TEMPLE HILL SOUTH BARREN E-44 
THOMAS ALLEN D-38 
THOMAS WARREN F-37 
THOMAS BEND HOPKINS I-21 
THOMAS DBS PIKE 0-83 
THOMAS RIDGE CASEY I-SS 
THOMAS RIDGE WEST CASEY I-54 
THOMAS WEST DBS FLOYD 0-83 
THOR CONS ·LEWIS X-75 
THREE SPRING WARREN F-37 
THREEFORKS DBS MARTIN P-85 
THRUSTON DAVIESS P-30 
THURLOW GREEN I-48 
TIDAL WAVE WHITLEY E-65 
TILDEN WEBSTER N-22 
TILDEN EAST WEBSTER N-22 
TOBEY METCALFE G-47 
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WALNUT GROVE CHURCH 
WANAMAKER 
WANAMAKER EAST 
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WASHINGTON OHIO L-31 
WATERVIEW CUMBERLAND D-49 
WATERVIEW SOUTH CUMBERLAND D-49 
WATHEN UNION 0-19 
WATHEN CONS UNION 0-19 
WATSON BRIDGE HOPKINS J-23 
WAVERLY UNION 0-21 
WAVERLY SOUTH UNION 0-21 
WAYLAND SOUTH DBS FLOYD L-81 
WAYNESBURG SOUTHEAST LINCOLN J-59 
WEAVER WARREN E-39 
WEBB RUSSELL H-54 
WEBBVILLE SOUTH LAWRENCE T-80 
WEDDING OHIO M-33 
WEIR MUHLENBERG H-28 
WEIR EAST MUHLENBERG H-28 
WEIR SOUTH MUHLENBERG H-28 
WEIR WEST MUHLENBERG H-28 
WEIRS CR.EEK HOPKINS K-22 
WELLER OHIO M-31 
WEST LIBERTY MORGAN R-75 
WEST LOUISVILLE DAVIESS 0-27 
WEST POINT HARDIN R-43 
WHEAT CONS ALLEN C-39 
WHICKERVILLE HART I-46 
WHICKERVILLE EAST GREEN I-47 
WHITAKER OHIO N-32 
WHITAKER CONS OHIO N-32 
WHITAKER DBS FLOYD 0-80 
JOHNSON 
WHITAKER NORTH OHIO N-32 
WHITE HILL CHURCH CUMBERLAND F-49 
WHITE LICK WEBSTER N-22 
WHITE OAK SOUTH MORGAN Q-76 
WHITE PLAINS ALLEN C-40 
WHITE PLAINS HOPKINS I-26 
WHITE PLAINS W CONS HOPKINS I-25 
WHITE PLAINS WEST HOPKINS I-25 
WHITE ROSE TAYLOR L-49 
WHITEHOUSE JOHNSON Q-82 
WHITES BOTTOM CUMBERLAND D-49 
WHITESTONE QUARRY WARREN F-36 
WHITESVILLE OHIO 0-32 
DAVIESS 
WHITESVILLE EAST OHIO 0-32 
WHITFIELD HOPKINS H-26 
WHITLEY GAP KNOX E-66 
WHITLEY 
WHITSON MILL WAYNE B-56 
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WHITTAKER WARREN F-36 
WHITTINGHILL GRAYSON K-36 
WIDECREEK BREATHITT N-72 
LEE 
WIGWAM BARREN H-45 
HART 
WILBUR LAWRENCE R-81 
WILDWOOD ALLEN C-40 
WILHURST BREATHITT N-73 
WILLETT HENDERSON P-21 
UNION 
WILLIAMS WARREN F-40 
WILLIAMS UNION M-20 
WEBSTER 
WILLIAMS CREEK CLINTON D-53 
WILLIAMSBURG WHITLEY C-64 
WILLIS CREEK CLINTON D-52 
WILLOW SHADE METCALFE E-47 
WILSON WARREN F-37 
WILSON HENDERSON P-23 
WILSON CREEK CHURCH CARTER W-80 
WILSTACY BREATHITT M-75 
WIN JOHNSON P-79 
MAGOFFIN 
WINDSOR CASEY H-56 
PULASKI 
WINDY CITY WAYNE. C-55 
WINDYVILLE EDMONSON I-39 
WINLOCK-STEFFEY BARREN F-43 
WINLOCK-STEFFEY BARREN F-43 
WIRS CREEK HOPKINS K-22 
WISCOAL DBS KNOTT I-78 
PERRY 
WOLF RIVER CLINTON B-52 
WOLFE CREEK DBS MARTIN P-85 
WOLFPIT DBS PIKE K-85 
WOODALL BUTLER I-32 
WOODBINE KNOX E-65 
WHITLEY 
WOODBURN WARREN E-36 
WOODBURN CONS SIMPSON D-36 
WARREN 
WOODBURN WEST WARREN E-36 
WOODMAN EAST DBS PIKE M-90 
WOODS BEND MORGAN R-74 
WOODSONVILLE HART J-44 
WOODWARD VALLEY OHIO M-30 
WRAY GAP WAYNE D-56 
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WYMAN NORTH DAVIESS N-27 
WYMAN SOUTH MCLEAN N-26 
XERXES SCHOOL CUMBERLAND B-50 
YADEN WHITLEY C-65 
YATESVILLE LAWRENCE T-82 
YEARGINS MUHLENBERG I-27 
YEARGINS CHAPEL MUHLENBERG I-27 
YEARGINS CONS MUHLENBERG I-27 
YELLOW CREEK MCLEAN N-26 
YELVINGTON DAVIESS Q-31 
YERKES WEST PERRY J-75 
YES SE ALLEN E-40 
YORK CHAPEL CLINTON D-54 
YOUNG WAYNE C-57 
YOUNG UNION N-20 
ZELDA LAWRENCE U-83 
ZION HENDERSON P-25 
.ZION EAST HENDERSON P-25 
ZION HILL DAVIESS N-28 
ZION NORTH HENDERSON P-25 
ZION NORTH CONS HENDERSON Q-25 
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